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the most powerful 

Lands of Lore * Breathtaking 3D enhancemcnta display 

the most intricate and immersive 

Lands of Lott wodd even 

Hundreds of spells and enchanted 

items enable you So conjure magic, 

gain special abilities and ensure your 

survival 

Interact with scores of intriguing characters sis 

you trek through slv distinct gatneworlds 

including: the Froscn Waptes, the Shattered 

iWrt, and the haunted Undefwtttd. 
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Be a Warrior,, WiiadL Cleric or Thief 

tir combine two or marc professions to 

customize your character class and 

strengthen your skills, Also, choose a 

magical familiar from any of the four 

guilds as your companion who will 

scout, spy, fight, heal and steal fur you. 
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“Raymond E. Feist’s Riftwar Saga 

is one of the greatest successes 

in the epic fantasy genre/’ 

-PC Gamer Magazine 



Anew Quest Has B-eguk, 

130 motion-captured 3D characters 

11 plat-twisting 

chapters 

Tactically complex, turn-based combat 

Return to a land of intrigue and ad venture. Lead your band of five characters on 

t a truest to recover the Tear of the Gods, a mystical relic coveted by a madman 

3ent on spreading darkness across the land of Midkemia. From the dizzying heights 

Krondor's Palace, to the haunted depths of a temple dedicated to an evil as ancient 

os the gods themselves, never before has an RPG given you so much of what you want. 



Venn's 

Turn 

New Year 

ne of the great pleasures of 

1 working m a magazine lh that 

you get to start fresh each 

month. The January issue is especially 

esdting each year beca use It feels even 

more like a fresh start. Part of that feeling 

wi th this issue comes from launching 

some cool new projects. 

The new Ares ' section takes the place 

of book and game reviews, leaving 

AD&D* article* just as much space as 

before. Both A DAD and Ai.tkrmtv* 

players can find support here every 

month, We launch tlte new section with 

a particularly cod article, "Starship 

Perks and Flaws." Check out those maps 

hy Uzz! 

While it won't have a monthly 

presence, the Marvkj. SiiPHc Hekc*S^ 

Adventure Game will also enjoy some 

regular support in these pagt^. We have 

a few good articles on hand, and more 

are on the way. Check out this month's 

"Powers of the Mind." Even if you 

haven rt tried the new game—and why 

haven "t you, anyway?—this article is full 

of good ideas for using psiunics in any 

game Again, the AD&D game still 

comes first, but we won't neglect players 

of the other current TSR* games. (And 

you'll still find a "Campaign Classic"' in 

these pages from time to time.) 

Many of our readers are longtime role- 

player^ bu t we rea lize tha t newcomers 

sometimes need a little help getting a 

campaign started. While the new 

"Dungeoncraft'1 series is designed lo 

help the neophyte DM,columnist Itay 

Wknninger promises lie'll also teach new 

tricks ton*oid dogs now and then. 

Starting next issue, well add "Rule 

Models,'1 a minia turns column for 

DMs and players, not just painters. 

See this issue's ■D-Mail'b" for more on 

this new series. 

Every one of these add itinns came 

from suggestions in your letters and 

survey responses, and we haven't 

stopped using your advice to plan fur 

the future. As always, we'd like to hear 

what you think of this issue, so send us 

a letter or visit us at www.tsr.com. If 

you rd like to spend some time chatting 

with the editors, visit at 10 p«m. Eastern 

on the first Friday of each month. One or 

mure of us will be in LheTSR chat room 

(seminar room), so you can give us a 

piece of your mind in reoltime. 

There are a few other surprises fnr 

19W in the works, but it's too soon to 

announce them Suffice to say that it'II 

be an interesting year here at Dragon 

Magazine so keep an eye on this page 

and on T5R News " If you've enjoyed 

the magazine during the past few years, 

1999 should he an especially good year, 
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Behind you lie the gates to the stronghold of New Jollis, the 

largest city in nil of South Vormis. you stnnd in the central 

quarter before the legendary Big Rocs’ Cafe. The Duke 

has declared a state of martial law until the brigands 

that Have been terrorizing his lands are defeated. 

Great riches and fame await the heroes that 

succeed, and their names shat! be 

sung by troubadours 

throughout 

the land. 

RUBIES EVENTIDE 
Adventure and Glory 

await you in this Radical 

New Online Role-playing Game. 

• Over 200 Race/Class combinations 

• Scores of shops with thousands of items 

See what your character sees in a 3D world 

• Hundreds of magic spells that you con alter to 
suit your needs 



D-Mail 

Keep in Touch! 
To share your opinions on this fesue of the marine, 

post A lottor to T>Mai^ DRAGON* Magazine, 

|SOI Lind Avenue S.W., Renton, WA 9B0S5, USA, 

Send email todrnflikririzaids.com. 

AH material should be neatly typed or handwritten, 

loctude your full name and mailing address if you expect 

your letter to be printed, and let us know how much of 

that address youJd like printed, 

(WeJU assume city and state otherwise.) 

dragon&pcspu blink, or call 1 fBOO) 395-7760, 

Full Review 

I've been a leader of your wonderful 

magazine since 1993, and my collection 

dates back to issue #182. Dragon* A%a- 

zim, along with Dungeon* Adventures, is 

the best place to find interesting AD&D" 

stuff-1 like your articles, especially those 

that give me ideas to spice up the history 

of my campaign, like "AD&D game 

Aliens1' in issue #251, or "Orbs of 

Dragonkind" in Issue#230, or "Ruinsof 

Adlersburg" in issue #236, or any of the 

'Dragon Ecology" articles... well, lefs 

1 

issue with that theme is not as useful as 

the others, for me. You could have arti¬ 

cles on sea-related topics once in a while, 

regardless of the topic of the magazine. 

In tenor Art: I lave Rebecca Guay's 

work! I think she's one of the best artists 

who ever worked for TSR, along with 

ESrom and DiTeriizzi. I also would like to 

see more paintings from Randy Rost. 

Covers: l can't remember die last time 

I saw an ore, a party of adventurers, 

somebody in a tavern, or a king on the 

cover. The fact is, since #225 you've pre¬ 

CAN'T REMEMBER the last time I saw an ore, 
a party of adventurers, somebody in a tavern, 
or a king on the cover. 

stop now! I would like to see a "Dragon 

Ecologies" article in every other issue of 

the magazine, if possible. I also like 

"Dragq>jMirth"" and "Knights of The 

Dinner Table." By the way, in issue #250, 

you said you wan! to hear your readers' 

feedback to keep improving. Here's my 

two-pence's worth. 

In general: Try to avoid articles that 

are too ruleoriented, although I dc like 

"The Laws of 5pell Design" (from issue 

#242). I'm hungering for an article with 

definitive rules for creating magical 

items, too, I don't like kits that are too 

specific, like those presented in "Crypt 

Rangers and Defenders" in issue #234, 

because they are not easily introd uced in 

any campaign. Moreover,! don't like 

new rules on combat, except when they 

are easy to loam and fast to intmduoe. 

Themes: Personally, I don't like any 

sea or undersea adventure, so every 

sented dozens of dragons. It was nice at 

the start. I started to be annoyed after the 

first twelve months. I developed an irra¬ 

tional hatred for dragons after another 

year. Now I just can't stand any more 

dragons on the cover. Please, please, 

please, please return to variety. Dragon 

art can be on the cover of any June issue. 

Otherwise, I'd prefer something entirely 

different. 

Headings: I know this will sound silly, 

but can you please bring the old headers 

back? I miss them, The "Arcane Lore," 

"Bazaar of the Bizarre,'' and the 'The 

Dragon's Bestiary" series, as well as new 

ones like "Rogue's Gallery," "Dragon 

Ecologies," or "Wynns of the North," 

would look better to me with the old 

headers, which are surely bigger but also 

nkser- 

" Wynns of the North": 1 really liked 

the idea at first- Now it's become a bore: 

too many d ragons for the same setting 

detailed by the same person. Can't Ed 

Greenwood write the same kind of arti¬ 

cles with different monsters? 1 would 

like to see something like "Beholders of 

the North" or something like the old 

"Elminster's Notebook" (which was just 

one or two pages long, but it gavegmif 

ideas for my campaigns). Or, if you like 

dragons that much, you can try other 

settings or other w riters, 

"The Wizards Three": 1 don't really 

like the idea of three mages from three 

different worlds talking in Ed Green¬ 

wood's living room, but 1 use the spells, 

"Arcane Lore": Hike when there's his¬ 

tory'and campaign background as well 

as spells. For example, I like them very 

much when they introduce legendary 

mages into my campaign history. My 

players stiU whisper the name of 

Othyisa r Du 'Morde (from issue #203) 

with awe. 

"Dragon's Bestiaiy1': 1 like this col¬ 

umn, but T'd prefer if you could give us 

more background and ecology informa¬ 

tion on each monster. This probably 

means you will have to reduce the num¬ 

ber of monsters presented in even, issue, 

but I think that any DM has enough 

monsters to survive- 

Campaign-Specific Articles: Person¬ 

ally, 1 like them more than plain, basic 

AD&D stuff. A mix of the old "Cam¬ 

paign Journal" column and the "new" 

"Campaign Classics" could be printed in 

every issue. The Alteristty1 game can 

have a place in your magazine, too, but 

not so often. If you print an Alterntty 

article, you shouldn't also include a 

campaign-specific piece, especially if it 

is not a "standard" setting like the 

Forgotten Realms' or Greyhawk* 
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campaigns, I'm hungering for articles on 

the Al-Qadim1 Kara Tux Maztka, and 

Dark Sun’1’ settings, (You've completely 

forgotten the last three,) Yes, I know 

there are those who would prefer not to 

see these setting covered a t all. 

Start printing ideas for campaigns: 

descriptions of new and old places, 

adventure ideas, NFCs, fiction, and 

ecologies. They don't have to be ten 

pages long—even a couple would do, as 

long they feature good ideas, ready to be 

Introduced into game sessions. Even 

articles detailing new equipment new 

spells,, new monsters, or new magical 

i terns, as long as they have decent back¬ 

ground notes. As [ see it, there should 

always be space for ideas in your maga¬ 

zine, regardless of the setting. An idea is 

universal, so It is useful in any campaign 

world or setting. 

Simon Mas 

Bari, Italy 

Reprints 

I am a newcomer to the AD&D game, 

and I agree with Mark Papina's tetter (in 

issue#252) concerning reprinting out-of- 

print D&DT literature. J would really like 

to see the original article you did on the 

Avariel, which appeared in issue #51, 

Better still, perhaps a new article entitled 

"The Missing Elves" that would include 

winged elves as well as shadow elves 

and other, lesser-known subspedes of 

elvenkin, 

I have been reading DRACON Magazme 

since issue #246, It makes for great 

reading, and the articles are very infor¬ 

mative and useful. 

Please change "Wynns of tire North" 

to "Monsters of the North," There are 

other powerful creatures out there 

besides dragons! 

Please make "Giants of the Earth" 

(issue#249) and "By Any Other Name" 

[issue #251) recurring articles. For the 

latter, 1 would like to see drew (What 

does "Drizz Y' mean anyway?) and 

dwarf names described. 

E'd like to see a follow-up to Miranda 

Homer's excellent article "Beyond the 

Tree" (issue #251) focusing on the satyrs 

of Ansalon. According to the Moftsmous 

Manual ” book, satyrs are the mate 

counterpart of dryads and, like dryads, 

are sentient manifestations of the forces 

of nature. It would be interesting to see 

how shaping the land by the Grea t 

Dragons affected them and what role 

they play in the Fifth Age. Perhaps some 

act as henchmen/bodyguards to high- 

level Druid PCs. 

D/tAOQN Magazine looks better with 

each issue. Keep up the good work. 

Debbie Perron 

Sherbrooke, Canada 

Our reason for not reprinting older articles 

should become clear after you've perused the 

“TSR Previews’* section of this issue. On the 

other hand, if any older articles merit a 

revised treatment, as last summer's "The 

Missing Dragons/ then werU omriefer 
printing an updated version, 

See our note about "Wynns of the North" 

after the next letter. 

Rest assured that there are both more 

"Giants in the Earth" and "By Any Other 

Name" articles in fkeworksi Both have gar¬ 

nered plenty of positive letters recently. And 

while she's one of the busiest women rtf TSRr 

Miranda Homer is already thinking about a 

follom-up to "Beyond the Thee." 

That was easy! Try asking usfor some¬ 

thing hard next time! 

Favorite Parts 

I figured lrd spend ten minutes telling 

you how much cnjoymimt L receive out 

of the work that all of you do at Dragon 

Magazine. 1 truly enjoy your magazine, 

and even though I would like to keep it 

as a home for mostly AD&D items, it is 

interesting to read about other games 

now and again. I usually just peruse 

these sections; if nothing else, they offer 

an opportunity to find out what scenar¬ 

ios and ideas the other systems/settings 

offer. Being a DM for years, L know that 

any concept can spark ideas for a good 

game from directions that I hadn't used 

before, so 1 appreciate this. 

"Sage Advice" is always the first see- 

tion that I read and the problems that 

people write in with are sometimes very 

interesting and amusing. The answers 

are always complete, and there is no 

telling how many questions Skip can 

answer before he finally tuckers out, 

"Forum" is one of my favorites as 

well, and 1 think St is done beautifully. 

There is nev er really any response to the 

ideas brought up here from those of you 

who work so closely with the game that 

all of us love—and this is both good and 

bad. Perhaps, if there is an item with 

many differing opinions, one of you 

could chime in with an opinion that is 

not just from your readers. 

By Aaron Williams 
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The "Out of Character" column is one 

of my favorite additions from your old 

format as well as the " Knights of the 

Dinner Table1' comic. Both sections are 

very enjoyable and useful (even KQDT), 

as they tackle issues that we come across 

all the time in my group. The articles 

vary in their usefulness to me, bu t that is 

to be expected, and 1 do think that 95% 

of them are very well done, as are all of 

your short stories. 

One negative criticism; 1 believe the 

"Wyrms" series may have run its course, 

at least for monthly publica tion. It is a 

good series, and Mr, Greenwood does a 

very good job with i t, but I think we 

need a break. 

Lastly, 1 think the "Dragon Ecology" 

section is very good. The extra informa¬ 

tion it provides is priceless to those of us 

who often like to add twists to old 

favorites on the fly and the stories that 

go along with them are usually just a 

bonus. Anyway, three cheers for you all, 

This is my favorite publication, and I 

wall continue to purchase it as I have for 

quite some time. 

I Healey 

Malden, MA 

As reamify hinted, “Wynns of the North" 

mil fmv run its course by early nmt sum¬ 

mer, and Iten Ed s on to mother series. 

Considering the tellers we've been receiving, 

heJs o)i exactly the right track. But just to be 

sure, he has a request for ail readers: 

"As Vofa is unleashed on the Realms cnce 

more, running hard and in disguise to avoid 

Hie wrath of mages wiw remain less than 

pleased by a certain Guide to All Things 

Magical, Eimimter promises to correct the 

more egregious errors, as usual. In the 

interests of upsetting fhsjewest Faeriitmns, 

liotuever, we'd like to—er—aim Volost Hie 

Realms rather than just letting him wander.: 

Therefore, please Id usbroun Wital phraser 

things would you fflfeer Vcb fpejrptore?, and 

what are Hie most important or usefol facts 

or details you fd like to know about them 1 

Laeral Inis promised to comment when the 

'two fooys get out of.imtid. 

More Casting About 

In issue #253 Steven Poer brought up the 

idea of makings TSR movie. I think that 

Sleven made a good choice writh the 

Draccwiancb* trilogy, but 1 have few 

suggestions for the cast. 
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Tania Half-El ven: While Bruce Willis 

is a good choice, I think Mel Gibson 

would fit the part better 

Tasslehoffi Michael J, Fox? While I 

have to agree about the "curious 

prankster" part, 1 think that we should 

bring back Warwick Davis (who played 

the title role in WiUmtt). 

Kitiara: Cindy Crawford doesn't look 

like the type to run people through, but 

Lucy Lawless has lots of practice in that 

area. 

Hint Danny DeVito would be 

perfect. 

Fi/ban: I think Mel Brooks would boa 

mistake; however, Christopher Lloyd 

would make a very good "fuddled 

wizard.'" 

I hope that you will seriously consider 

ma king a TSR movie whichever series 

if s based on. 

Also, in "With a Twist" Jaimes Wyatt 

mentioned the Werii Bidkfer's Gu ftfr&wfc. 

I w as wondering where 1 might get a 

copy and who wrote it. 

Russell Thrailkill 

Address Withheld 

The World Builder 's Guidebook (TSR 

#9532) is a campaign accessary by Kidi 

Baker. Yew might also be interested m Bruce 

Cordell '$ Dungeon Builder's Guidebook 

(TSR119556) Yew should be able to find both 

m your local game or book store. 

After reading the "CastingGail" letter 

from Steven Peer, 1 simply had to write. 

I wholeheartedly agree that TheQnxmh 

cles would make a super movie or, better 

yet, a television mini-series. 

However,, my casting choices would 

be different from Steven's. Those I 

would choose differently: 

Tasselhoff: Johnathan Taylor Thomas, 

from Home Improvement* 

Sturm: Alexander Siddtg, from Deep 

Space Nine. 

Raistlin: Jason Carter, from Babylon 

Five. 

Gil than as: Robert Duncan McNeil, 

from Voyager. 

With the popularity of Xetm and 

Hercules as television series and the 

well-received mini-series Merlin, I 
agree with Steven that it is time for a 

DragonUiNCE production, 

Karen Kay Wegner 

Helena, MT 

Playing With Miniatures 
Our AD&D group, the Loremasters, 

has always found enjoyment in collect¬ 

ing vast arrays of PC and monster 

miniatures for use at our table, I print 

floor plans from my computer of 

everything from taverns to temples 

noun. 

and dungeon rooms. We collect the 

old TSR adventure fold-up sets, 

including castle walls, buildings, etc. 

Every convention is a search for a new, 

interesting terrain feature like cliffs or 

a river. We have a few folks who make 

their own terrain. Fora while, we 

asked ourselves the same question 

posed In the November "Wykm's 

TURN""; Does all this scenery take 

away from imagination? 

Every time the DM reaches for ter¬ 

rain, does that mean the players 

should expect a combat encounter? 

Regardless, people are entertained by 

the visuals, but all eyes come to the 

Fn*t giant fijihi, 

DM when descriptions of the scene 

unfold. Sure, a miniature can be placed 

on its side in a combat when it per¬ 

ishes, but that 's an afterthought to 

descriptive references. Our group feels 

the miniatures promote rolqplaytng 

and free the imagination from keeping 

track of exactly where every friend and 

foe is standing. 

Recently, the PCs met a giant outside 

his lair in a Dungeon Aftwift/rtv mod¬ 

ule, The cave setup in "Frost Giant 

Fight" was designed by a couple of my 

players. The miniatures were painted by 

my wife, and the mats are from Chessex. 

All the houses are from theGREYHAWK* 

setting's "Falcon" trilogy 

The copse of trees in the picture "Out¬ 

side The Cave" was homemade. As you 

can see, the terrain doesn't have to win 

awards, but it's better than hunks of 

uncolored cardboard, too. It sets the 

scene and there's no arguments about 

what is what! We u$e strips of felt cut the 

same width end to end to simulate a trail 

or road. 

I think the return of a miniatures col¬ 

umn would be great, especially if it had 

hints on actually using them in play and 

covering the spectrum of terrain, build¬ 

ings, and so forth, besides just the little 

pewter folks. 

Jeff I bach 

Lawrenceville, NJ 

People who send us letters often gel tlreir 

wishes. Starling next issue, "RoleModels" 

joins the ranks of our regular columns, offer- 

mg tips on using miniatures. It starts off 

with the simplestj least expensive way to add 

figures to the game. Gradually, it'll tackle 

slightly more eltalienging elements, like 

building terrain and even customizing fig¬ 

ures. It'll be a great any for those who 

haven't used miniatures before to gel star led. 

The Loremasters can't be the only group 

tv/ro use miniatures in the game—and they 

can't be the only ones who've named them- 

selves. Tdl us abovf your gaming group, and 

maybe well grant one of your wishes. 

rit* 
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What are the three best spells (Wizard and Priest} 
in the Player s Handbook? Why are they best? 

Weenie Wizards 

Has anyone noticed how fatally weak 

Wizards are? It is not possible to play a 

Wizard from 1st level and have him 

reach 18th level unless the DM fudges 

rolls or allows easy access to raise dead 

spells. 

Wizards need the greatest amount of 

experience, compared to the other 

classes, to advance in level. Keep in 

mind that to gain this experience, they 

must be active and participating in 

group efforts. (Sorry bud, casting your 

light spell and hiding at the back isn't 

putting you on the fast track for level 

advancement!) 

To gain all this experience. Wizards 

have the least hit points (d-l) and starting 

money (4d 10), no armor, few weapons, 

poor THACO, and only one spd l. In 

short, they an? weak, poor, unarmored, 

under-armed, inadequate combatants, 

and they have only one spell to cast, pro¬ 

viding they don't get hit before it goes 

off. This is assuming one of the few 

spells they get at 1st level is useful in 

combat. 

These facts are obvious, However; let 

us imagine that, through clever play and 

some favoritism, a player finally some¬ 

how reaches a level where he can do 

what Wizards are renowned for,.. 

creating magical items! 

The financial cost is enormous. The 

spells required are not guaranteed to 

work, If they do work, you lose your life 

at the rate of 1 point of Constitution per 

ptTwewirL-y spell. Your reward is a pit¬ 

tance of experience poin ts and, if you're 

lucky, some fame, (Here is the sword of 

Poindexter the Lucky-to-be-alive!) 

Nobody in our group plays a single- 

classed Wizard anymore—at least not 

for long, as they always die! Can this 

class be salvaged in a 3rd Edition? Are 

multi-class Mages the answer? What do 

others think? Are Wizards weenies? 

Dennis R, Rose 

Saskatoon, Canada 

Monks With Class 

For a 3rd Edition of the AD&D* game, I 

would like to see the return of the Monk 

as a character class and not as a kit, as in 

the 1st Edition. Before you stop reading 

and jump to the conclusion that Monks 

from the 1st Edition are too tough, let me 

assure you that, in the hands of a compe¬ 

tent DM, they aren't. 

For a start, with the ability scores 

needed, few characters make it into the 

class. They don't gain any real power 

until they reach about Wh level, and 

their life expectancy' below 9th level is 

not good. Also, they have to be Lawful. 

Any change results in the loss of all abili¬ 

ties—the Monk becomes a Ist-level char¬ 

acter of a different class with no chance 

to regain their lost abilities. Compare 

this to the other classes with strict Align¬ 

ment requirements, such as Paladins 

and Rangers. Both become fighters of 

the same level they had attained in their 

earlier class if their alignment changes, 

and they can redeem their lost abilities 

through noble deeds. 

Monks have a Mage's hit points (d4) 

although they do get2 HD at 1st level. 

Thei r ma ximum adjustment for Consti¬ 

tution is 2, as they are not true Fighters, 

so a I7th-level Monk, who serves the 

party' primarily as a melee fighter, has an 

average of 45 hp, whereas a Fighter of 

the same level has an average of 75 hp 

plus any Constitution bonuses. Monks 

also tight on the Thieves' combat table. 

third in combat rankings. Once again, a 

class whose primary role in melee com¬ 

bat comes out noticeably inferior to most 

of the classes. 

So, they have a combat bonus of !4 

point of damage per level This may 

seem powerful but at 16th level, when 

they do +8 damage with a weapon, they 

still have only one attack per round - A 

I6th-level Warrior without specializa¬ 

tion gets two attacks per round; with 

exceptional Strength, he gets a bonus of 

+2 to +6, With two attacks, that makes it 

44 to +12, So the Monk's +8 is hardly out 

of proportion. 

It is commonly agreed that at high lev¬ 

els, Monks fight better with their bare 

hands. At 17th level, they have four 

attacks per round with their hands, and 

each attack does 8-32 points of damage. 

This ability' seems powerful, but is it? 

With their bare hands. Monks can't 

attack creatures hit only by magical 

weapons. Also, if you use the weapon- 

type attack adjustment, their bonus dis¬ 

appears. To hit AC 2 (i.e., platemaii and 

shield), they area t a -7 penalty. Make it a 

suit of pin tanaii +2 and a 16th-level 

Monk needs a 21 to hit AC 0 (THAC014 

with the adjustment of-7), so even with 

four attacks, he can't hit In comparison, 

a 16th-Eevcl Fighter with a JflttgSttWrtf +2 

needs a 6 to hit AC 0 (THACO 6, -2 for 

using a longsword against platemaii and 

shield, and a +2 from the sword's 

enchantment). Without Strength modi¬ 

fiers or specialization, he needs a 6 and 

has two attacks. As a second example, 

consider someone in chainmail and 

shield (AC 4) adjusted by -2 for Dexter¬ 

ity, which makes a final AC of 2- A Monk 

needs a 17 to hit in this case (THACO 14 - 

3 penalty for bare hand attack against 
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diainmail). With four attacks per round, 

the law of averages savs he hits each 

round doing an average of 20 points of 

damage. The 16th-leve! Fighter in the 

sime situation needs a 3 to hit AC 2 

f CHACO 5 - 2 for the sword's enchant¬ 

ment). With two attacks per round and 

needing only a 3 to hit, the Fighter hits 

twice during nearly every round and 

causes an average of 7.5 poin ts of dam¬ 

age—again without Strength or special¬ 

ization bonuses. 

The Monk's ability to stun and kill is 

often criticized as too powerful. To stun 

an opponent, a Monk needs to roll 5 

higher than his chance to hit. Using the 

above examples, it is clear that this only 

happens against very weak cppo- 

nonkv—opponents that a high-level 

Fighter would have an equally easy time 

incapacitating. 

The abili ty to dodge missiles is useful, 

but with saving throws vs. petrification 

at 16th-Jevel being 9, it is only 60% reli¬ 

able. Also, if a Mage wanted bo use/inf- 

Iwfion a Monk, he wouldn't aim it at the 

Monk so he could dodge; instead, he'd 

aim it at the floor near the Monk's feet, 

ensuring that the Monk would be in the 

blast radius. 

Monks have some Thief abilities. 

Lawful Good Monks opening locks fora 

Good-aligned party are much more 

believable than some patched together 

justification for a Good-aligned Thief or 

a Rogue with sticky fingers. If you took a 

Monk into the dungeon, at least you 

would leave the dungeon with every¬ 

thing still in your pockets, 

Another major benefit is their ability 

to fall. If theyr can keep in contact with a 

wall, at high levels they can fall any dis¬ 

tance, This problem was overcome in 

my games by the invention of the 

"Monk Pit" It starts as a normal pit, but 

as it gets deeper, the walls are farther 

and farther apart, like an inverted fun¬ 

nel, This serves a dual purpose in that 

the Monks can't reach the walls and 

more things in the pit can be hidden 

from prying eyes. 

Armor: The Monk has a gradually 

lower AC, bu t he can't w'car a rmor and 

receives no Dexterity adjustment. Even 

though his AC can teach -3, with the 

Weapon against armor rules he is treated 

as AC 10, meaning most weapons 

receive +2 to hit him. Without any 

adjustments for magic or Strength,, a 

ISth-level Warrior needs 9 to hit AC -3, 

With the +2 adjustment, he only needs a 

7, and with file Monk's average hit 

points only being a 45, the Wa rrior 

dressed in platemail will make short 

work of our parttcu Ear Monk, 

The speak with animals and speak mth 

ptmts abilities can be useful, but they 

actually aren 't that powerful. The same 

can be said of masking the mind to ESP, 

Monks are Lawful, so their actions are 

always going to be logical and not 

Chaotic, so do you really need to read 

their minds? 

While Sth-level Monks, like Paladins, 

are not affected by disease, by then a 

Cleric can cast at re disease anyway, 

They can a Isofeign death, but this is 

mostly a defensive ability. With their low 

hit points and AC, they need something 

to help them survive. 

At 9th level, charm and similar spells 

have only a 50% chance of success. Elves 

have -tills ability from 1st level. 

Ability H, telepathic and Mindblast 

attacks; This ability is useful only if you 

use psionics. I don't believe they are 

needed, so I don't use them, making this 

power useless, 

A Monk's most useful ability, in my 

mind, is the immunity to poisons gained 

at 11th level. ,At that level, though, War¬ 

riors and Priests have a better than 50% 

chance of making the appropriate sav¬ 

ing throw, Unless you are using sudden 

death poisons, all poison causes is dam¬ 

age, As previously stated, Monks don't 

have many hit points. 

The ability that every one says is too 

powerful is the quivering palm. 1 don't 

deny that this power is effective, but it 

can be used only once a week, and the 

Monk must hit within three rounds. If 

the opposition is in any armor better 

than studded leather, forget it. The 

chances to hit are so low the ability is 

most likely tost. Also, anyone within 90 

hit points or more is safe, as Monks with 

average hit points can't affect higher hit 

point totals. Those most vulnerable to a 

Monk's quivering palm are high-level 

Mages, but who in his right mind would 

want to cross a high-level Mage? 

Lastly, to advance further than 8th 

level, a Monk must defeat another Monk 

of the same level, since there may only 

be one Monk of each level from 9th to 

17th, So, in the middle of an adventure 

the Monk declares he is off to fight his 

required duel, He'U catch up in a couple 

of weeks, possibly a level higher, possi¬ 

bly not! 

In summary, when you look at 

Monks, with four attacks per round, 

causing 8d4 points of damage, and 

delivering the quivering paim, they 

seem powerful but put one against an 

equally experienced, armored, and spe¬ 

cialized Fighter, and I know which one I 

would back. 

The inclusion of the Monk as a charac¬ 

ter class in the 3rd Edition would give 

players a wider selection to choose from, 

and anyway, having read this, how 

many people would want to play one? 

Kev Smith 

South Glamorgan, U.K, 

Rapier Wit 

Having read Adam Donaldson's letter 

"the best weapons" (In issue £249), I fed 

it deserves a response. Ho mentions the 

good old Catch-all bastard word, 

immensely popular in i Is day, as being 

the first and last choice for most players 

as a basic hand weapon and an absence 

of others, such as spears. Why were cer¬ 

tain weapons more popular at various 

times? 

The answer probably lies in the hum¬ 

ble rapier. Tills sword lacks the hacking 

power of its larger predecessors, relying 

on slashing and piercing damage and 

incapable of piercing plate. Why was 

such a weapon developed when far 

GNKS ... SEEM POWERFUL, 

but put one against an equally experienced, 
armored, and specialized fighter, and ! know 

which one I would back. 
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more damaging weapons were already 

in existence? The answer is simple: 

armor 

With the advent of effective gunpow¬ 

der weapons, the use of brilliantly man¬ 

ufactured plate armor became more or 

less obsolete, and lighter swords that 

gave the benefit of speed and lightness 

(useful during prolonged battles) 

became more common. 

Similarly, it can be argued that the 

heavier weapons were developed to 

combat advances in armor. Many 

weapons were developed to deal with 

particular types of armor. The bodkin 

arrow and the crossbow bolt were effec¬ 

tive at springing open mail links. The 

mace was quite capable of shattering 

bones through mail as well as hammer¬ 

ing the links into the flesh of the person 

beneath. (Padded armor jacks of leather 

or cloth helped take care of this,) 

Warhammers (not the Fantasy version 

with the big block of stone, but the 

medieval version with a meat tenderuer 

on the front and a bullet-shaped spike on 

the back) w ere capable of punching 

straight through plate armor (particu¬ 

larly helmets) with ease or inflicting 

crushing blows on less w ell-armored 

opponents. The halberd, the most suc¬ 

cessful Infantry weapon for several cen¬ 

turies, was a combination w eapon with 

a spearlike spike protruding from the 

end, either a spike (for piercing plate) or 

a meat tenderizer on the back, and a 

large axe head on the front. These were 

brought to bear by swinging the weapon 

over the head and bringing it dow n on 

your opponent, the force of which 

would be easily capable of fracturing the 

skull, even with a helmet, if well landed, 

A further note on missile weapons 

and the Longbow vs. Crossbow debate. 

Which was the most powerful? Vtell, 

with the development of the steel cross¬ 

bow, there is no contest- 'Surely this ter¬ 

rible weapon will bring an end to all 

wars," or so the Pope believed (forgive 

me for not remembering which one). 

This weapon (and I have this on good 

authority) is capable of putting a bolt an 

inch deep into solid stone; its penetrat¬ 

ing power is massive. The only reason 

that the longbow held out against it was 

largely the firing rate These crossbows 

could only be loaded with a winch affair 

attached to the filer's end, and loading 

was slow—about three or four times a 

minute. The loading mechanism has 

been known to shatter under the strain, 

rendering it useless until repaired (a 

helpful fact for DMs). The only other 

advantage of crossbows is that they fire 

directly at the target, so they are easily 

used by anyone without the dedicated 

hours of practice required for the long¬ 

bow. Compared lo this, the longbow, 

with a bodkin arrow (seebelow), was 

still capable of punching through plate 

armor from at least 200 yards away 

Longbows could be fired up to eighteen 

times a minute with enough accuracy to 

hit a target no larger than a saucer at 

about 20 yards (I've seen it done). This is 

four and a half tunes faster than the steel 

crossbow. 

However, one thing needs to be 

remembered: There is a large difference 

between penetrating power and actual 

damage. For example, the bodkin arrow 

(a narrow head without barbs, only frac¬ 

tionally thicker than the shaft) was better 

a t penetrating armor than a barbed 

arrow but did less damage. (Keep them 

for the knights.) You're never going to 

cut someone's head off with a mace, but 

you might with a longsword, unless 

they are wearing a plate gorget. The 

trick, in game terms, is to differentiate 

between the penetrating damage (dag¬ 

gers are good for this) and the inflicted 

damage (daggers aren't so good at this) 

of a weapon versus the effectiveness of 

the armor against particular types of 

damage. For example, a padded leather 

jack is good against maces, flails, ham¬ 

mers, and the like, but less so against 

spears, arrows, lances, etc. Also, plate 

armor is all very well, but knights had to 

keep taking water to avoid passing out 

from the heat. 

My final point on armor is this advice: 

Use a dagger and look for the gaps. In 

plate armor, there are plenty (eye slits, 

under the arms, often the base of the 

skull); a good number of knights were 

dispatched in this manner by groups of 

lighter and faster men-at-arms. 

Finally, you might consider—if you 

want to take it this far—that hitting mail- 

clad opponents repeatedly with a sword 

has an adverse effect on the sharpness, 

and therefore effectiveness, of a blade's 

cutting edge. On the other hand, taking a 

few too many hits from a wartuunmer 

leaves your nice, shiny breastplate 

resembling little more than an oddly 

shaped colander. Keep those whetstones 

handy, and don't neglect the nice, shiny 

mail coat that dead ort is wearing. 

Introducing all this to your games 

may take less work than you think- Start 

by considering the weapons and armor 

your players already have. Let them 

experience the shortcomings of their 

preferred choice, then develop new rules 

as new equipment is chosen and used. 

Soon you'll find that not only will your 

players be keen to pick up weapons for 

all seasons as well as varying their 

armor, but the creatures and adversaries 

they encounter will, as well. 

Mark Burdett 

West Midlands, England 

Nonstandard PC Races 

My gaming group formed almost 

twenty years ago, and 1 joined it eight 

years ago. Weve all played nonstandard 

characters at one time or another. 

About twelve to thirteen years ago, 

our first centaur PC showed up. He was 

given pluses to his normal dice roll for 

Strength due to his race. Also, he was an 

herbivore and didn't tike ale, which 

meant that we never met him at a tavern, 

nor could we keep up with him on the 

open plains, unless we had horses. 

About ten years ago, our first drow 

PC arrived. He was a little unpre¬ 

dictable, and sometimes he forgot to 

lake prisoners when we were gathering 

intelligence, but his deftness and skill 

with a blade came in handy 

When 1 joined the group, the cam¬ 

paign was at a high level; most PCs were 

18th-22nd level and had been in the 

campaign for four to six years or more. 

I came in as a custom character, a Kzin. 

HY WERE CERTAIN WEAPONS 
more popuiar at various times 
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This is a catlike biped borrowed from 

Poumelle and Niven's books. We gave 

him strength, agili ty, fast reflexes, and a 

short temper His name is Hunter^ hia 

motto, "Kill and Eat* 

The bottom tine is simple: The existing 

roles (I read these as guidelines) leave 

lots of room for customization. The DM 

and players talk it out, then agree on 

details. Then we play and have fun. Fun 

is the key: action, story, character devel¬ 

opment, risk—all within an epic land of 

wonder. 

I don't need any special rules from 

TSR for custom PCs, but others would 

likely enjoy them. If people aren't play¬ 

ing with nonstandard PCs, I think they 

should try it. You should include them if 

you make any changes to AD&D. For 

me, however, I think a 3rd Edition is 

unneeded- Whether I play or DM, I can 

edit and customize on the fly, as can the 

others in our group. 

Steve Rees 

Address Withheld 

New Initiative 

I like the AD&D system the way it is in 

many ways. Some rules have their weak 

points, but often they are vital. If you 

can't make any better ones, the old rules 

should stay right where they are. 

There is one thing 1 would like to see 

changed: the initiative system. In 

AD&D, a dagger has an initiative modi¬ 

fier of +2 and a battle axe a modifier of 

+8, That means that you can attack faster 

with a dagger- If you attack faster, you 

should have more attacks. The AD&D 

game needs a system in which fast 

weapons allow more attacks and slower 

weapons allow fewer 

f have an idea how to improve initia¬ 

tive- Most iremputer-RFGs don't use a 

turn-based system, but a realtime com¬ 

bat system instead. It is possible to create 

realtime combat rules for AD&D, Sup¬ 

pose that you roll your initiative in sec¬ 

onds; aftOT you attack, you noli initiative 

again and add that number to the num¬ 

ber you rolled the first time to determine 

when you attack again. Thus, your first 

attack might take place 6 seconds after 

comba t starts, and it could take hun¬ 

dreds of seconds before combat ends. 

"Tsn't that a lot of calculating?" said 

my friends, when 1 proposed this sys¬ 

tem. My experience is that you get used 

to it quite quickly. After half an hour, my 

players and T were running a totally 

smooth realtime battle. 

If you want to make it work, you '11 

need to modify the weapon speeds. You 

could add ten to ail of them, for exam¬ 

ple. I've made some improvised rules 

for weapon and spellcasting initiative 

modifiers, too. 

Derek Green 

Amsterdam, Holland 
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Jenny wants to run a 7th-level 

half-elf fighter/thief/mage. 

Jenny’s game starts in 15 minutes. 

Jenny plays a pre-made cleric. 

Not anymore... 

You love to play the AD&D* game. 
But generating the perfect 

character can take a lot of time. 
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changes that. 
You still do the fun stuff, but the 

program crunches the numbers. 
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books integrated into the program, 
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Standard AD&D rules are built 
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Need Help? 
Stud ytiur questions and anecdotes 

about running AD&D game 

adventures to: 

"Dungeoncraft" 
% Dragon Magazine 

1801 Lind Avenue S.W. 
Renton, VVA 98055 

Send email to 

d mailto wizard*.com 

By Ray Winninger 

The Advanced Dungeons & Dragons* 

{AD&D) game is a game of the imagina¬ 

tion. It's this characteristic more than 

any other that sets AD&D apart from 

chess, checkers, charades, poker,, 

Moj'Njpflly, Chutes and Udders, Space 

Invaders, and just about any other game 

that comes to mind. AH of these other 

games are defined by their rules—pass 

"Go" to collect $200, a flush beats a 

straight and so forth. The AD&D game, 

on the other hand, doesn't really have 

any rules. The Player's Handbook and 

Dungeon Master* Guide aren' t full of 

rules in the conventional .sense—they 're 

more tike suggestions. AD&D players 

are expected to take these suggestions 

and use them to create their own games 

ideally suited to their own tastes, 

Asa result, each AD&D session can be 

a unique and rewarding experience. It 

isn't just a game; it's an educational 

experience, a social event, and an outlet 

tor creative energy. Because there are no 

absolute rules to fall back on, however, 

the A D&D ga me is only as much, fun as 

the players can make it, A game of the 

imagination isn't very interesting unless 

the players are inventive. As both referee 

and guardian of the game world, much 

of this creative burden rests squarely on 

the shoulders of the Dungeon Master 

{DM). Good DMing is the key fcoa 

rewarding AD&D campaign, A good 

DM can make the most mundane 

adventures come to life, while all the 

rulebooks and dice in the world can't 

save the ailing campaign of a poor DM. 

A good DM is a writer, actor, game 

designer, storyteller, and referee all 

roiled into one. Taking on all these rotes 

is not easy; effective DMing is more art 

than science. Beginning with this issue. 

Dragon® Magazine devotes a few pages 

each month to exploring the art of 

Dungeoncraft. In the months ahead, 

you'll have an opportunity to peek 

behind the scenes as I prepare and run a 

complete AD&D campaign . .Along the 

way. 111 discuss how I designed and ran 

various aspects of the campaign. Ill also 

give you tips for creating or improving 

your own campaigns and for hand ling 

special situations tha t arise during play 

Future installments of this column will 

cover topics ranging from worldbuild- 

ing and character creation to d ungeon 

design and playing effective MFCs. 

Although "Dungeoncraft" is an 

obvious starting point for beginners 

running their first games, experienced 

dungeon-crawlers should find plenty of 

interesting material in these pages as 

well. Along the way, you're bound to 

encounter some new rules, techniques, 

and tricks to help you spice up even a 

long-running campaign. Between "Dun- 

geoncraft," the monthly "Sage Advice" 

rules column, and the occasional "Dun¬ 

geon Mastery articles on special topics 

related to DMing, each issue of Dragon 

Magazine should provide just about any 

DM with plenty of food for thought. 

"Dungeoncraft" will include advice 

on how to handle the sticky situations 

that arise in your own games. Need 

advice on how to deal with a "difficult" 

player? Wondering how much treasure 

to place in your dungeons? Want to 

know how to run a doppleganger 

effectively? If so, d rep me a line a t the 

address above. 

With all that out of the way, we can 

move on to this month's topic: getting 

started. A good DM knows that lots of 

prep time is necessary before buildings 

new campaign. There are ma ps to dra w, 

stories to write, characters to create, and 

dungeons to stock. Because the many 

tasks that must be completed before 

beginning play are obviously inter¬ 

connected, it's sometimes difficult to 

decide where to begin. 

Begin by asking yourself a few' key 

questions. Although a couple of these 

queries might sound a bit trite, having 

clear answers in mind for each of them 

up front is bound to save you lots of time 

and headaches later. In order, the key 

questions are; 
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1. Should I DM? 

Running your own AD&D campaign 

can be incredibly rewarding, In essence, 

you get to create an entire world, write 

i is history, populate it as you see fib and 

craft your own legends. What's more, if 

v our campaign is effective/ you might 

experience the unique satisfaction of cre¬ 

ating something tha t eventually attains a 

depth and a fife of its own Some AD&D 

campaigns have run for twenty years or 

more and have generated enough tales 

to fill several volumes. On the other 

hand, you should recognize that QMing 

isn't a responsibility to be assumed 

lightly Before you begin, you should 

take some time to make sure that you're 

ready to start a game. 

DMs face two real problems. The first 

is a lack of time. While it's certainly 

enjoyable work, preparing and running 

an AD&D campaign is just that—Bwir- 

In the early going, you should count on 

spending three to four hours per week 

(in addition to actual playing time) 

preparing adventures, drawing maps, 

and adding little details to your setting. 

If you don't have the time to spend, 

don't even try to run the game; you'll 

only frustrate your players. You can. sig¬ 

nificantly decrease prep time by using 

published adventures and settings, but 

as a practical rule, you're likely to get 

only as much out of these prod ucts as 

you're willing to put into them. Never 

try to run a published adventure with¬ 

out reading it thoroughly prior to play. 

The second problem facing DMs is a 

lack of restraint. If you think you'd 

rather be a player, don't DM. Part of the 

DM's job is to let the players grab center 

‘-cage. A good DM always gives the play¬ 

ers the last word and lets them decide 

what happens next. While this advice 

might sound straightforward, losing 

sight of it has been the downfall of many 

a campaign. Once play begins, you're 

going to have to resist the urge to use 

vivo rite NPCs to steal the spotlight from 

the players. You'll also need to keep an 

. ■pen mind about the ou tcome of the 

adventures and storylines you create lest 

vou steer the players toward the endings 

you favor Ul timately, the stories arising 

titan your campaign belong to the play¬ 

ers. if you have a problem with that, lei 

someone else run the game. 

"False starts"' can w aste a lot of time 

(yours and the players') and they 

inevitably make it even harder to set up 

a viable game later. 

2, How Many Flayers Do 1 Want? 
Where Will I Find Them? 

Unlike a lot of newer roleplaying games, 

AD&D works best w ith a lot of players. 

Think of the ideal AD& D adventuring 

party—you need at least a couple of 

fighters to engage monsters and protect 

the weaker adventurers in combat, a 

cleric to east healing spells, a thief to deal 

with tricks and traps, and a wizard or 

two to decipher magical clues and pro¬ 

vide an extra punch in important battles. 

If any of these key roles aren't filled, the 

players are bound to run into trouble; 

many AD&D supplements were 

designed under the assumption that all 

these skills would be available to the 

players' party Similarly, it's nice if one or 

two of the players choose to play nonhu- 

man races, giving the party even more 

capabilities and flexibility with regards 

to language, etc. Because players are free 

to choose any role they wish, it's wise to 

plan on four or more players to guaran¬ 

tee a well-balanced party. If your players 

are willing to give up some of their 

options while creating their characters, 

yqu might get away with only four or 

five players (more on this in a later 

installment devoted to character cre¬ 

ation). Playing with fewer than four 

players is likely to prove difficult in all 

but the most unusual campaigns. 

On the upper end, you'll want to limit 

yourself to eight or ten players as a gen¬ 

eral rule. With more than ten players, it's 

easy to lose control of the game For sim¬ 

ilar reasons, less-experienced DMs 

might want to limit themselves to six or 

seven players for the time being; you can 

always add more later. In any case, since 

you should always have enough room af 

the game table(s) to comfortably accom¬ 

modate all players, it's far more likely 

that the real limit on the number of play¬ 

ers proves to be a function of the space 

available. 

If you don't know enough potential 

players to fill ail the slots you have in 

mind, there are plenty of Ways to locate 

new players. Find out if any local col¬ 

leges have a gaming dub [most do). 

Attend a local gaming convention and 

play in an AD&D tournament. Check 

with the retailers who sell AD&D prod¬ 

ucts in your area to see if any of them 

will allow you to post a "players 

wanted" notice in their shops. You Can 

also post notices in appropriate places 

on the Internet. The social element is one 

of the characteristics that makes AD&D 

such a great game; over the years, thou¬ 

sands of lifelong friendships have 

formed over the gaming table . 

tMm rm uitfnsqa- 
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Ray's AD&D Campaign Starter Package 

Item Price 

P/ftyi?rs{TSRStock#2159)... ...529,95 

Dungeon MasteS* Giwde (TSR Stock #2160)... ... 52495 

Monstrous Manual’ ‘ book (TSR Stock #2140).,,,..$29.95 

DMs Screen (TSR Stock #9512) ... .. $9,95 

Character Record Sheets (TSR Stock #9264).....♦ . 59.95 

3, How Often Should We Play? 

How often you expect to play also 

affects all sorts of DM decisions. 

Effective pacing is one of the most 

important attributes of a successful 

AD&D campaign., and only by under¬ 

standing how often you expect to play 

can you take steps to pace your cam¬ 

paign so tha t events unfold in an appro¬ 

priate time frame 

might play slightly more or less often in 

certain situations depending on how the 

game progresses. To finish off a particu¬ 

larly climactic storyline, for instance, 

you might want to schedule an extra ses¬ 

sion. Similarly, after a lengthy storyline 

comes to a dose, you might take a week 

off, giving you extra time to prepare the 

next set of adventures. 

[O RUN YOUR OWN AD&D CAMPAIGN, 

recommend beginning with just five items 

if at all possible, try to play a t a tegu¬ 

lar time, once per week More often than 

once per week is going to force you to 

spend an extraordinary a mount of free 

time preparing adventures and materi¬ 

als. Unless you have this much time to 

spend, you're likely to bum out before 

your campaign really gets off the 

ground. Playing less frequently than 

once per week, on the other hand, makes 

it difficult for the players to keep the 

details of the game fresh in their mind. 

You'll also find that the less frequently 

you play, the more likely it is that some 

of your key players will miss game ses¬ 

sions. The more frequent and regular 

your game times, the easier it will be for 

the players to remember them and plan 

accordingly. 

If you can't play once per week, you 

might get away with any regular inter¬ 

val up to once per month. In this event, 

it's important to schedule each game 

session as long in advance as possible 

and to take careful notes during each 

session, so you can refresh the players' 

memories of the game situation at the 

start of the next session. 

Note that for now, you need only esti¬ 

mate how often you expect to play on 

average. Once things get going, you 

4. What Rulebooks and 
Accessories Will I Need? 

I'm going to assume that you've played 

the AD&D game before and know that 

you're interested in continuing. If you 

haven't played the AD&D game before, 

your best bet is to pick up the D&D 

Game Fast-Play Rules or the bitrvdticikm 

to A ovanced Dungeons & Dragons 

boxed set and follow the instructions 

therein to run a few sample games. This 

should give you a nice opportunity to 

get your feet wet and to decide whether 

or not you're interested in investing fur¬ 

ther time and money. Once you re ready 

to create your own adventures and start 

a full-blown campaign, you can follow 

the advice below. 

To run your own AD&D campaign, 1 

recommend beginning wi th just five 

Editor's Economy Package 

Tf you want to to make a smaller initial 

investment, all you really need to start 

your own AD&D campaign are: 

Item Price 

Player s HundbooL .. S29.95 
Any Issue of 

Dungeon* Adauifures. $4-95 

items: the Players Handbook, Dungeon 

Master Guide, Monstrous Manual" 

book, a DM s Screen, and a set of AD6D 

Character Record Sheets, All together, 

these items add up to roughly a $100 

investment Yes, that's a lot of money, 

but you don't have to spend it all at 

once. Start by purchasing the Player's 

f&i/frffKM* and take time to read and 

absorb it fully. Then purchase the 

Dungeon Master Guide and completely 

peruse it before moving on to the 

Monstrous Manual book . In this fash¬ 

ion,, you can spread the investment over 

several months, w hile simultaneously 

ensuring that you're not trying to tackle 

too much material at a time. If the cost is 

still a problem, see if your players might 

be interested in contributing to the cost 

of the ru lebooks. 

The Player’s Handbook (Pff) contains 

the bask rules for creating characters 

and handling combats, as well as com¬ 

plete descriptions of ail the game's basic 

magic spells. Although the PH is primar¬ 

ily for players, as DM, you'll find it an 

essential part of your library as well. 

You'll use its rules for creating the MFCs 

who populate your campaign setting, 

and you'll need its spell descriptions to 

create tricks and traps and to conduct 

play. 

The Dungeon Mustek Guide (DMG) 

reiterates the rules for combat., includes 

lots of indispensable rules for running 

campaigns, and offers complete descrip¬ 

tions of all the game's basic magical 

items. The DMG will prove extremely 

useful while you're creating adventures 

and during play itself. 

The Monstrous Manual is a com¬ 

plete listing of all the statistics for the 

monsters inhabiting the average AD&D 

game world. While it's possible to begin 

play without the MM (particularly if you 

plan to kick off your campaign wi th 

published adventures), 1 recommend 

buying it for three reasons, First, the 

Monstrous Manual includes a useful 

illustration of each of its creatures. These 

illustrations make it much easier to 

describe the beasts to your players. Sec¬ 

ond, the monster entries include lots of 

information that is omitted horn the 

capsule monster descriptions found in 

published ad ventures, and this missing 

information (ecology, motivation, feed¬ 

ing habits and so forth) is often the key 
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to bringing the creature to life, lastly, 

perhaps more than any other AD&D 

accessory the Monstrous MANUAL book 

is a rich font of ideas. Each of its 350-odd 

creatures is an adventure waiting to hap¬ 

pen; just a quick fl ip through its pages is 

bound to plant a few seeds for interest¬ 

ing encounters, obstacles, and storylines. 

Once play begins, you'll quickly realize 

that you can use every idea you can get 

your hands on. 

AD&D Character Record Sheets are 

blank forms your players can use to 

keep track of their character's statistics, 

hit points, magical items, etc While the 

sheets aren't strictly necessary, I recom¬ 

mend that you pick up a set and ask 

your players to use them. Using well- 

organized character sheets like these 

saves lots of time during play. Once they 

see how useful the sheets are, players 

might want to buy their own. 

The AD&D DATs Screen is a card- 

stock screen you can stand up at your 

position at the game table and use to 

conceal your notes and dice rolls horn 

the players. Printed on the inside of the 

screen, you'll find all the most frequently 

used game charts and lists, making it 

unnecessary to waste time flipping 

though the rulebooks to locate this infor¬ 

mation during play While an enterpris¬ 

ing craftsman can easily photocopy a 

few charts from the rulebooks and create 

his or her own screen out of poster 

board, the official screen isn't terribly 

expensive. In later installments. I 'll 
explore some specific techniques you 

can use in conjunction with the a screen 

to add some spice to your games. 

Other Books and Items 

Beginners are often confused by the 

staggering variety of available AD&D 

products. For now, it's best to ignore all 

those other products. You won't need 

them to get your campaign up and run¬ 

ning. In later installments HI explore a 
wide range of available products and 

discuss ways in which you might grad u- 

ally introduce new material to add vari¬ 

ety to your campaign. 

If you're a more experienced DM and 

plan to use additional material right 

from the start {perhaps something from 

the PLAYER'S OmON* or Complete Hand¬ 

book series), it's a good idea to note 

exactly which products you'll be using 

before yoti go any further. Your choice of 

products might well influence a few of 

the basic design decisions ahead. 

Where Do We Go From Here? 

Now that that's over with, it's time to 

move on to something a bit trickier. 

Once you have answers in mind for ail 

four fundamental questions, you're 

ready to start building your campaign. 

Meet me here in thirty days for "World 

Building, Part L” 

Ray Wmn tiller is a veteran game des igner 

and long-time Dungeon Master. In failure 

columns Ray promises to pass on more of his 

wisdom but admits that certain secrets will 

go with him to the grave. 

FREE - Urth CD-ROM Game - FREE 
Inventory Clearance 

Order Now - a $35 value - yours FREE 

Have we gone Crazy ? 

Nope, but you must be if you pass this 
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So, if you cover the shipping and 
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will give you the boxed Collector 
edition for FREE, 

1} Order immediately, today - NOW lit 
2) Send us your name and address 
3) Include $ 9 for shipping & handelinc 

(Heck, we’re giving it to you FREE) 
Role Playing Campaign 
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* 1,500 Pages 
* 250 Color Maps 
* 100 Battle Maps 
* 70 Countries 
* 125 Color Portraits 
* plus sound effects & music 
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Dragon Multimedia 
PO Box 230184 
Graves End Station rW| 
Brooklyn, NY 

11223 
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By Skip Williams 

The Sage considers diverse topics this month, 

front breathing and speHcasting underwater 

to what characters owi accomplish with 

called shots. The Sage, also takes a brief side 

trip to the universe of the AUERtfffl*game. 

I i a character changes into a sahuagin 

{dr another water-breathing humanoid) 

with a polymorph selforshapechange 

spell, she can breathe underwater Can 

the character also cast spells or use 

scrolls underwater? 

Assuming a water-breathing form (or 

using a water breathing spell) doesn't 

allow a character to east spells under¬ 

water. The character must be able to 

move and speak freely. Even if the char¬ 

acter assumes a form adapted to water, 

she will still have some trouble complet¬ 

ing the gestures {somatic components) 

required for spellcasting. Even worse, a 

land-dwelling character's vocal appara¬ 

tus won't allow the character to speak 

underwater {a must for spells with ver¬ 

bal components), even if the character 

has the means to breathe water. To cast 

spells, a character needs a free action 

effect (to allow speech) in addition to 

some mode of breathing. Certain effects, 

such as airy water or a helm of underwater 

action, allow breathing and speaking, 

in any case, scrolls don't work well 

underwater—they1 re ruined if they get 

soaking wet. 

Fora detailed examination of under¬ 

water speUcasting and the attendant 

difficulties, see Of Ships and the Sea, 

Chapter 7, 

Ghul lords, from the Complete Sfra'iVs 

Handbook, have an ability called 

manipulation. What is a manipulation 

exactly? How is if learned? 

A manipulation is a special skill that 

converts the ghul lord's life energy into a 

spell-like effect. Any time a ghul lord 

uses a manipulation, he expends hit 

points {one hit point per level of the 

manipulation). 

Manipulations are special non weapon 

proficiencies available only to ghul 

lords. At 1st level, a ghul lord can know 

one or two manipulations from the list 

on page 60 of the Complete Sha Vr's Hand¬ 

book.. Each manipulation requires one 

proficiency slot. Thereafter, the ghul lord 

can automatically learn another manipu¬ 

lation whenever the character gains 

another nonweapon proficiency by 

spending the slot on a manipulation. 

When a ghul lord uses a manipulation, 

how do you determine the manipula¬ 

tion's level for purposes of its cost in hit 

points? How about for purposes of dis¬ 

pelling the effect? Can a manipulation 

be dispelled? 

A manipulation's " level" in terms of 

cast is equal to the level of the spell it 

simulates. For example, a travel manipu¬ 

lation that allows the ghul lord to fly 

would be similar to the 3rd-level fly 

spell, and the ghul lord would suffer 3 

points of damage for using it. For pur¬ 

poses of dispel magic (and for any tevel- 

based variable the manipulation might 

have), use the ghul lord's level. 

A magical effect created through 

manipulations can be dispelled just 

as any other effect can (but see next 

question). 

A ghul Lord's manipulations usually 

explode when they come into contact 

with normal magic. What about spells 

such as dispel magic and rrnfirrrdgif 

shell? What about magical i tems such 

as a ring of protection? 

Spells and speli-like effects create 

explosions when interacting with manip¬ 

ulations. Magical bonuses, breath 

weapons, and other magical abilities do 

not. An antimagtc shell suppresses manip¬ 

ulations and dam pens out any explo¬ 

sions they might cause. 

F A CHARACTER CHANGES into a sahuagin 

... with a poiym&rph self or shapecfmnge spoil, 

ca n s h e b ro a t h u 11 d e rwa to r? 
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Tecftriica dfepeJ magic spell should 

c*j*? an explosion if its area of effect 

oraiapstt manipulation 1 suggest, ho w- 

o ef. that you roll for a successful dispel 

first If (he dispel succeeds, the manipula- 

ticn is removed and there is no explosion, 

tf the dispri fails, there is an explosion. 

\ detect magic spel Vs area of effect is a 

path that begins at the caster and 

extends out 60 feet A caster who deter¬ 

mines the existence of magic on a ghul 

lord who was using a manipulation 

would pretty much explode when his 

itetect magic spel I interacts with the 

ghul lord's magic, right? 

Possibly but probably not An explo¬ 

sion occurs only where the two spell 

effects overlap—not throughout both 

areas of effect. For exa mple, if a character 

using a detect magic spell was 40 feet 

a way from a ghul lord who had used a 

manipulation to create a protection frum 

good effect, only the ghul lord won Id be 

caught in the resulting explosion, 

because the protectam from good spell/s 

area of effect (a 3-rad ius around the 

caster) isn't big enough to indude the 

other character. 

The Sth-level Priest spell crown of 

flame from the Plaimeatker's Hand¬ 

book says the spell creates a blazingly 

hot beacon of the powers of good, 

burning all innately evil creatures 

within 10 feet. This sounds like a great 

spell, except for one thing: most 

denizens of the Lower Planes are either 

resistant or totally immune to fire. 

Does fire resistance or immunity work 

against the effects of this otherwise 

wonderful spell? 

The "flame" from crown of flame is not 

fire at alt, but divine energy, Itbums any 

innately evil creatine (fiend, undead, 

evil spirit, or evil faerie) that comes 

within 10 feet of the caster. No sort of 

Immunity to heat or fire stops the effect, 

but magic resistance applies, 

How does a character use protective cir¬ 

cles? One of my characters has just 

found one. What does he do with it? 

If the PC is smart, nothing. Protec¬ 

tive circles are used in the summoning 

and binding of powerful extra-planar 

creatures. This is an endeavor that 

usually works out poorly for any mor¬ 

tal foolish enough to try it (especially 

when using a protective circle of 

unknown origins), 

lf you're still curious, check out the 

description for the bth-level Wizard spell 

mswiimwcHf in the FHB. 

(f a spellcaster casts a spell with a 

long duration (the Friest spell call 

lightning, for example), are the spell's 

range and area of effect fixed from the 

point where the spell is cast, or do they 

move with the caster? 

A spell's range is usually measured 

from the caster to the spelt's target at the 

time when the effect is released. 

In the case of call lightning, treat each 

bolt called as a separate spell The range 

is the maximum distance between the 

caster and the target point for any bolt 

of lightning called with the spell. It does 

not matter how far the caster has moved 

from the place where she first cast the 

spell, so long as there is still a storm 

overhead. 

Can the area of effect be moved about 

within the range of the spell? For exam¬ 

ple, if a Wizard casts a spectral force of a 

dragon (assuming a dragon small 

enough to fit in the area of effect I, can 

the dragon then leave the area of effect, 

provided that it stays within the range 

of the spell? If the caster moves, does 

the area of effect move? 

Except in a very few cases, a spell's 

area of effect is fixed once a spell has 

been cast. (Coll ligfitnb# is one of the 

exceptions because it produces a num¬ 

ber of different bolts of lightning over 

time) While an illusory creature can 

move about inside the spells area of 

effect, it cannot leave the area of effect, 

nor can the area of effect move, 

Do PCs have to spend a weapon profi¬ 

ciency slot on rods to use the various 

rods effectively in combat? If so, that 

would be very costly to all the classes 

except warriors (who already have a 

variety of weapons available). I know 

some rods are like weapons, and their 

descriptions say what weapon they are 

like, but others don't And what abou t 

speed factors? 

Generally, a rod works fust as a staff in 

combat, and one can use a Staff profi¬ 

ciency and speed factor to use a rod. If a 

rod simulates a particular type of 

weapon, you use the proficiency and 

speed factor for (hat weapon. For exam¬ 

ple, there's no rod of lordly might weapon 

proficiency. One uses a Mace, Sword, 

Axe, or Spear proficiency and speed fac¬ 

tor (minus any magical adjustments) 

when using the item in combat 

If a character has a longbow and is 

entitled to three attacks per round, how 

many called shots can that character 

attempt each round? 

Every shot the character takes can be a 

called shot, but the DM might choose to 

seta limit- When a character attempts a 

called shot, remember to apply both the 

attack penalty [-4) and the initiative 

penalty (+1). 

Can the trick shot described in The 

Complete Book of Elves be used as a 

cal led shot? That Is, can an elven archer 

use his trick shot bonus to negate the 

attack penalties fora called shot? 

No. The trick shooting bonus applies 

to the trick shots described In Chapter 9 

of The Complete Book of Elves (broken 

charge shot hanging tree shot, etc.), not 

to called shots. 

Is it possible to disable an opponent 

by making a called shot to put an arrow 

in his sword arm, thus making it 

unusable? 

Not under the standard AD&EF game 

rules. If you have some kind of disarm¬ 

ing rules in play (both The Complete 

AN THE AREA OF EFFECT 

J ol a spell be moved about 

within the range of the spell? 
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Alternitv” Game Quest inns 

How many skill points, must you 

spend to get cyberware? Page239 of 

Lhe Player's Handbook says that now 

cyberware requires an expenditure of 

10 skill points in most cases.Hie 

descriptions of a few of the cyberware 

items in the Player's Handbook say the 

items have no sklLl-pornt costs. There 

seems to be no mention of skill-point 

costs for the cyberware in the Anns & 

Equipment Guide. In Dragga1* Maga¬ 

zine #250, the article on Mechalus pre¬ 

sents the new cyberware item called 

ghost skin. This item requires only 4 

skill points. Why docs it require less 

than othercyberware? Wouldn't it 

make more sense if all cyberware had 

varying skill-point costs ? 

A character pays 10 skill points— 

once—for the ability to use cyberware. 

The skill-point expenditure is a prereq¬ 

uisite for receiving cyberware, not a cost 

per piece installed. Some cyberware, 

such as a bio watch,, is easy to use and 

does not require previous cyber train¬ 

ing. Some cyberware, such as a ghost 

skin, requires extra training. 

When in doubt, just look at the 

description for a piece of cyberware, If it 

does not mention a skill point cost, the 

initial 10-point cost for cyber implants is 

all the character needs. If an extra cost is 

indicated, it is in addition to the 1 Q-point 

cost for implants. If the description 

specifically says there is no cost, the ini¬ 

tial IQ skill points for cyber implants 

isn't necessary—anyone who can afford 

to buy the piece can use it 

An Alter-vitv character has a certain 

number of actions per round, but then 

guns do, too. Can a character fire once 

for every action she gets, or every 

action the gun gets? Or can a character 

use a gun's full number of actions for 

each action the character gets? 

You're referring to the "Actions" rat¬ 

ing of weapons. The weapon's actions 

rating is the maximum number of times 

any character can hie it in one round 

When usings weapon, a character can 

keep going until her weapon runs out of 

actions. For example, if a character is 

allowed two actions a round, but her 

weapon is only allowed one, the charac¬ 

ter can use that weapon only once. The 

character can use her second action to 

reload the weapon, however, If the 

weapon is allowed more actions than 

the character, then the character is still 

limited to her maximum number of 

actions. 

Page 35 of the Player V Handbook says 

the cost of a skill that is related to a 

hero's profession is equal to one point 

Less than the number shown on the 

skill list. With this in mind, does a 

Mind walker get to buypsionic skills 

at one point less than the listed price? 

If so, this could lead to an extremely 

powerful character. 

No, a Mind walker pays die full cost 

from Table P52 when buying psionk 

skills. You seem to have overlooked the 

note to this effect on page 228. 

Page 65 of the Star* Drive ‘ campaign 

setting book says that a human charac¬ 

ter from, the Thu!dan Empire receives, 

as a bonus, attribute scores of 15 in 

both Strength and Constitution. Urey 

also still receive 60 points to spend in 

character creation for the rest of the 

attributes. There are only four more 

attributes (Willpower, Personality, 

Dexterity'and Intelligence). That 

means a starting human character 

could have all 6 attribute scores of 15! 

You've misread the rule. Thuldans 

indeed have maximumsof 15 for 

Strength and Constitution, not the usual 

14- However, they don't get either rating 

for free; they have to buy them from 

their allotment of 60 points for ability 

scores, just hire everyone else. 

When firing a burst, a character has a 

bonus to hit. Is damage the same as fir¬ 

ing a single shot, or do you roll extra 

damage? Also, when firing on auto¬ 

matic, you can fire at three different 

enemies. Does each opponent who is 

hit take the same damage, oris damage 

rolled for each target hit? 

Hie firing mode doesn't affect dam¬ 

age, just the number of targets and the 

chance to hit Note tha t the attack bonus 

from a burst could increase the amount 

of damage an opponent suffers when 

hit. Roil damage separately for each tar¬ 

get hiL With autofire, it might be possi¬ 

ble to score different levels of success 

against different targets, and thus con¬ 

siderably different amounts of damage. 

Fighter 's Handbook and the Combat & 

Tactics books have such rules), you 

might be able to make the character 

drop his w eapon; just treat the shot as 

disarm attempt. If you're using the criti¬ 

cal hi t rules from the Combat & Tadics 

book, it is indeed possible to render a 

limb useless with a called shot. 

What are the characteristics of an elven 

bow? I found it among the equipment 

listed in the Skills & Powers book, bul 

there is no description. 

An elven bow costs 150 gp and 

weighs S lbs. It can be any type of bow in 

the AD&D game (but not a crossbow) 

and can function as a dub or staff (Dmg 

1 db/ld3). See The Complete Book of Elves 

for details. 

Can a Thief throw an additional dagger 

each round by using a second hand, as 

can be done with melee attacks? What 

about larger things such as bolas and 

javelins? Can a specialist pull this off? 

No, you can't use the two-weapon 

rule to increase your missile rate of fire, 

or can you use multiple attacks from 

class and level. Missile specialists can 

receive higher rates of fire, depending 

on, which set of specialization rules you 

use. Check ou t Chapter 4 of the CewaMt 

& Tadics book (pages 74-75). 

What is required to set an ambush? 

How do you spot an ambush? 

The basic requirements for an ambush 

are a place to hide and the ability' to see 

the part)' you're trying to ambush before 

they see you. The DM has to decide 

when an ambush works. (It's strictly a 

judgment call.) If it works, the target 

does not detect it unless specifically 

looking in the right place, I suggest a 

saving throw vs. petrification at a -2 

penally (but Wisdom bonuses apply). 

16 

Skip Williams notes that a well-laid ambush 

can bea wowtofid thing, He also adds that a 

good ambush is much eusier to appreciate 

when o ne is doi ng the ambushing, which 

may explain why lie spends more time 

behind the DM screen than at the players' 

end of the table. 
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_ ILLITHID 
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the once mighty IUithid Umpire crumbled under the weight of 

multiple slave rebellions, forcing the surviving mind flayers to 

seek refuge deep within the trowels of a thousand worlds. There 

they waited, building darker and more secretive kingdomsr biding 

their time until their inevitable return to dominance, Even their 

immeasurable patience has a limit. They have watched the sur¬ 

face dwellers raise cities wherever the sun shines its accursed 

light, they have watched their fellmv denizens of the Underdark 

grow in pmver and numbers, and they haz e even felt the terrible 

psionic shockwaves from the death of their gmi Maanzecoriatt 

{see the Planescafe* adventure Dead Gods). The illithids have 

by Christopher M. Schuirrtz recently begun rearming their impressive war machine with pow- 

erfut new psionic creations. These are the tools and minions with 

IU-ILljSTRflTe□ e y m^-R-K ISJ-Ei—soiM which they will rebuild what they once thought to be eternal The 

elder brains stir, and the tentacles of the illithids reach out, 

straining to choke the planes in their mighty grasp once again. 



New Fsiqnic hems 

The psionic powers of the items listed 

Mow are compatible with both the 

fsionic system from The Complete Psion- 

jcs and the system included in 

Player's Gmorf: Skills & Powers> The 

Power Score for each psionic power of 

the items is equal to the Intelligence of 

the being wielding it for those using 

The Complete Psionks Handbook; the 

VfTHACO of each item is equal to the 

MTHACO of the user for those using 

Skills & Powers. Where applicable, PSP 

cost is listed with the activation cost first,, 

then the cost to maintain the power each 

additional round, 

Void Spheaes 

These psionically empowered devices 

appear in sets of two small, egg-shaped 

stones of smooth greenish black. Void 

spheres are considered a masterwork of 

psionic craftsmanship. The possession of 

one or more sets lends great prestige bo 

an illithid community because of their 

potent ability to banish planar foes, as 

well as to summon aid to the side of the 

mind flayers, 

To use the banishment power of the 

spheres, one must hold them in hand 

and concentrate, channeling 30 PSPs into 

their psionic circuitry while making a 

Power Score (MTHACO against MAC 9) 

check, If successful the spheres rise from 

the wielderJs hand and orbit each other 

clockwise about a foot in front of the 

user. As theyr pick up speed, the spheres 

begin to glow an eerie green, slowly 

forming a planar vortex. The user has 

control over the movement of the vortex, 

and, by making a TKACO (MTHACO) 

roll may cause it to strike a foe. Any 

extraplanar being struck by the vortex 

must make a saving throw vs, spell or be 

sucked into it and immediately sent back 

to its home plane. The wielderof the void 

spheres may keep the vortex open by 

paying a maintenance cost of 30 PSPs 

per round. The banished creature may 

not return to the plane from which it was 

removed until a day has passed, a fea¬ 

ture specifically developed as a defense 

against the innate planeshifting powers 

of the githyanki and githzerai, sworn 

enemies of the mind ftayers. 

The second function of the void spheres 

has a much more general use. Once 

every three days, the spheres can open a 

one-way portal lo Ukraine's realm, the 

Caverns of Thought By spending 20 

PSPs, the wieldercan cause the stones to 

orbit each other counterclockwise, sum¬ 

moning a pack of 2dl0 cranium rats 

from the Caverns of Thought. The rats 

obey' the mental commands of the 

spheres' owner as long as he pays a 

maintenance cost of 20 PSPs per hour of 

their servitude, up to a maximum of ten 

hours for any one summoning. 

Void spheres can be used by any Psioni- 

rist or wild talent regardless of race. 

Nonillithids should note, however, that 

the cranium rats are servitors ofEsenstne 

itself and are quite likely (7D% chance)1 to 

turn on their unauthorized master after a 

ld6 rounds of service. 

Tessadyle KOBE 

Tessadyle Is a stringy' fungus that grows 

in areas of the Underdark that are tinder 

strong psionic influence. As such, it can 

often be found in the vicinity of mind 

flayer communities. Tessadyle is psioni¬ 

cally reactive and quite receptive to 

psionic circuitry. The fungus can also be 

made into a durable cloth that the Cre¬ 

ative Creed is fond of fashioning into 

psionically powered clothing. One 

example of their handiwork is the tes- 

sadyle robe. 

When the robe is donned, the w'earer 

receives the sensation that the cloth is 

aware and actively adjusting to his 

height, his girth, even the way he walks, 

The robe gives its wearer such a free, 

flowing sense of movement that he feels 

quicker and more agile, receiving a -2 

bonus to AC- In addition, the robe grants 

the wearer the ability' to call upon the 

psionic powers of body equilibrium, body 

weaponry, and cell adjustment by channel¬ 

ing the proper amount of PSPs through 

the tessadyle fibers. Each power may be 

used once per day Using body equilibrium 

causes the robe to lengthen and stiffen, 

lifting the wearer off of his feet and carry¬ 

ing him over normally impassable sur¬ 

faces. If that power is used to slow a fall, 

the robe balloons up, allowing tire 

W'earer to float down safely. When body 

weaponry is activated, the sleeves of the 

robe elongate past the hands, twisting 

themselves into the shape of the weapon 

chosen. The cdl adjustment power may be 

used only on the person wearing the 

robe and causes it to wrrap Firmly around 

the w'earer and pulse with psionic energy 

as it cures disease and heals damage. 

A tessadyle robe may be worn by indi- 

v[duals of any race, but the peculiar 

nature of the cloth makes it very notice¬ 

able to the mind flayers, wrho are sure to 

have a few questions as to how a non- 

illlthid got his hands on one. 

Circlet qf Vcnilwesh 

Few dangers pose so great a threat to 

illithid kind as the undead. These mind¬ 

less creatures are sustained by magic and 

are immune to many psionic powers. 

Their decaying bodies radiate no iwat, 

rendering them virtually invisible to the 

infravision that mind flayers rely on to 

navigate the Underdark. It is no wonder 

that illithid research has sought to 

address this problem. Hie most potent 

defense the illithids have developed is 

known as the circlet of Venilkesk, named 

after its creator, 

Thedrdef is a thin loop of metal wi th a 

psionically empowered gemstone 

attached to it- The intended user places 

the circlet around his head, and the 

psionic circuitry imbedded in the gem¬ 

stone grants the user some power over 

the undead. By making a Power Score 
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(MTHACO against MAC 9) check and 

spending 10/5 PSPs, the wearer may 

psionicaLLy detect the purely magical 

emanations given off by the undead in a 

60' radius. The circlet of Vmilkesk is also 

effective against undead attacks that uti¬ 

lize the lifeless enemies of the Negative 

Material Plane, Channeling 20/10 PSFs 

into the circlet makes the wearer 

immune to such negative energy attacks 

as level and attribute loss. However, the 

circlet offers no defense against the nor* 

mal physical damage associated with 

those attacks. 

TeNO«lL HRlNGS OF 1LS€NS1NE 

These devices can be created only in 

illithid communities that have been vis¬ 

ited by an avatar or proxy of the god 

ILsensine. They an? reserved for eminent 

members of a mind flayer community 

and feature several valuable psionic 

powers. 

Tendrit rings come in pairs. They are 

thin slips of silver that slide over the 

mouth tentacles- Wearing them conveys 

their owner a +1 on all saving throws. 

The bracers are implanted with an 

automatic teleport trigger. When the 

wearer's hit points are reduced to 10 or 

fewer, the wearer makes a Fewer Score 

(MTHACO against MAC 9) check. If 

successful, the tendril rings teleport their 

owner without error back to a predeter¬ 

mined safe location on the same plane, 

draining ha if of the owner's remaining 

PSPs in the process. There Is no way to 

avoid triggering this power when hit 

points drop below 10 without removing 

one or both rings- 

The tendril rings of llsensme are instilled 

with the power of the mind flayer god 

itself. Once a week, when an illithid 

wearing the rings mbs its tentacles 

against each other, the contact between 

the rings produces an eerie sound that 

resonates not only physically but also 

mentally. A channel is opened, and an 

infinitesimal portion of the god's power 

leaks through. While illithids find these 

mental vibrations extremely soothing 

the alien thoughts of the god cause 

severe disorientation to all other races. 

Victims of this psychic assault must save 

vs. paralysis or be stunned for 2d 10 

rounds. Psionic victims are more resis¬ 

tant to the attack and are only stunned 

for 3d4 rounds. Regardless of whether or 

not the save has been made, victims 

exposed to the maddening thoughts of 

Usensine receive a -2 to all rolls for one 

him. Mages and Priests lose ld4 random 

spells from their repertoires and must 

memorize or pray for them again. The 

range of this effect is 240 yards., and dis¬ 

orientation caused by the tendril rings is 

so acute that focus and concentration, 

become i mpossible for a half day, d uring 

which time spellcasters are unable to 

regain spells, and Psionicists cannot 

replenish their PSP stores. 

Ghuntlet of TYuBfZHUB 

These weapons are a favorite of illithids 

who value personal defense, take an 

active physical role in combat, and enjoy 

cruder methods of interroga tion. 

Continuing with the tradition of nam¬ 

ing items after their creators, a gauntlet of 

Tyte'zhus appears to be fashioned from 

the hide of some beast- Embedded in the 

palm of the gauntlet is a ruby, one of the 

gemstones preferred by the Creative 

Creed for implementing psionic circuitry. 

This particular circuitry' allows the ruby 

to fire a thin ray of heat when 10 PSPs are 

fed into it and a Power Score (MTHACO 

against MAC 9) check is made. The heat 

ray has a maximum range of 30 feet and 

strikes for 2d6 points of damage. 

The circuitry in the gauntlet also 

allows the user to inflic! pain on a target 

without first requiring a mmdlink or con¬ 

tact Unlike the telepathic devotion, this 

power cannot be used in combat- Touch¬ 

ing the bare flesh of the victim, the user 

spends 3/2 PSPs on the power, forcing a 

saving throw vs, paralyzation to be 

made. If successful, the victim with¬ 

stands the pain. Otherwise, the pain is 

strong enough to force those being ques¬ 

tioned to divulge the demanded infor¬ 

mation. to the interrogator. 

Note that this final power is effective 

on nonplayer characters only; PCs are 

not so affected. 

1 LLlTHlO V'F-HICL-ES 

fleoucTDfl 

The abductor is the Creative Creed's first 

attempt at designing a flying craft to 

supplement the ground forces of the 

mind flayers. The craft serves two pur¬ 

poses: to capture and contain viable can¬ 

didates for ceremorphosis, and to harry 

the airborne foes that usually have a dis¬ 

tinct advantage over the illithids and 

their armies. 

Though not a living organism, an inac¬ 

tive abductor resembles a giant clam. 

Perfectly circular and 12 feet in diameter, 

its surface appears to be made of pol¬ 

ished seashetl. At the top and center of 

the abductor there is a smaller circle 

made of a soft, pinkish material resem¬ 

bling living flesh. To activate the craft, an 

illithid must stand in the smaller circle 

and concentrate on the proper mental 

commands. The abductor recognizes the 

mental signatures of illithids only. 
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Upon activation, a transparent bubble 

rises up from the control circle and seals 

fust above the head of the illithid pilot- 

The shell he is standing on rises a foot or 

so from the bottom half of the craft, 

revealing a thick, fleshy interior. Eight 

sphincterlike openings are spaced 

evenly around this interior. On com¬ 

mand, the craft rises up into the air, 

powered by a special form of telekinesis 

psionically "wired" into the hull of the 

craft. The abductor is extremely respon¬ 

sive, moving at a rate of 35 (A). An 

abductor has an AC 2 and can suffer 40 

points of damage before becoming inop¬ 

erable. The illithid pilot receives extra 

protection underneath the flight bubble, 

lowering his effective AC to 0- 

Eight tentacles extend outward from 

the openings in the interior of the craft. 

These tentacles allow the abductor's 

pilot to make two attacks per round 

on an individual target. The radial 

anatomy of the abductor also allows a 

different foe to be targeted, horn each 

side of the craft—forward, back, right, 

and left. Thus, although this gives the 

abductor a possible eight attacks per 

round, a single foe may not be attacked 

more than twice in a single round. Each 

tentacle discharges a bolt of electricity 

upon contact, striking for Id 10 points 

of damage. Foes in metal armor suffer 

an extra 2 points of damage. If both ten¬ 

tacles hit the same target in one round, 

the victim must save vs. paralyzation 

or be held fast in the clutches of the 

abductor. The captive may attempt a 

Bend Bars/Lift Gates roil to escape the 

viselike grip. Each tentacle can with¬ 

stand 10 points of damage before being 

destroyed- An abductor can hold up to 

four captives before becoming too 

heavy to pilot safely. 

The abductor has been used to great 

success in recent battles against githvariki 

mounted on red dragons. A small force of 

abductors swoop in, grab the githyanki 

from the backs of the dragons, and disori¬ 

ent the beasts Long enough for a success¬ 

ful attack by mind flayer1 ground forees- 

Reports of huge abductors flying about at 

night in rural areas, capturing human 

farmers, and leaving strange markings in 

their crop fields have been filtering in 

from dozens of Prime Material worlds, 

but local authorities deny ail of these out¬ 

landish njrnors. 

To the illithids, few punishments could 

be as severe as being denied the honor to 

join with their elder brain at the end of 

their lives. When an illithid seriously 

fails the community, the possibility of 

such an exile causes many to perform 

any act of penance to redeem them¬ 

selves. The Creative Creed, living up to 

its name, has developed both a means of 

redemption for these fallen illithids and 

an extremely powerful new weapon to 

use against their numerous enemies, 

A kezreth, named after the first illithid 

to undergo such a transformation, serves 

as both a living troop transport and a 

powerful weapon. An illithid volunteer¬ 

ing to be transformed is beheaded. The 

head is placed in a huge vat of preserva¬ 

tive fluids, psionicaily active mucous, 

and brine from the elder brain's pool, 

Creatives tend to the transforming 

kezreth for a li ttle over two years until 

the metamorphosis is complete. A fully 

transformed kezreth bears some resem¬ 

blance to it® former existence, appearing 

to be a gargantuan (40-tali) illi thid head. 

The mouth has lost its rows of sharp 

teeth and shifted, to the back, of the head, 

the mouth tentacles have moved down¬ 

ward toward where the neck once was, 

and a long, black third eye has devel¬ 

oped on the forehead of the thing. 

A kezreth retains it® personality and 

sentience. It gains an AC of 3 and pos¬ 

sesses ISO hp. The gigantic beast pulls 

itself along on its tentacles, afford ing it a 

movement rate of IS, The kezreth can 

crawl along walls and ceilings with no 

difficulty and is also amphibious. A 

kezreth can carry up to fifteen man-sized 

creatures. The hollow body cavity is 

reached from the back of the skull 

through the former mouth opening. 

Illithids may see out of the keereth's mm 

eyes and d irect the beast psionically. 

Kezreth are extremely powerful 

threats in combat. They may rear up on 

two tentacles to strike with their other 

two, giving them two attacks per round 

for 2d8 points of damage each. (Kezreth 

retain the THACQ of their former lives.) 

The third eye of the kezreth may project 

an intense beam of telekinetic force 8 feet 

wide and 50 feet long once every three 

rounds. Creatures hit by the beam suffer 

6dl0 point® damage or half that if they 

succeed a save vs. breath weapon. 

Kezreth are used to power through 

enemy lines and drop off a force of 

thralls and illithids. They are also dis¬ 

patched to deal with larger threats, such 

as fiends summoned by drew wizards 

and the red dragon allies of the 

githyanki. They obey orders unquestion- 

ingly, serving to the best of their abilities 

so that they may join with the elder brain 

at the time of their commencement. 

Kezreth do not sleep or eat, but they 

must be immersed in the special trans¬ 

formative fluid they were created in for a 

full day out of every week. 

NOJU lYllNlONS 

One of the biggest assets of the illithid 

war machine is that its armies aren't 

composed of a large number of illithids 

in the front lines, but rather a mix of 

thrall races and psionically altered allies. 

This allows the simultaneous use of both 

phy sical force and psionic might as wave 

after wave of thrall and lesser cere- 

morphs baiter down the enemy lines 

while the illithids advance and retreat, 

striking both physically and mentally 

and wearing down even the most pow¬ 

erful of foes. With the rearming of the 

illithid forces, new minions were quickly 

developed, trained, and added to the 

illithid arsenal. See the following pages 

for three of these new minions. 

-tfc 

Chris Schwartz is a student at NYU School 

of Law Most of his game ideas come to him 

while he travels the subway, where the sights, 

sounds, and smells are often otherworldly. 
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CiPL-em, Ny-r-r-hlfi 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: 

FREQUENCY: 

ORGANIZATION: 

ACTIVITY CYCLE; 

DIET: 

INTELLIGENCE: 

TREASURE: 

ALIGNMENT: 

Subterranean 

Very Rare 

Solitary 

Any 

Special (See Below) 

Non-(D) 

Nil 

Neutral 

NO. APPEARING: 

ARMOR CLASS: 

MOVEMENT: 

HU DICE: 

THACO: 

NO, ATTACKS: 

DAMAGE/ATTACK: 

SPECIAL ATTACKS: 

SPECIAL DEFENSES: 

MAGIC RESISTANCE: 

SIZE: 

MORALE: 

XP VALUE: 

1 

4 

8 

10 
11 
3 

2d8/2dS/ldlO 
Surprise 
Golem Immunities, +1 or better 

weapons to hit, tentacle parry 

70% 

L (10 > 
Fearless (20) 

9,000 

Nyraala golems are a molding of humanoid flesh, pasonically 

active iMithid mucous, and! a special form of Underdark fungus 

that can be harvested only once every ten years. From the waist 

up, the creature has a purple humanoid torso with two power¬ 

ful humanoid arms. The skin is moist and gives off a faint odor 

of spoiled meat In place of a neck and head is a very long, thick 

tentacle. Below the waist, these psionic creations are supported 

by three large tentacles in place of legs, Nyraala golems also 

have a second form; they can break down into mounds of 

seemingly inactive fungal growth. These mounds cannot move 

except to assume their golem form, 

Nyraala golems never speak but can understand the mental 

commands of their mind flayer creators. When moving, their 

bodies make a sickening, liquid squishing sound. 

Combat: Nyraala golems are effectively mindless, like other, 

lesser golems. However, the illithids' psionic engineering 

allows them to program the constructs to execute efficient, 

preset tactics in the heat of battle. When an enemy is detected, 

nyraala golems reanimate (heir bodies in a gory implosion of 

mucous and flailing limbs, imposing a -3 penalty to their 

opponents' surprise rolls. Opponents who survive this first 

encounter may recognise the distinctive appearance of 

nyraala fungal mounds in the future (with an Intelligence 

check at a -2 penally'). Much like brain golems, nyraala golems 

instinctively sense and focus their attacks on opponent spell- 

casters. They may strike each round with their fists to deliver 

two smashing punches and then whip their head-tentacles 

around for a powerful strike. When facing opponents with 

superior melee abilities, the nyraala golems are programmed 

to attempt to foil damaging close range attacks. They may for¬ 

feit the next rounds' tentacle strike and use their head-tenta¬ 

cles to parry any one melee attack. To do so, the golem must 

make an attack roll against their opponent- The roll is made 

after their attacker makes their own attack roll. If successful, 

no damage is done to the golem from that attack. If the 

golem's a ttack roll falls short by no more than four, only half 

damage is done. 

Nyraala golems are immune to poison, death magic, and all 

forms of mental attacks. 

Habitat/Socieiy: These automatons arc popular with illithid 

communities for two reasons. One, they provide a level of pro¬ 

tection almost equal to the enormously powerful brain golems 

(q.v.) without making it necessary to petition the elder brain for 

one and having it available for only one task. Two, nyraala 

golems can break their bodies down into a peculiar mound of 

fungal growth, providing them with a very effective form of 

camouflage. It is in this form that they arc usually set to guard 

the dwellings and treasure chambers of their illithid masters, 

Nyraala golems have also been programmed to retrieve items 

from hostile areas, protect travelling mind flayers and the bod¬ 

ies of astral projecting ones, and capture specific targets. Pro¬ 

gramming any action into a particular golem takes at least a 

day, and each may be set to perform only one task at a time. 

The pstonic programming process allows for only very specific 

actions to be set, and it is not unknown for a nyraala golem to 

stop and remain motionless when unforeseen circumstances 

complicate its currently assigned task. 

Ecology: Nyraala golems are artificial lifeforms. They neither 

contribute to nor expend the resources of their environment. 

They do, however, provide a measure of status to their illithid 

owners as the cost in resources to create them is usually quite 

high and must be provided to a member the Creative Creed by 

their potential owner. 
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C^HemaRFfi, Tz-rk-rndi 

CLIMATE/TE RRA1N: 

FREQUENCY: 

ORGANIZATION: 

ACTIVITY CYCLE: 

DIET: 

INTELLIGENCE: 

TREASURE: 

ALIGNMENT: 

Subterranean 

Rare 

Community 

Any 

Carnivore 

Very (11-12) 

D 

Neutral Evil 

NO. APPEARING: 2-8 

ARMOR CLASS: 4 

MOVEMENT: fi, Swim 12 

HIT DICE: 6 

THACO: 15 

NO, ATTACKS: 3 or 1 by weapon 

DAMAGE/ATTACK: Id4/ld4/ld6 

SPECIAL ATTACKS: Spit add, psionics 

SPECIAL DEFENSES: Psionics 

MAGIC RESISTANCE: 30% 

SIZE: M(7) 

MORALE: Fanatic (17-18) 

XP VALUE: 1,400 

Psionics Summary: 

Level Dts/Sd/Dev Att/Def Score 

5 2/3/10 n,PB,PsC/ =Int 4d6+50 
IF, TW, MB 

Flayer's Option: #AT 1; MTHACO14; MAC 8 

Psychokinesis—Sciences: detonate, telekinesis; Devotions: Con¬ 

trol ligtil, medial barrier, levitation, molecular agitation, molecular 

mmipubtior} 

P&ychometabotism—Sciences: complete heating; Devotions: 

iidretudine control, body control, heightened senses, chameleon power, 

cell adjustment 

A popular area of illithid research involves larval implantation 

in a variety of host species. Many humanoid races serve as 

good candidates for implantation, undergoing normal cere- 

moiphosis and developing into typical mind flayers. Quite a 

few humanoid races reject larval implantation or become new 

forms known collectively as ' flayer-kin." The tzakandi are one 

such breed, created by the ceremorphosis of lizard men. 

Tzakandi resemble lizard mqn with more intelligence Ln 

their eyes and more deeply green skin. Their heads are longer 

than those of normal lizard men, tapering at the top into two 

long tentacles that fall down their backs like writhing pony¬ 

tails. Tzakandi are always on edge, ready to pounce on any 

threat to their illithid masters. In addition to being able to con¬ 

verse with the illithids mentally, tzakandi speak the language 

of lizard men. 

Combat: Jllithids value tzakandi ceremorphs for one reason— 

they are extremely vicious. The illithids provide their prize 

enforcers with large training halls in which to hone their abili¬ 

ties with live captives to practice on. Preferring to work in 

pairs, one of the ceremorphs focuses its attention on spellcash 

ere and psionitists while the other engages any fighters pro 

sent They attack with a claw/daw/bite routine. Intelligent 

enough to use their psionic powers effectively, tzakandi often 

activate sensory and defensive powers and use offensive pow¬ 

ers to soften up the competition before engaging in melee. 

When set against powerful opposition, the ceremorphs employ 

hit-and-run tactics, with one on the offensive as the other seeks 

cover. If they are acting as bodyguards, however, they do not 

retreat until the threat has passed or until they are dead- Once 

per day, each tzakandi may spit a glob of add, a form of the 

substance illithid tentacles exude when burrowing through the 

cranium, that causes 2d8 points of damage (save vs, poison for 

half) on contact before becoming inert- Their aim is good 

enough to allow them to hit the eyes of their opponents on an 

attack roll at least three points better titan needed - I f successful, 

the victim not only suffers damage but is also effectively 

blinded for ld6 rounds, 

Habitat/Society: Tzakandi are valued as personal guards in 

illithid communities but are still treated as inferiors. Still, they 

are happy with their lot in life. Tzakandi are housed near their 

master's chambers, they are kept well fed, and they frequently 

are called on to do what they love most: fight and kill. 

Ecology: The larvae chosen for lizard man implantation are 

usually larger and more aggressive titan most, but they seem 

less intelligent according to some inscrutable illithid standard. 

Normally these specimens would be devoured by the elder 

brain, as they are unsuitable for regular implantation. They 

bond to the first illithid they see after the completion of their 

ceremorphosis and serve it without question or hesitation, 
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CLIMATE/TERRAIN: 

FREQUENCY: 

ORGANIZATION: 

ACTIVITY CYCLE: 

DIET: 

INTELLIGENCE: 

TREASURE: 

ALIGNMENT: 

Subterranean 

Very Rare 

Community 

Any 

Carnivore (Brain Fluids) 

High (13-14) 

None 

Neutral Evil 

NO, APPEARING: 

ARMOR CLASS: 

MOVEMENT: 

HTTDICE: 

THACOi 

NO. ATTACKS: 

DAMAGE/ATTACK: 

SPECIAL ATTACKS: 

SPECIAL DEFENSES: 

MAGIC RESISTANCE: 

SIZE: 

MORALE: 

XP VALUE; 

Psionics Summary: 

Level Dis/Sci/Dev 

4 2/2/9 

1-2 
4 

9 

4 

19 

1 
Jd4 

Psionics 

Phonics 
m 
S(37 

Unsteady (5-7) 

650 

Att/Def 

EW,MT/ 

ME,T5 

Score 

=lnt 

PSPjs 

3d 6+30 

Players Option: #AT 1; MTHAC0 14; MAC S 

Telepathy—Sciences: probe; Devotions: conceal thoughts, invis¬ 

ibility, sight link, life detection, ESP 

foe, discovering their battle plans, and estimating the treasure 

that can be captured. If detected, mozgriken do everything in 

their power to escape, but if pressed into battle they can use 

their psionjc attack forms and the body tvenpcmy power. Even 

when the)' gain momentary' advantage over their foes, moz- 

griken are more likely to seek escape over anything else. 

Psychometabolism—Sciences: metamorphosis, sirndoiv form 

(bonus power, does not take up a slot); Devotion* cannibalize, 

chameleon, frightened semes, body weaponry 

The hideous, diminutive cere morphs known as mozgriken are 

the targets of constant scorn despite their usefulness. Although 

they can often infiltrate an enemy's camp, they are treated 

poorly because of their origin; they were once deep gnomes. 

Mozgriken are as small as their gnomish precursors. They 

have hunched backs and twisted limbs. Their heads resemble 

those of normal mind flayers save that they have only three 

tendrils and no mouth. This is a serious deformity' to iUithids, 

as mozgriken cannot ingest brains in the normal manner. Their 

skin is pitch black, and their tendrils appear to he nothing more 

than wisps of shadow, fading into nothingness at the tips. The 

mozgriken are bed to the Demiplane of Shadow and draw 

their formidable stealth from it 

Combat: Made meek by the harsh rule of their crea tors, moz¬ 

griken avoid combat whenever possible. They use their psionic 

powers of shndawform, invisibility, chameleon, and metamorphosis 

to hide among their foes and glean bits of vital information 

through the use of their other abilities, most notably sight link 

and probe. They are sent into enemy encampments for any 

number of tasks, such as estimating the size and strength of the 

Habitat/Society: Because of the hatred between illithtds and 

svirfneblin, mozgriken find tittle respect within an illithid com¬ 

munity'. Compounding the bias against them is the fact that 

they've only three tentacles, a sign of imperfection, and can 

draw sustenance only from the fluids of the brain. They've 

eventually come to accept illithid rule because they know there 

is no other race in the Undeidark that would take them in. 

Even if they ail united, they would be too weak to survive 

Ecology: Gnomish body chemistry' normally rejects attempts at 

larval implantation, often killing both illithid larva and the 

potential host. However, the Creative Breed has discovered 

that by using the very rare psychoportive science, summon pla¬ 

nar energy (see The Will and The Way) to channel the essence of 

the Demiplane of Shadow along wi tb a complicated process of 

psychic surgery' and various psionic enhancement techniques, 

a gnome implantation can be stabilized and the cere morph can 

gain a measure of power directly from the demiplane, ITie lar¬ 

vae chosen for gnomish implantation are usually the smallest, 

most timid specimens in the brine pool, fodder for the elder 

brain. Many gnomes and larvae die during the ceremorphosis, 

but since both are seen as inferior and expendable to the Il lithid 

Empire, mozgriken transformation is seen as a nice alternative 

to simple extermination due to the effective servants the 

process creates. 
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World Premier by Intemfllioiidly-Acdoifned Fonlasy Artist Boris Vallejo. 

FANTASY COLLECTOR KNIFE 

rv J _ — 

~ Jl- 

Totally New and Original Art, 'V. 1 

featured on This Spectacular Showpiece. 

Rich With Sterling Silver Accents. 

It's an exdvtiv* ougtrta! work 0/ ml by Bom Vallejo. I ha 

mosi widely cdkded fantosy ertfsl of our time. Appearing 

lor the first time on ibis collector knife. The fully ^riptured 

grip, accented with ster|p0 silver, takes the form ol o 

Drag™ with a ficry-iaf «rys»al cabarbn eye. |he flame- 

shaped stainless stall Wde is etnhlmotied wiA a gulden 

flame to symfeolii^NIfrery breath. And forts VaReja's full- 

color depiction of The Hisfress 0/ fire is set int* the handle 

al the very heart of the Dragon. 

important as ft Is extent this is forts Vafleto's first 
colled or knife. A showpiece Wjoosure, In ■ limited Edition 

forever restricted to /utf days. Impelled, with 

padded and lippered case, filial F. SO. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.'If you wish to r 

ydt may do so within 30 days receipt • 

replacem e 11, credit or refund. ' 

Slwwfi loigw ihon actual Situ of 
appcoxirralcly T (U 7S cm) 

A limited Edition Collector Knife. 
Pie ax mail by January 31, 1999, 

[Mill f^tighrstonc Collections"- 
ItW] One Tower Road 
%gp Media, PA 19063 5711 

Please enter mv order for The Mistress of Fice, 

Boris Vallejo's first fantasv collector knife, 
I need SEND NO MONEY NOW. 1 will be bitted 

$37.50* when my knife is ready to be shipped to me. 
Limi t: one knife per cq Hector. J r Pt*} my smu Mia tax ami 

53.95 fir shippers anrf batiHing. 
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Ten new 
BY OWEN K.C. STEPHENS 

psionicist kits for your campaign 
EPHENS fit LLOYD luSTRATED BYTERESE NIEESEN 

Psionus are me of the mostfascinating aspects oftheAD&D" game system. Apparently added on as an 

afterthought in the old Ist-Edition Player's Handbook, psionus truly became part of the fantasy gaming 

maitistream with the printing of The Complete Psionics Handbook No longer a complex add-on 

for completed characters, psionics were now primarily the domain of a new, balanced character class, The 

Psionicist was ready to take his place next to Wizards and Clerics as a master of the fantasticforces integral 

to any goodAD^dD campaign. W«ith the creation of the Dark Sun4 

' game setting, psionics became a 

regular part of the AD&D game, 

Volumes of ideas have been writ¬ 

ten to expand the options of Dark 

Sun Psionidsts, Few of these ideas adapt well to a 

non-DAKK StJN setting, and almost nothing has been 

written specifically for Psionidsts on worlds other 

than Athas, Perhaps because of this, few DMs make 

any effort to include Psionidsts in their campaigns. 

This is genuinely unfortunate, because psionics 

enrich any game in which they art included. 

Whether Psionidsts are a well-accepted part of soci¬ 

ety, feared and hunted as monsters, or totally 

unknown to the common man, they provide excel¬ 

lent possibilities for new plots, allies, enemies, and 

most especially PCs, To help a DM add Psionidsts to 

a campaign with a more European flavor, this article 

describes ten new character kits for the Psionicist 

class. Five of these Psionicist kits—Gatekeeper, Mili¬ 

tant Psionicist, Mind Monk, Specialist, and The 

Voice-Hassume psionics are at least accepted by soci¬ 

ety, if not well understood. The other five—Charcoal 

Burner, Janissary, Mind Mage, Para naturalist, and 

Pioneer—are designed for campaigns where psion¬ 

ics are totally unknown or perhaps even feared. 

All these kits assume characters are made using 

the nonweapon proficiency rules given in the 

Player's Handbook and The Complete Psionics ffrnid- 

book, and weapons and combat rules in Tire Complete 

Fighter's Handbook. The kits were written for use with 

the psionics rules presented in The Complete Psionics 

Handbook but should all work equally well with the 

rules in Player's OmoM®: Staffs & Poitiers. 
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charcoal 
oumer 

The Charcoal Burner is a member of a 

secret society of Psionkists who hide 

their activities in a land where psionics 

are feared or hated. GfficiaElv he is a 

member of the Charcoal Burner's Guild, 

a group that partially bums wood in 

huge kilns to produce quality charcoal 

This requires guildsmen to work in the 

woods tending these fires late into the 

night while wearing masks to protect 

them from smoke. In truth, those work¬ 

ing seek privacy for secret meetings and 

wear masks to protect their identities^ 

The guild acts as a school and support 

group, training Psionkists and protect¬ 

ing them from those who would harm 

them. The primary goal of a Charcoal 

Burner is to protect and promote PSioni- 

ristSr However, he must also maintain 

the business of the guild, both to protect 

his cover and to gain political power that 

can promote the cause of psionks. 

Races: Only humans may be Charcoal 

Burners, 

Requirements: The Charcoal Burner 

must have an Intelligence of 16, in addi¬ 

tion to the normal requirements to be a 

Psionkist. They may be of any Lawful 

alignment. 

Role: An JMPC Charcoal Burner must 

hire guards and prelect caravans as 

would any other merchant- PCs might 

be hired for such tasks and eventually 

gain favor with the guild. Although they 

might notice their employers acting 

oddly on occasion, it is important that 

the PCs not immediately suspect the 

guild's true purpose. .After they have 

undertaken several missions for a Char¬ 

coal Burner and shown themselves to be 

trustworthy, he might take the PCs into 

his confidence, although he would cer¬ 

tainly swear them to secrecy Such a 

patronage would involve missions like 

rescuing young Psionkists who are held 

as witches, monsters, or worse. 

Alternatively, the PCs might oppose a 

Charcoal Burner NFC Perhaps they cap¬ 

tured one of his agents or foiled a plot 

without even realizing it The Charcoal 

Burner would move cautiously against 

the PCs, relying on political power more 

than psionlc abilities- An occasional 

well-placed nightmare or other subtle 

attack might be used against the heroes 

without the Charcoal Burner exposing 

himself, 

A PC Charcoal Burner is much more 

difficult to introduce into a game. If the 

party has already befriended a Charcoal 

Burner NPC, he could simply ask them 

to look after his young protege. If not, 

the PC Charcoal Burner could go along 

with the party on a dangerous journey, 

seeking safety in numbers. In a city- 

based campaign, the Charcoal Burner 

could be a member of the local guild, 

spending time with the other PCs out of 

friendship. 

Preferred Disciplines: A Charcoal 

Burner must select Psychokinesis, Psy- 

chometabolism, and Telepathy as his 

first three disciplines, although they may 

be taken in any order. 

Weapon Proficiencies: Bonus: None. 

Recmtmeruted; Fire Bomb, Fire Staff (see 

Equipment), 

No n weapon Proficiencies: fidnus: 

Fire Building. Remmntmded: Etiquette, 

Reading/Writing. 

Equipment: The Charcoal Burner has 

access to a number of unusual weapons, 

provided by the guild. 

The lire bomb is a simple incendiary 

device based on Greek fire. When 

thrown, treat it like a grenade*type mis¬ 

sile. It inflicts ld6 points of damage to 

everything Ln a 5' radius and ignites 

combustible materials unless they make 

a save vs. spell. Each bomb costs 10 gp, 

weighs 1 lb., and has a speed factor of 7. 

The fire staff is a 5' iron pole with a 

simple lantern built into the top, It costs 

15 gp and acts as a quarterstaff, except 

that when lit it inflicts one additional 

point of damage. One flask of oil lights a 

fire staff for 10 rounds. 

Special Benefits: A Charcoal Burner is 

allowed to lake the Fire Bomb and Fire 

Staff weapon proficiencies, even though 

they are not normally available to Fstoni- 

cists, He may also take nonweapon pro¬ 

ficiencies from the Wizard group at no 

additional cost. 

The Charcoal Burner's Guild is a 

widely spread organization. A Charcoal 

Burner can always stay at a guild house 

for free and can have a number of 
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companions equal to one-halt his level 

stay there as well. There is a 30% chance 

of a guild house being in any given major 

dty and a 15% chance in a minor dty or 

large tovm. There is also a 1 % chance per 

level of the Charcoal Burner that the 

guild will provide other aid as well, such 

as free equipment or the loan of 2d6lst- 

level Fighters in the guild's employ. 

Special Hindrances: The Charcoal 

Burner must maintain secrecy about his 

psionie powers at all times. Even though 

psionic powers have few outward signs 

of their use, people become suspicious if 

a Charcoal Burner's enemies burst into 

flames for no reason. Thus, a Charcoal 

Burner's psionic attacks are always care¬ 

fully timed with the physical attacks of 

others. Psychometabolic powers can be 

cloaked as armor or used only when no 

one can see them. The Charcoal Burner 

heals himself only if no one saw his 

wounds or while he is being healed 

through other means. 

The DM must monitor this restriction 

carefully as the Charcoal Burner w ould 

rather die than risk revealing his true 

na ture to the general public. To do so not 

only costs the Charcoal Burner all the 

benefits of this kit but also might cause 

other Charcoal Burners to seek his 

destruction as a renegade. 

We.il th Options: The Charcoal Burner 

starts with 4d4 X10 gp. 

gatekeeper 
The Gatekeeper is a Psionicist who spe¬ 

cializes in watching, guarding, and cap¬ 

turing. He is not a warrior trained to 

fight and kill, but a far more subtle 

guardian who seeks to protect a place, 

person, or tiling without killing those 

who cause trouble. The Gatekeeper uses 

claireentient powers to detect trouble 

and telepathic powers to put a stop to if. 

Gatekeepers are often employed by 

dty watches and posted at the main gate 

or in a town circle. Religious orders 

sometimes employ them to watch over 

holy artifacts that all may see but none 

may touch. In a particularly civilized 

area, die Gatekeeper might be employed 

os a constable or a 'Tiring them back 

alive" bounty hunter. If something needs 

to be kept safe in an area likely to draw 
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large crowds, and you don't wish to start 

a riot in case of trouble, a Gatekeeper is 

perfect for the job. 

Races: Any race able to be a Psionsdst 

may be a Gatekeeper, 

Requirements: A Gatekeeper must 

have a Charisma of at least 13 in addition 

to the normal requirements to be a Psion- 

icist, He may be Lawful Good or Lawful 

Neutral. 

Role: An NPC Gatekeeper is likely to 

be encountered at a city's main gate or 

perhaps guarding a famous object or 

person. If the PCs are also employed to 

protect this thing, they find the Gate¬ 

keeper to be a valuable ally. If the PCs 

wish to steal the object, even if for a good 

cause, they are likely to find the Gate¬ 

keeper a troublesome obstacle. 

Either a PC or NPC Gatekeeper works 

well as a regular character in a dty-based 

campaign. In an adventuring party a PC 

Gatekeeper might be employed to act as 

a rich PC's bodyguard, or he might be 

sent along to watch over something the 

PCs have borrowed for a particular mis¬ 

sion. Of course, an unemployed Gate¬ 

keeper might join such a group simply to 

earn enough money to eat 

Preferred Disciplines: Gatekeepers 

are particularly adept with this power, 

and gain a +1 bonus to any attempt to use 

it every third level [+1 at lst-3rd, +2 at 

4tbHBth, etc.}. Additionally a Gatekeeper 

may attempt to read throe auras each 

round, rather than two. 

Special Hindrances The Gatekeeper 

loathes killing anyone or anything with¬ 

out necessity Whenever using a stan¬ 

dard weapon against a target for the first 

time, the Gatekeeper suffers a -3 

penalty Subsequent attacks against that 

target in the same fight have normal 

probabilities to hit, A Gatekeeper using a 

weapon designed to capture or knock 

out an opponent does not suffer this 

penalty 

Wealth Options: The Gatekeeper 

starts with 4d4 x 10 gp, 

janissary 
The janissary is a well-trained merce¬ 

nary from a foreign land, where psionics 

are better known and accepted. He uses 

his psionics to enhance his martial skill, 

making him easily the match for more 

traditional local warriors. The Janissary's 

powers are often subtle, and many of his 

opponents never realize the true nature 

must choose CLairscntience as their pri¬ 

mary discipline and Telepathy as their 

second. 

Weapon Frofldetirfes; Barms,* None. 

Recommended: Net, Whip (see Special 

Benefite). 

Nan weapon Proficiencies: Bonus: 

Alertness. jRjttowmeiirfed: 

Heraldry, Reading/Writing, 

Rejuvenation 

Equipment: Gatekeepers 

tend to wear light armor 

and carry one small normal 

weapon and one nonletha l 

weapon. 

Special Benefits: Since 

the Gatekeeper is often sup¬ 

posed to stop trouble without 

killing anyone, he may choose 

proficiencies in any nonlethal 

weapons, (such as the lasso, 

net, sap, or whip). 

The primary* talent of the Gate¬ 

keeper is aura sight, and all 

Gatekeepers must select this as 

their first science. Gatekeepers 

of his talents. 



The disciple of a strict code of honor, 

the Janissary has left his homeland to 

seek employment as a soldier, body¬ 

guard, or member of a city watch. 

Although often distrusted by common 

folic, the Janissary's unswerving loyalty 

makes him popular with his employers, 

who are often noblemen. 

Races: Only dwarves, gnomes, and 

humans may be Janissaries, 

Requirements; The Janissary must 

have a Strength of 12 and a Constitution 

of 15 in addition to the normal require¬ 

ments to be a Psionidst. He must be 

Lawful Good or Lawful Neutral, 

Role: A Janissary NPC is usually 

found in the service of a powerful noble, 

perhaps as part of an elite guard, A Janis¬ 

sary PC could be employed by a city or 

council in a campaign based around one 

location, or hired by a rich member of an 

adventuring party. Either a PC or NPC, a 

Janissary could be in the employ of 

someone allied to an adventuring party, 

loaned to them fora particularly danger¬ 

ous mission. 

Introducing a single Janissary as either 

an enemy or ally is an excellent way to 

introduce pstonics into a long-running 

campaign. As a foreigner, the Janissary is 

expected to have beliefs and habits that 

seem strange to the local population. 

Although psionies might seem new and 

unusual to the existing PCs, to the Janis¬ 

sary they are ju&t another part of his 

everyday life. As the PCs run into more 

janissaries or spend more time with one 

who has joined their party, they too will 

come to accept and understand psionies. 

Preferred Disciplines; All Janissaries 

must choose PSychometabolism as their 

primary discipline. Clairsentience and 

Psychokinesis are most commonly cho¬ 

sen next. 

Weapon Proficiencies: Bfffitfsr The 

Janissary receives one bonus weapon 

proficiency at first level which may be 

used for any w eapon, even one not nor¬ 

mally allowed to Psionidste. At 5th level, 

the Janissary automatically becomes spe- 

dal teed in his bonus weapon, fiecem- 

matded: Scimitars are popular with 

Janissaries, as are ranged weapons like 

the light crossbow. 

Nonweapon Proficiencies: Buhhs: 

None, Jtaamirinufaf; Blind-Fighting, 

Endurance, Survival 

Equipment: The janissary tends to 

carry equipment similar to that of a 

fighter. Unlike most Psionicists, the 

Janissary usually wears heavy armor 

(see Special Benefits) and carries multi¬ 

ple weapons. Most also have a collection 

of scarves and trinkets from their home¬ 

land- 

special Benefits: In addition to the 

bonus weapon proficiency and special¬ 

ization, the Janissary has two spedal 

benefits. 

First, the Janissary' has access to non- 

weapon proficiencies from the Warrior 

group at normal cost'—no additional 

proficiency slots are reqttired- 

Secondly, the Janissary may wear 

heavy armor, suffering only the penalties 

shown below to all attempts to activate 

psionk powers while in such armor. 

AjmtKrType Penalty 

Brigadine, ring, scale, or splint 0 

Chain or banded -1 

Plate mail or field plate -2 

Full plate -4 

Special Hindrances: The Janissary 

studies martial skills far more than any 

other Psionicist, but his improved battle 

prowess comes at a price. The time spent 

in mill tan' training limits the Janissary's 

development of psionic powers. As a 

result, he has a reduced number of sci¬ 

ences and devotions available and fewer 

PSPs than other Fsionidsts- 

A Janissary has one fewer science and 
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devotion at each level than a standard 

Psionicist. Thus he does not gain any sci¬ 

ences until 3rd level, when he would 

have 1 science and 6 devotions. When 

figuring starting PSPs for janissaries, 

treat their Intelligence and Wisdom as if 

they were 1 point lower (i.e„ a Janissary 

with an Intelligence of 16, Wisdom of 17, 

and a Constitution of 16 determines 

starting PSP as if he had Intelligence 15, 

Wisdom 16, and Constitution 16). janis¬ 

saries gain additional PSP normally as 

they go up in levels 

The janissary has additional social 

limitations. As a foreigner and merce¬ 

nary, the Janissary is often viewed with 

suspicion and sometimes fear by com¬ 

mon folk. When employed by a noble or 

well-known member of a community, 

this animosity is limited to a +1 reaction 

adjustment penally for low ranking 

NPCs When lacking such employment 

die Janissary suffers a +3 reaction 

penalty for all NPCs, except possibly 

those seeking to hire him. 

Also, the janissary adheres to a strict 

code of honor. This code is an integral 

part of the Janissary's training, and if it is 

ever willingly violated the janissary 

loses all the special benefits of this kit- 

Thecode has four main points. 

1. A Janissary never betrays an 

employer. The Janissary does not aban¬ 

don him even against the worst odds, 

nor can he be convinced or bribed to 

leave or act against his employer. This 

leads janissaries to be cautious about 

whom they serve. 

2. A janissary always keeps his word. 

If a Janissary promises to do something, 

he strives to his death to accomplish it- 

This includes contracts signed by a Janis¬ 

sary, so he reads offers of employment 

very carefully. 

3. The Janissary never acts in a way 

that reflects negatively upon his home¬ 

land. l ie considers himself a representa¬ 

tive of his native culture and thus makes 

pains to be well groomed and polite. He 

avoids public displays of drunkenness 

or anger and shows respect to his peers 

and superiors. 

4- The janissary never refuses an hon¬ 

orable opportunity to test his fighting 

skills, unless doing so violates another 

point of his code. He is not interested in 
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cmstant fights to the death but accepts 

luels fought to the first strike or invtta- 

konsto tournaments. 

Wealth Options: The Janissary starts 

he game with one free weapon, gener- 

j tv his bonus weapon, and a Psionidst's 

onnal 3d4 x 10 gold pieces. 

militant • 
psiomcist 

The Militant leads a violent life, relying 

on his combat skills as much as mental 

abilities, Psionidsts often take this kit if 

they have low abili ty scores in the prime 

requisites, to compensate for a low PSF 

pool. 

Races: Any race eligible to be a Psioni- 

rist may be a Militant, although most 

Militant Pslonidsts are human. 

Requirements: The Militant requires a 

minimum Strength of 9 in addition to the 

normal requirements to be a Psionidst. 

Militants may be of any non-Chaobc 

alignment. 

Role: The Militant is dissatisfied with 

the ability of psionics alone to accom¬ 

plish his goals and seeks to combine this 

skill with some combat ability. He often 

sees himself as a pragmatist among 

dreamers 

Preferred Disciplines: Psvchometa- 

bolism is preferred by some, Psychoki- 

netics by others, and one of these two 

must be taken as the primary' discipline. 

The other three disciplines are not well 

represented among the ranks of Mili¬ 

tants. At most, the others contribute one 

gaining a +1 on 

attack rolls when¬ 

ever he uses that 

weapon. This bonus 

Is not cumulative 

with specialization if 

Lhe DM allows Psionidsts to specialize 

Non weapon Proficiencies: The Mili¬ 

tant can learn warrior proficiencies at no 

additional cost. The Militant Psionlcist 

does not learn Contact free at first level. 

He must purchase it as if he were a non- 

P&ionidst, either at first level, or later as 

he ga ins proficiency slob. 

Cquipmenh In addition to any leather 

armors, the Militant can also wear metal 

armors up to chain mail. 

Special Benefits: In addition to the 

armor benefits above, the Militant can 

choose to become proficient in certain 

other weapons; short bow, dub, light 

crossbow', hand/throwing axe, javelin, 

sling, spear, and war dub. 

Wealth Options: Because he needs 

slightly more cash for armor and 

weapons, the militant begins play with 

4d4xlDgp, 

mind 
mage 

The Mind Mage often travels in a world 

where psionics are rare, suspect, or for¬ 

bidden to practice. He disguises his abili¬ 

ties as magic, relying on its acceptance 

among lhe common folk to conceal his 

exotic powers. If his powers were 

known, somebody would want to cap¬ 

ture him, enslave him for use against 

their enemies, or simply kill him* 

or two abilities to enhance the powers 

from the two primary' disciplines, Co?nhi/ 

mind, dimension blade, martial trance, and 

psychic blade are the most common "for¬ 

eign" abilities among militants. 

Weapon Proficiencies: Although he 

does not gain extra proficiencies, the Mil¬ 

itant suffers only a -3 nonprofiriency 

penalty when using weapons with 

which he is unfamiliar. He can, however, 

use his second weapon proficiency to 

specialize in any of the fighting styles 

available to him: the weapon-and-shield 

style, one-weapon style, or two-weapon 

style. 

At first level, the Militant can choose 

one weapon as a ' weapon of choice," 

Special Hindrances: The Militant 

learns abilities slower than other Psioni- 

rists. He gains devotions and sciences as 

if he were four levels lower than normal. 

Thus, a 9th-level Militant gains the sci¬ 

ences and devotions of a Sth-kvel Psion- 

idst His MTHACQ, attack, and defense 

inodes are the same as other Psiontcists. 

For the first four levels of advancement 

the militant uses the chart below: 

militant psiuTiicist advancement 

level Pis. Sci. Dev, 

2 1 — 1 

3 1 — 1 

4 112 

To avoid close examination, (he Mind 

Mage often travels alone or with few 

close friends. Occasionally the Mind 

Mage assumes this kit voluntarily to 

take his foes by surprise. These Mind 

Mages by choice are more willing to 

share their secret with friends who can 

often help by participating in the cha¬ 

rade. Close groups are important for 

voluntary Mind Mages; with their Law¬ 

ful alignment and dependence on 

friendships, voluntary Mind Mages can 

be the bond that holds a tightly-knit 

party together, 

Races: Because of the magical dis¬ 

guise, only elves, half-elves, gnomes, 

and humans become Mind Mages. 
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proficiency: 

Sonic clisdvrtm liml it useful w 

appc-u Eo cit'il niagical spells. IVrr 

baps they wish to draw attention to 

themselves and give a real (ijn-llciiitcr time 

to east a ’.pull. They migh i wish tu conceal 

[k iik'iiriIy ul :i ptoverkil magical item. 

They might uhn wish to conceal die pres¬ 

ence of a priestly granted power, psionics, 

nr oilier magic nt an unusual nature. 

I'cign Magic relies on a tew handy magic- 

mmmiliugplirases and mm enienls tlial ihc 

easier leaf ilv well eiumgli lo util i/e ski II- 

ILilly and contidenllv, as it railing a spell 

tlia! requires sonuilie ami verbal compo¬ 

nents. The caster mixes tlrese gestures and 

words ami pretends to cast a spell simulta¬ 

neously while im i thing a uol her elTeet. 

Norm ally, no prolicicney check is 

rcL|uiredn si nee watching a person wave his 

hands and seeing a magic effect appear 

■dleiward is uni extriioivlin.m in a I.hiI.l-l 

world. Siispidcnis cfianKtcn, however, 

have a clianci1 to discover the chicmny 

forcing tin1 character lo make st profi¬ 

ciency check, lftheclicdt fails, ihi fraud is 

revealed aiul the viewer realizes dial no 

magic spell was cast. Me must still use 

intuition, deductin' reasoning, or other 

means in determine the actual source of 

the iuin.iiLu.il effects (if any were treated 

lw another menus}. 

I lie die roll is modified lw I il the 

watcher is not si spelleitsler, .2 it the 

watcher has the Spcllctaft proficiency, * I it 

the subject S|ieaks four or more languages 

fhe might recognize some of the words the 

pretender uses), aiul -2 if the ehameter 

using feign Magic has the Speller .ill pro- 

ficicrict, Other modi tiers that are lei r up Eo 

the DM To decide might he im liked il the 

character uses the proficiency I'reipicntly 

blue is, a fighter character tries m use 

feign !\ l.igit even1 round 1 n divert ini ssiles 

tmib the parly clerics), the MFCs are 

alerted to the presence eta lake ill the area, 

or the locals Lite cinupleleh unaware ul 

psiouk's or variant magic Kvsleius and ore 

easily coin meed of magic use. 

Requirements: The Mind Mage has 

no special requirements beyond those 

required for the Psionidst class. They 

can be of any Law ful alignment. 

Gnomes who take this kit must 

assume Psychokinesis as their primary 

discipline. They nearly always take cati- 

fmt light, control sound, and create sound 

to mimk illusion magic. 

Role: The Mind Mage, as part of his 

disguise, must adopt the role of the Wiz¬ 

ard in the party. The Mind Mage backs 

up the party Wizard, if any, with his 

psionic powers and usually stays close 

to the Wizard in combat. His slightly 

superior combat ability comes in handy 

for protecting the real Wizard- The Mind 

Mage's main goals are to stay alive and 

to keep his disguise intact- Aside from 

those. Mind Mages share no general ten¬ 

dencies. Each is unique. 

Preferred Disciplines: Powers that 

mirror magical spells are scattered 

throughout all five disciplines. Because 

the telekinetic or psychoportive powers 

are generally mirrored by high-level 

Spells, Mind Mages often take Ciairsen- 

tience or Telepathy as a primary disci¬ 

pline, Mind Mages can claim that their 

doHiiiwt™ is a charm person, See magic, 

clstiraudience, and ESP need no special 

explanation. Once experienced., Mind 

Mages usually take Psychometabolism 

as their third choke [at 5th level) 

because of the overall usefulness of the 

abilities. By that point they can claim to 

have researched custom spells if anyone 

questions their abilities, as long as they 

are modest in their claims. 

Weapon Proficiencies: To support 

their disguise. Mind Mages must take 

proficiency in either dagger, dart, or 

knife. They may also select the staff, a 

weapon not usually available to Psioni- 

cists but usable by Wizards. They may 

use other Psionidst weapons but may 

not take a proficiency in them until after 

1st level 

Non weapon Proficiencies: ffcujjjs: 

Feign Magic (new proficiency), Rce™- 

nmided: Spellcraft. 

Equipment: Mind Mages often.find it 

easier to pretend to invoke the magic of 

certain items than to pretend to cast a 

spell Pretending to use magical items 

also explains why they can use the 

power several times a day. Mind Mages 

should always have an item at hand to 

explain away their ability, preferably 

one per power, although the Mind Mage 

may combine similar po wers into a sin¬ 

gle fake magical item. Thus, a Mind 

Mage might wear a gold medallion that 

he rubs before using ESP or point a 

wand and shout a false command word 

when using detonate. 

As soon as possible, a Mind Mage 

acquires a spellbook, which he pretends 

to pore over every morning. Usually he 

spends an hour or so rejuvenating 

instead. 

Mind Mages can wear armor and use 

shields but not without compromising 

their disguise. 

Special Benefits: This kit might be 

required by circumstance, in which case 

the DM might want to declare the exis¬ 

tence of a secret society of Mind Mages 

to help the PCs out from time to time. 

This society is analogous to the Veiled 

Alliance of Athas, where preserver Wiz¬ 

ards. must hide their powers among the 

more common and accepted Psdonicists. 

In either case, others arc often unaware 

of or deny the existence of psionics. 

Mind Mages attempting to use a devo¬ 

tion or science against a creature who 

believes or assumes the attack to be 

magical may add a +2 to their MTHACfl 

roils. If the Mind Mage's disguise is pen¬ 

etrated and the subject knows that he is 

not being attacked by magic, this bonus 

is lost. 

Mind Mages can learn Wizard profi¬ 

ciencies at no additional cost. 

Special Hindrances: If the Mind 

Mage is forced to disguise his abilities 

for cultural reasons {persecution, law, 

heresy), the public knowledge of his 

powers can be punishable by prison, 

" relocation," or most likely death. 

Mind Mages who chose this kit because 

they wish to avoid the curious have less 

to Worry about but must still convince 

others that they are Wizards or lose the 

bonus to their MTHACO rolls, Because 

of the need for secrecy. Mind Mages 

must choose their abilities carefully. 

They can have only one ability per three 

levels that does not mirror or closely 

resemble a standard spell or magical 

item. 

Wealth Options; Mind Mages start 

with2d4x 10 gp. 
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The Mind Monk is a Psionidst who is 

affiliated with a priesthood- Rather than 

concern himself with converting hea¬ 

thens to his faith or watching over a con¬ 

gregation, the Mind Monk seeks to gain 

enlightenment and self perfection. He 

sees psiontcs as a natural extension of his 

expanded wisdom and spirituality. 

Mind Monks often live in secluded 

hermitages or wander wilderness areas 

in their journey toward wisdom. They 

act as wise men and advisors to the more 

traditional priests of their faith and are 

often sought for advice and guidance. 

Most Mind Monks are members of a reli¬ 

gion emphasizing thought, self-suffi¬ 

ciency, peace, and wisdom. 

Races: Any race that can be a Psioru- 

cist may be a Mind Monk, although most 

are human. 

Requirements: A Mind Monk must 

have a Wisdom of 17 in addition to the 

normal requirements to be a Fsionidst 

They may be of any Lawful alignment, 

but most are Lawful Good, 

Role: As an NPC, a Mind Monk 

makes an excellent ally for a party- of PCs 

—a secluded sage, well versed in ancient 

texts and lost lore. A group of adventur¬ 

ers might seek out a Mind Monk for 

advice on how to deal with some psionic 

monster or any other piece of obscure 

knowledge. A higher level party- might 

escort a senior Mind Monk to a treat)- 

deliberation or other delicate negotia¬ 

tion, where his reputation as a fair, 

peaceful man is much needed. 

A Mind Monk PC is usually □ young 

initiate who has just completed his basic 

training. Unable to continue expanding 

his consciousness by pure study, he must 

now explore the world in which he lives. 

Joining an adventuring party is an excel¬ 

lent means to do this, especially if it 

already contains a Cleric of the same 

order as the Mind Monk 

Preferred Disciplines: Most Mind 

Monks choose Telepathy as their pri¬ 

mary discipline. Clairscntience is also 

very common. 

Weapon Proficiencies: Bonus; None. 

ReamwefitM- Club, Horseman's Mace, 

Mon weapon Proficiencies: Bonus; Reli¬ 

gion. Recommended: Harness Subconscious, 

Meditative Focus, Reading/Writing. 

Equipment: The Mind Monk tends 

toward a simple existence—a robe with 

a few pockets for possessions, perhaps a 

walking stick that doubles as a dub. 

Special Benefits: Because of their 

strong connection to Priests, Mind 

Monks may take nonweapon profiden- 

des from the Priest group at no addi¬ 

tional cost. At higher levels. Mind 

Monks gain access to a few Priest spells, 

as shown in the J'Mind Monk's Spell 

Advancement" sidebar. These spells 

must be from the AM, Divination, Heal¬ 

ing, and Thought spheres. 

Special Hindrances: The Mind Monk is 

bound by all the restrictions of a Priest of 

the same faith. For a Mind Monk based on 

the standard Cleric, this means the use of 

edged or pointed weapons is forbidden. 

These restrictions a re always in addition to 

the limits of the Psionidst class. 

As a student of mind over matter, a 

Mind Monk may not place importance 

on material possessions. He may never 

own more than he can carry' or keep 

more money than he needs for modest 

upkeep. The remainder must be donated 

to a worthy cause {often the upkeep of a 

church or hermitage, never a PC), 

Additionally, the Mind Monk must 

meditate, uninterrupted, for three hours 

every day. If this meditation is missed 

even once, the Mind Monk loses all the 

benefits of this kit until the hours are 

made up. If the Mind Monk continues to 

miss meditation, he loses access to one 

randomly selected psionic devotion each 

day until the hours are made up. 

Wealth Options: The Mind Monk 

sta rts with 1 d4 x 10 gp. 

mind monks spell advancement 

Mind Monk's 
1 eveJ 

Casting 
Level 

Prit?sL Spell Levels 

1 Z 3 

I E _ _ 

9 2 2 — — 

10 3 2 1 * — 

M 4 2 2 — 

12 5 2 2 1 
n 6 3 i J 

14 7 3 2 
15 8 3 3 2 
16' 3 3 3 

’MfBi'UTi Spell \bvUlv 
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paranaturalist 
A Parana turahst is an oddity in a society 

that knows almost nothing about psion- 

ics. He has tapped his own psionic pow¬ 

ers and trained himself with the aid of 

knowledge obtained from ancient, 

musty tomes. Because of this, the 

Paranaturalist has come to realize there 

are creatures and mysteries beyond the 

understanding of conventional sages. 

Thus he seeks out the unknown and 

strange, both to understand the universe 

better and to oppose those horrors otheis 

cannot comprehend. 

Races: Any race capable of being a 

P^ionicist may be a Paranaturalist, 

Requirements: A Paranaturalist must 

have a Constitution of at least 13 and an 

Intelligence of at least 14, in addition to 

the normal requirements to be a Psioni- 

rist. They may be of any Lawful align¬ 

ment 

Role; An MFC Paranaturalist is most 

likely to be encountered by the PCs 

while creeping through old tombs and 

ruins. If he is on a mission that is compat¬ 

ible with the PCs, he may offer to join 

forces with them. If the PCs' mission 

conflicts with his, he is likely to warn 

them off. ("You don't understand the 

fores you're trifling with ,.The PCs 

might seek out a Paranaturalist they had 

heard of to aid them with a mystery they 

cannot solve on their own. 

AFC Paranaturalist is a benefit to any 

adventuring party, with a unique set of 

powers and lore. Although more con¬ 

cerned with the unknown and fdigotten 

than in treasure and adventure, a 

Paranaturalist can see the advantages to 

travelling with a la^ge group, as long as 

they are willing to investigate the occa¬ 

sional lostdty or unfathomable mystery. 

Preferred Disciplines: Mono (see Spe¬ 

cial Benefits). 

Weapon. Proficiencies: Bonus: None, 

Recommended: Dagger, Hand Crossbow, 

Nan weapon Proficiencies: Bonus: 

Ancient History, Reading/Writing. Rec¬ 

ommended: Astrology, Local History, Reli¬ 

gion, Survival. 

Equipment: Paranatu- 

ralists tend to ga ther an 

eclectic and varied assort¬ 

ment of equipment during 

their careers. Because of this, 

they are sometimes mistaken 

for Wizards with pockets full 

of material components. 

Since no two Paranaturalists 

have the same odd collection, 

it is impossible to list items 

likely to be carried. 

Special Benefits: The 

Paranaturalist has two 

major benefits, both stem¬ 

ming from his broad but 

informal education, 

First, the Paranatural¬ 

ist can choose non¬ 

weapon proficiencies 

from any group a t no 

addi tional cost. Secondly, the 

Paranaturalist does not sepa¬ 

rate disciplines. In fact, the 

Paranaturalist might not even 

be familiar with the concept 

of different disciplines. 

Instead, he is free to pick 

any sciences or devotions 

he wishes, regardless of discipline, as 

long as he meets the requirements for 

each power The normal restrictions pre¬ 

venting a character from knowing more 

sciences than disciplines also do not 

apply to the Paranaturalist 

Special Hindrances: Because the 

Paranaturalist is self-taught, his under¬ 

standing of his own powers is incom¬ 

plete. Because of this, he does not 

automatically gain new psionic powers 

upon attaining new levels. Rather, the 

Paranaturalist must find descriptions of 

psionic powers in books of loro and 

an dent scrolls, much as a Wizard must 

find new spells. 

The Paranaturalist begins play with a 

full complement of psionic powers, but 

after that it is up to the DM to decide 

what powers he finds and where he 

finds them. Alternatively, a DM may 

allow a Paranaturalist to research new 

psionic powers, but this is sure to be 

costly and time consuming. As a general 

rule, the Paranaturalist shouldn't be 

more than, one science and two devo¬ 

tions short of the normal number of 

powers for a Fsionidstof his level. 

Wealth Options: The Paranaturalist 

character begins play with 6d4 x 10 gp 

worth of equipment but may not have 

more than 5 gp in money Any additional 

money not used to buy equipment is 

lost 

pioneer 
The Pioneer stands at the cutting edge of 

psionic knowledge. Learning all that 

there is to know is not enough for him; 

he still demands more. 

Races: The Pioneer kit is open to any 

race, al though halflings and dwarves are 

rarely Pioneers. 

Requirements: The Pioneer is some¬ 

times at odds with the tight restrictions 

of Lawful alignments. Since breaking 

new ground often requires breaking tra- 

dition, the Pioneer is not allowed to be 

Lawful. Since all Psionidsls are barred 

from Chaotic alignments, the Pioneer 

must be Neutral, although he can be 

Good, Evil, or True Neutral. 

Role:The Pioneer is dedicated to mak¬ 

ing psionics as far-reaching and expan¬ 

sive as magic. He is the social opposite of 
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the Mind Mage, who seeks to hide his 

powers. The Pioneer would like to see 

pstonics reach across the face of the 

world, affecting all aspects of life. 

Preferred Disciplines: Since they 

must have a thorough knowledge of 

psionics, Pioneers choose from across the 

board when it comes to selecting abili¬ 

ties. Like all Pfcionitists, they often 

choose as their primary discipline one 

that offers the greatest selection of sci¬ 

ences and devotions, but some choose a 

smaller discipline because they believe 

that it holds mom for expansion, 

Weapon Proficiencies: Because of his 

inward dedication, the Pioneer has only 

one weapon proficiency at first level. 

Nonweapon Proficiencies: RflpdmJ: 

Reading/Writing. New knowledge is 

useless if i t cannot he recorded, either for 

personal use or for the use of others. Evil 

Pioneers keep a record of their achieve¬ 

ments only until they perfect their new 

abilities, and then they destroy them. 

Good Pioneers often make copies and 

circulate them among friends and allies. 

Unlike Wizards, once the Psionidst 

learns an ability, the written lesson is no 

longer necessary. 

Equipment The Pioneer is always 

learning, and taking notes is necessary 

for all but the most brilliant (Int 19 or 

higher). Therefore, the Pioneer must 

have a supply of paper and writing 

instruments handy most of the time, A 

Pioneer who loses his notes on his cur¬ 

rent topic of study can reconstruct from 

memory 2d4 x ID percent of his work 

(20-80%); the rest is lost. 

Special Benefits: The Pioneer special' 

izes in learning new things. Thus, he 

continually attempts to improve or cre¬ 

ate psionic abilities. Sometime during 1st 

level, the Pioneer decides which ability 

he wishes to modi fy or create. This deci¬ 

sion can be made based on a desired but 

unavailable power, feedback during 

adventures, or other factors. This initial 

stage is known as awareness, where the 

character notices a lack or fault and 

understands that the ability has room for 

improvement. The character cannot 

advance to 2nd level until this derision is 

made. The player should discuss this, 

project with the DM, just Like spell 

research, to decide on a balanced ability 
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that does not disrupt game play 

At 2nd level, the Pioneer undertakes 

analysis, during which he develops an 

outline for study and research to perfect 

the ability. Having derided that a prob- 

Jem exists, the Pioneer must create a 

solution. At this stage, the Pioneer may 

change his mind about which ability he 

is researching, but he must begin again 

at the awareness stage if he does so. He 

does not go back to 1st level but is for¬ 

ever a stage behind in his research. 

At 3rd level, the Pioneer develops the 

modification or new power that (he 

character desires. If the project is a modi¬ 

fication or creation of a devotion, the 

process of meditation requires only 1 

level. If a science is being altered or cre¬ 

ated, meditation requires 2 levels. Again, 

the Pioneer may change his mind and 

begin again at awareness if he chooses, 

with no penalty other than the lost work. 

At 4th level (or after the mediation is 

finished), the Psionidst achieves realiza¬ 

tion, As soon as realization is achieved, 

the Pioneer gains the new abili ty and can 

use it immediately. This devotion or sci¬ 

ence is in addition to any abi titles 

gained for level advancement 

and is automatically learned. 

At the next level, he 

begins again with 

awareness and the process continues. 

Also, the Pioneer begins to attract stu¬ 

dents as soon as he dev elops his first 

new power, rather than waiting until 9th 

level. These students follow the rules 

given in Pmitks OPTION*: Skills & Pouters 

or Tfte Complete Pskmies Handbook, with 

one addition: each of diem wants to 

learn one ability unique to the Pioneer 

that they sought out. 

Special Hindrances: Because the Pio¬ 

neer seeks to expand the limits of knowl¬ 

edge rather than die depth of 

knowledge, he usually obtains only a 

superficial understanding of any given 

field. Because he is not as thorough as 

other Psionicists, he has a -1 MTHACG 

when using any science or devotion, 

regardless of discipline. This penalty 

does not apply to attacks or defenses. 

Wealth Options: The Pioneer, in his 

search for new things, often tries get- 

rich-quick schemes. Most Pioneers, 

therefore, start with only ld6 x 10 gp. 

One in ten, however, has had success 

with one of these schemes and begins 

play with Id6x50gp. 



specialist. 'psiomast 
The Specialist Psionicist is similar to a 

Spedalist Wizard in tha t he favors one 

discipline over the others, just as the 

Wizard favors one school of magic over 

the others. The Specialist PsionScist, 

however, uses his chosen discipline to 

the exclusion of the other schools. He is 

an unoqualed master in his capabilities 

within that school but has no access to 

powers from other disciplines. 

Races: The Specialist kit is open to any 

race, although most Specialists are 

human. 

Requirements: The Specialist Psioni- 

cist kit has no alignment requirements, 

but those races with the least aptitude for 

psionics—elves and dwarves—do not 

like to restrict themselves to one disci¬ 

pline and rarely specialize. 

Role: Each Specialist Psionidst fills a 

different niche depending on his area of 

expertise- 

preferred Disciplines: Psychokinetics, 

Psyehometabolisrn, and Telepathy ait 

almost exclusively chosen as specialized 

disciplines because of the relative num¬ 

bers of available sciences and devotions. 

These Specialist Psionicists have the 

most skills available to them and have a 

variety of ways to apply their skills, A 

Specialist Psionidst from the other 

schools has few abilities to work with, 

little in the way of 

or attack capa- 

A Specialist 

Psychoklnedcistis 

skilled in combat, 

especially against a 

single powerful oppo¬ 

nent (psionic abilities 

tend to affect small 

areas compared to 

magic spells). He 

could also be a good 

all-around adventurer, 

since his skills are useful 

in dealing with traps 

and other obstacles as well 

as living opponents. 

The Specialist Psycho 

metabolist is a good fighter 

when he has a chance to augment his 

natural skills with psionics. He might 

work as a gladiator, guard, assassin, or 

bounty hunter. He is also good at avoid¬ 

ing or escaping traps, although he is not 

as good as the Fsychokinetirist for 

removing the threat of the traps for the 

entire party. The Psychometabolist is a 

good adventurer, although he is quite 

skilled when acting alone as well 

The Specialist Telepath is actually 

between the other four specializations. 

The Telepath has no actual combat skills 

that can inflict damage on opponents, 

but he can render them helpless or seri¬ 

ously reduce their ability to attack or 

defend themselves. Communication, on 

the other hand, is his key ability. Hie 

Specialist Telepath makes a good spy, 

since he Is able to transmit discovered 

information immediately, but he is a far 

better spymasler, since he can also 

receive information from many different 

nonpsionics without using magic that 

can be blocked or detected. The Telepath 

can find party' members who have been 

isolated from the group by magic or 

traps, keep in close touch with a scout, or 

confuse enemies by sowing misinforma¬ 

tion directly into their brains. 

A character would choose a limited 

discipline like Clairsentience or Psycho- 

porta t ion only if he were guaranteed a 

position in a strong government, reli¬ 

gious organization,, or military force 

where he could afford to specialize in a 

noncombative position and be assured 

of adequate protection from those who 

would stop him. The Specialist Clairsen- 

tient might be a spy from a safe distance, 

an investigator, or auditor of sorts. The 

Specialist Psychoporter could work as a 

herald, courier, messenger, scout, or 

even a guard (although his function 

would be warning of attack rather than 

protection from it). 

Weapon ProfkienrieG: Specialists can 

take any weapon proficiencies allowed 

by the general Psionidst class. They have 

no unique restrictions. 

Non weapon Proficiencies: Prohibited: 

Meditative Focus. Since this proficiency 

relies on drawing attention away from 

an ability the Spedalisl Psionidst does 

not have (other disciplines), he has no 

pool with which to reinforoe his chosen 

disdpline. 

Equipment: Specialists need no 

unusual mundane equipment. When¬ 

ever possible, they use magic to correct 

shortcomings in theli skills caused by 

the inability to choose from other fields. 

Thus, a telepath might want a pair of 

hoofs of speed to move around and magic 

armor to protect him, This reliance on 

magic incurs a certain low-level con¬ 

tempt from other Psionicists. 

S peri a l Benefits: Specialist Psionicists 

are extremely skilled in the application 

of their discipline. At each level where a 

Psionidst could normally gain access to 

a second or subsequent discipline, the 

Specialist Psionidst instead receives a +1 

to MTHACO rolls within his selected dis- 

ripline. Thus, at 2nd, 6th, 10th, and 14th 

levels, the Specialist Psionidst gains a +1, 

+2, +3, and finally +4 to all MTHACO 

rolls that apply to all of his abilities, 

either sciences or devotions. 

Special Hindrances: The Specialist 

Psionidst is limited by the exclusivity of 

his disdpline. Since he cannot choose 

abilities outside of his discipline, he is 

forced to use ingenuity and cleverness to 

accomplish what generalist Psionicists 

do by choosing an ability from another 

held. At higher levels, despite their 

power Specialist Psionicists often find 

themselves jealous of even the simple 

abilities of generalist Psionicists. 

Weallh Options: Specialists begin 

play with the standard amount of gold- 
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Lloyd Biinwi J7J tte iriittf Ps&ro'cisf o/ 

/tHrfcwjjEJETJ1^ FI, nmf Oiiwr K. G Stephens in 

the head of the Norman, OK Charcoal Burn¬ 

ers Guild. We Jimmy they had to be using 

psionic powers when they collaborated cjj 

this article/ since they weren't even aware 

they were doing it. 

A Voice PC makes a great adventure 

hook if the other PCs are willing to 

accompany him on the occasional mis¬ 

sion. If the PCs have a powerful NPC 

patron or ally, he might send a PC Voice 

along with them as a convenient way to 

keep track of them 

Preferred Disciplines; The Voice must 

choose Telepathy as his primary disci¬ 

pline and must choose mindlmk as his 

first science, Psychoportation is a com¬ 

mon secondary discipline, but any may 

be chosen. 

Weapon Proficiencies: Bonus: None, 

fterammemk?: Dagger, Short Bow. 

Ntmweapcm Proficiencies: Bonus: 

Language, Modem (any two), RccorTi- 

mended: Reading/Writing, Riding. 

Equipment A Voice travels as lightly 

as possible. Large weapons, armor, or 

bags are avoided, as they slow the char¬ 

acter down. Many Voices have a horse. 

Spedal Benefits: The Voice is a master 

of the psionic power ntindlink. He is 

trained in this power more than is any 

other Fsionicist because mhidlink is the 

basis for everything a Voice does. As a 

result, the Voice receives a +5 bonus 

when attempting to use p?i/pirff ode to con¬ 

tact a willing target, and he can maintain 

it at half the normal PSPcost- 

When on a paid mission, a Voice is 

generally accepted to have political neu¬ 

trality. Unless he takes actions of a vice 

lent or subversive nature, a Voice is 

allowed to pass unmolested through the 

lands of even an evil ruler, provided he 

has authentic documentation to vouch 

for Ids current employment 

Special Hindrances; The Voice is a 

messenger and sometimes ambassador, 

constantly on the move. Because this 

work is not particularly glamorous and 

the Voice never settles down, he never 

attracts followers of any type. 

Wealth Options: The Voice starts with 

3d6 x 10 gp starting money. 

voice 
The Voice is a highly prized messenger 

and emissary in campaigns where 

psionic abilities are at least tolerated. 

Using the telepathic power mindlink. the 

Voice can contact his patron during nego¬ 

tiations and is thus able to speak in his 

exact words. Often hired by die rich and 

powerful, Che Voice allows his employer 

to carr>r on real-time conversations with 

people who are hundreds or even thou* 

sands of miles away. Often, a Voice is 

hired to represent someone in a far off or 

dangerous land. The Voice undertakes 

both the risk and time of the journey. 

allowing whoever sent him to remain in 

safety and accomplish other tasks. 

Races: Any race able to be a P&onicist 

may take the Voice kit. 

Requirements: The Voice has no spe¬ 

cial requirements beyond those of the 

Fsionidst class. 

Role: As an NPC, the Voice is most 

often encountered while on a mission, 

Frequently these missions take the Voice 

into dangerous lands, possibly forcing 

him to bin? a band of adventurous PCs to 

protect him. If the PCs have powerful 

but cautious enemies, they may find a 

Voice has been sent to them with a warn¬ 

ing or threat. 
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The Shadow 
The Deadly Combination of 

Psionics and Niiyutsu 
by Samuel M. Wright illustrated h David Kooharian 

jA yume eyed her prey from across the castle courtyard. 

MI He was a minor courtier of the stubborn Bamyo Omfa who kid refused to heed 

the Emperor's edicts. Ayume reached out with her wind, and the courtier fe¬ 

rn V turned her gaze, hypnotized* “The darnyo is not what he appears to be,* Axptme 

whispmd into his mind. He is in fad an evil ninja in disguise. He is \mocking you, laughing 

at your ignorance. You must kill him quickly. You must eliminate tins vile impostor!'' 

in the advisor's weak mindr his lord took on monstrous mien and laughed at him with a 

mocking evil. The courtier shrieked,"ImpostorF He was without fear for the first time in 

his life, striking down the old daimyo with a ceremonial dagger before the unsuspecting 

guards could respond. But respond they did, slaying the bureaucrat with ease, though too 

late to save their lord. 

The guards stood storing at the two dead nobles in dismay. Why had the faithful servant 

called their lord an impostor? Why had the meek courtier turned violent? Was the courtier 

possessed by a demon? Was he simply mad? Now they would never know, as £of/f men lay 

dead. Ayume knew the ansuvr to their question, but she fust smiled and walked through 

the castle wall unnoticed. Pussersby looked right past her, despite her miraculous passage 

I h to ugh stone and wood. 

The enigmatic ninjas were said to have 

many powers—to turn invisible,, create 

iElusions, walk on water, and pass 

through walls—powers that made the 

common folk dread them. In reality; these 

were just applications of incredible skill 

and cunning. In a fantasy milieu, these 

powers may exceed human talent by far. 

The Complete Ninjas Handlwok intro¬ 

duced the Spirit Warrior and Shin obi 

Wizards to portray fantasy versions of 

real ninjas. But in the Orient, magic is not 

the only way to express these mystical 

powers, and psionic abilities have obvi¬ 

ous connections- to the mental powers 

attributed to many characters of Oriental 

legend. The exotic reputation of the Ori¬ 

ent has long pervaded the imagination* 

and much of what inspired the idea of 

psionics In the first place were tales of 

fakirs, monks, and ninjas, the masters of 

strange powers not heard of in the West 

Ninja kits that employ psionics are a 

short step from there. 

The Mimiaotider Ninja Kit 
Qualifications; WIs 13+; humans, 

korobokuni, and spirit folk 

Description and Role: The Mind- 

clnuder is a psionic Ninja who acts in 

much the same manner as the spell- 

wielding Spirit Warrior (described in the 

Complete Ninja's Handbook). A specialist in 

Telepathy, the Mindclouder uses his pow¬ 

erful will to gather information, control 

pawns, and remain anonymous. High- 

level MLnddouders can even kill with the 

force of their minds, driving targets to 

suicide or turning those near their target 

into unwitting assassins. 

Secondary Skills; Scribe. 

Weapon Proficiencies: Required: Dag- 

ger or Knife. 

Nonweapon Proficiencies: Required: 
Read/Write, Psionic Lore. 

Special Benefits; The Mindclouder has 

access Eo proficiencies from the Psionidst 

proficiency group without cost penalties. 

Mindclouders gain psionic abilities as 

they progress in levels, starting at 1st level 

with access to the Telepathy discipline. 

They progress at their own rate, gaining 

attack and defense modes automatically 

at certain levels, (See table on page 53,) 



Special Hindrances: Mlndclcuderc 

liave the same armor and weapon 

restrictions ns Spirit Warriors: They may 

use only the dagger knife, fen to, yoroi- 

toshi, short sword, ninja-to, staff, dart, 

blowgun, or sling. They may wear only 

Leather or padded armor and may not 

carry shields. Mindclouders gain experi¬ 

ence and hit points as Psionicists. 

Because their training forces them to 

spend less time studying and meditating 

than does a true Psicvnicist. MindcJoud- 

ers gain only 75% of the PSPs they would 

gain each 3eve] after 1st as Psi uni cists, 

and they suffer a -2 penalty to their 

power score rolls. 

The Shinobi Psionkist Kit 
Qualifications: Wis 1S+; humans, 

korobokuru, and Spirit folk, 

Description and Role: Ninja clans 

often employ Shinobi Psionicists, who 

are usually telepaths like the Mind- 

clouder but often specialise in Clairsen- 

hence or another discipline. Though less 

adept in the Way than other Psionidsts, 

Shinobi Psionidsts also possess minor 

.Ninja abilities. The Shinobi Psioihcjit, 

hke the Shinobi Mage, 

is often an advisor to 

the clan leader and Sees to 

the spiritual requirements 

ot The Ninja clan's members, 

much tike a Priest, Ninja clans 

that use Psionieists often, use 

them entirely instead of spell¬ 

casting characters such as Slii- 

nobi Wizards and Priests, 

Secondary Skills; Scribe 

Weapon FVnfidendes; Required: None. 

Nonweapon Proficiencies: Required: ■ 

Read / Write, Psionic Lore, 

Special Benefits: Shinobi Pstonjcists 

can learn some thieving skill^mvetyj 

Move Silently, Detect Noise;! am" 

Languages at a base 10% chance each 

(modified by all racial bonuses and 

penalties) at 1st level. 'Oicy^gayrhydis- 

cretioriary points to divide aJifong their 

skills at each subsequent le+el. 

They also receive psionic attack modes 

for free at the same rate a normal Psioni- 

clst receives defense modes, 

Special Hindrances: Because iheShi- 

nobi Psionidst spends part of his time 

training in Thief abilities, jrar' psionic 

jxwveTT&are limited , and he gai: 

M 
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New Powers for the Shadow Way 

Cascade Contact 

(Telepathic Science) 

Power Score: Wis -3 

Initial Cost: Contact 

Maintenance Cost: Special 

Range: Special 

Prepara fcion Time: 0 

Area of Effect: Special 

Prerequisites: Contact,, convergence, 

10th level 

Description: This power allows a 

Fsionidst to turn contacted targets into 

amplifiers for telepathic powers, using 

each person affected to contact several 

other people, and so on, in a continually 

growing web of control. Each person 

contacted by the Fsionidst using this 

power must make a saving throw vs. 

spell. If the saving throw fails, the tar¬ 

get's own life energy is used to make an 

invisible aura around him that causes 

the minds of those who enter it to open 

without the need for a psionic attack. 

This effect does not work if the targets 

are wary of the trap, as any effort to 

block it automatically succeeds, but 

those who are unaware of the aura may 

be contacted for D PSP cost 

One person per point of Wisdom of 

the original contacted can be affected by 

his aura, and each affected person adds 

25% his own Wisdom to this effect, 

rounded down. For every' 5 points of 

Wisdom possessed by each contacted 

mind, the user of this po wer gains 1 PSP 

upon contact and drains 1 point per turn 

from each contacted mind. Because of 

the mental processes involved in activat¬ 

ing this power, these PSPs can be chan¬ 

neled only into telepathic powers, not 

powers of other disciplines. 

Power Score—The user of the Cascade 

can psychic drain any contacted mind. 

20—All Contacts are broken. 

Weapon Manipulation 

(Telekinetic Devotion) 

Power Score: Wis -3 

Initio] Cost:? 

Maintenance Cosh 2/round 

Range: Touch 

Preparation Time: 0 

Area of Effect: One weapon 

Prerequisites: Gnrtrai body. 
zvt'uptm atvareness 

Description: This psionic power 

can enhance the fighting ability of a 

Psion id st who has access to it, improving 

Preparation Time: 0 

Area of Effect Individual 

Prerequisites: Hattutination, invisMity 

Description: This psionic power 

allows the mental ist to manufacture a 

representation of himself within the 

minds of all those who see him, a pro¬ 

jected self-image that supersedes his 

actual appearance in his targets' minds. 

Just as with the inutsMtitf devotion (the 

absence of any appearance in the minds 

of others), the psionic character operat¬ 

ing this power must contact the intellects 

of all the creatures and characters whom 

he intends to delude by the operation of 

this uncommon power, and only charac¬ 

ters within 100 yards may be affected by 

this power. 

The Psionicist who wields this power 

can alter his appearance or the appear¬ 

ance of another, creating the image of 

anything approximately tine same size as 

the person being disguised. So a Psioni- 

eist could simply alter the clothing and 

armor of himself or another, or alter race, 

age, sex, physique, or even the apparent 

substance of the target, making the per¬ 

son appear to be a statue or a mere 

shadow. In other respects this power 

operate in the same way as pssomic 

invisibility. 

Power Score—The 

altered character 

even feels and 

smells appropriate 

to his disguise 

when examined 

by affected 

individuals, 

20—All 

contacts are 

broken. 

though his Wisdom were two points 

lower than it actually Is, 

Note: A ShSnobi Psionkist's followers 

ate always Minddouders or Shinobi 

Fsionidsts, 

Direct Internal Energy 

(Psychometabolic Devotion) 

Power Score: Con 

Initial Cosh Variable 

Maintenance Cost: Variable 

Range: 0 

Preparation Tune: 0 

Area of Effect Personal 

Prerequisites: Three proficiency slots in 

any martial arts style, 3rd level 

Description: This power allows a 

Fsionidst to increase the effectiveness of 

his martial arts attacks using psionic 

power. This translates into a bonus of +1 

to hit and damage per 3 PSPs spent, to a 

maximum bonus of +5, The effects of this 

power benefit all unarmed attacks per¬ 

formed by the Fsionidst for one round. It 

also lets ch'i powers from the user's class 

or kit be used at +1 level per 10 PSPs 

spent 

Power Scon3—Cost is reduced to 3 PSPs 

per turn, instead of per round. 

20—'The Psionicist loses all special 

class-related (or ch'i, if using Oriental 
Atfefttferes) powers for one day. 

Telepathic Disguise 

(Telepathic devotion) 

Bo wer Score: lnt-7 

Initial Cost: Contact 

Maintenance Cost: 

3 /round /creature 

Range: 100 yards 
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the user's swing when wielding a 

weapon. With ever}’ swing of a weapon, 

this power acts as an amplification of the 

Psionicist's Strength score for the pur¬ 

pose of determining damage rolls with 

melee weapons The Psionicist's Strength 

rises to 1-8/00 or by +2, whichever is 

higher,, solely for purposes of calculating 

melee weapon damage. 

Furthermore, because the uvapon 
manipulation power moves the Psionci- 

sist's weapon at a much accelerated 

speed and stops it at the end of the 

swing, the weapon's speed factor is 

reduced by 2, to a minimum of L 

Ptmvr Score—The Psionicist's Strength 

damage bonuses are raised to equal a 

Strength score of 21 or +5 Strength, 

whichever is higher, and the weapon's 

speed factor is reduced by a full five 

points, to a minimum of 1. 

20—The weapon wiglder loses control 

of his weapon's finer movements and 

receives penalties equal to what his 

bonuses would have been. 

Weapon Awareness 

[Claiisentient Devotion) 

Power Score: Wis - 3 

Initial Cost: 5 

Maintenance Cost 1/round 

Range: Touch 

Preparation Time: U 

Area of Effect One weapon 

Prerequisites: Object reading, combat 
mind 

Description: This power enhances the 

accuracy of the P&ionicist's attacks by 

extending his awareness through his 

weapon. Thus, the user of this power can 

"home-in" on targets to strike more 

accurately, gaining a bonus to hit equal 

to his Wisdom adjustment to saving 

throws. This bonus is also conferred 

upon initiative, as the Fsionirist has 

greater awareness of and control over his 

weapon. Using this devotion, die Psioni- 

cistcan parry any type of attack by a nor¬ 

mal weapon, even missile weapons, 

without penalty, and suffers only a -1 

attack penalty when blinded or facing 

invisible enemies. 

Power Score—The user attacks as if his 

Wisdom score were 1S or 2 points higher 

than usual, whichever is higher, for cal¬ 

culating this devotion's bonuses. 

20—The martial artist's perceptions 

are fogged, bestowing a penalty equal to 

what his bonus would 

be and increasing the 

blind combat attack 

penalty to-6, 

Mindclouder Psionic Progression 

Ninja 

Level 

Telekinetic Projectile 

(Psychokinetic 

Devotion) 

Flower Score: 

Con -3/-4/-5 

Initial Cost: 12 

Maintenance Cost 

3/round 

Range: 6079DV120' 

Preparation Time: 0 

Area of Effect: Special 

Prerequisites: Ballistic 
attack, telekinetic shield 

Description: A corus¬ 

cating, projectile-shaped 

force field appears under 

the Psionicist's control. 

The projectile con¬ 

structed by the mind of 

the user can be used to 

replace any of the regular 

attacks the user has each 

round, at his own 

THACO. Blows struck by 

this projectile inflict ld6 

points of damage plus 

one point per level of the 

Psionidst. The projectile may be shaped 

into any thrown or launched weapon. 

Power Scott—The weapon acquires a 

+3 to hit bonus and all ranges to 240 feet 

are considered short range. 

20—The projectile Is unstable, firing 

off in a random direction, and shattering 

on impact for 2d6 points of damage. 

1 1 
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Defense Attack 

Modes Modes 

1 

' 1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

f '5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
Maximum nuimber of powers 

i that appears before the Psionfcist 

to turn aside frontal attacks in much the 

same way as does the Wizard spell shield. 
The force field is a circular, slightly con¬ 

vex shield 5 feet in diameter. The teleki¬ 
netic shield moves with the Psjonidst, 3 
feet ahead of him, improving frontal 

Armor Class by 3. 

Pmt'ET Score—Maintenance cost is free 

Telekinetic Shield 

(Psychokinetic Devotion) 

Power Score: Con -1 

Initial Cost; 9 
M aintenance Cost: 1/round 

Range: 5 feet 

Preparation Time: 0 

Area of Effect: Speda I 

Prerequisites: Inertial barrier, deflect 
Description: This psychokinetic devo¬ 

tion was developed by Psionidsts to 

protect against physical attacks. When 

activated, the telekinetic shield power pro¬ 

jects a softly glowing solid force field—a 

field comparable to that fabricated by 

the telekinetic barrier power but in the 

form of a movable, personal defense 

for One tum, and the user is immune to 

normal missiles and melee weapons. 

20—The shield is flawed, shattering 

from any blow, AC is unimproved, and 

everyone within 5 feet of the shield 

when it shatters is knocked to the 

ground and must spend one round 

recovering from the blow. 

Sam Wright is a fan of all things ancient ami 
fantastic, including elves, Kfriigons, Wock- 

ies, and his hero, Guillem de GeUone, the 
KingofSeplitmnia. 
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Candlekeep 

Bringing the Fabled Castle to Life 

by Chris Avellone 

illustrated tiy Black Isle Studios 

Candlekeep hummed through the driving rain, 
The da tier and splash of the horses'hooves as they struck the drenched stones of the 

Way of the Lion did nothing to mask the drone, the sound was faint at first, but practi¬ 

tioners of the Art can orient themselves to Candlekeep simply by feeling the strata of 

wards woven into the stones of the fortress. *■ The thing most travelers see are the tall 

spires of its inner citadel and the flames dancing unthin as the scribes go about their 

research. * As we neared the main gate, I checked to make sure the books i had brought 

were securely wrapped. I was anxious to relieve myself of a tome l had purchased in 

Beregost. One of the sagesf Gorion, had commissioned me to find the tome and deliver 

it to him—a f asfc / was as anxious to see done as he no doubt was, for then I coidd sleep 

for several months in a warm, dry bed♦ 
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Candtekeep 

Baldur'.s Gate is the highly anticipated Forgotten Realms’-com¬ 

puter roleplaying game Developed by Biowsue and published 

by Interplay's Black Isle Division, BaMur's Gate is the first role- 

playing game to use Bio ware's Infinity engine This engine 

allows the player to explored game world composed of beauti¬ 

fully rendered maps (a sampling of which you see here), rather 

than the tile-based locations typically seen In other computer 

RPGs, 

BaMu/s Gate lets you create a character from any of six 

races—human, elf, half-elf, dwarf, gnome, and holding—and 

choose from twenty-six different classes such as Fighter, Thief, 

Cleric, Mage, Druid, and Specialist Wizard. You can play the 

game solo, gather a party of ?vPC allies to help you in your 

quest, or play with up to five of your friends over the Internet. 

One of the most fabled locations in the FOtfLOETEN Reae ms 

setting is Candtekeep, legendary bastion of knowledge and 

vault of the famed prophecies of AJaundo the Sage. 

The Wards o f Candtekeep 
As mentioned in l/ple's Guide to the Snwd Oxisf, several power¬ 

ful wards protect Candlekeep, These wards prevent anything 

from burning except wicks and wax, prevent the operation of 

teleportational magics and many destructive spells, kill all 

molds and insects [such as paper wasps), and prohibit the 

en try of bookworms, Rumors of more dangerous wards fill the 

mouths of local gossips, but the sages reveal little about their 

protective magics. The slow drone and the prickling sensation 

generated by the wards can help those sensitive to magic orient 

themselves to Qmdlckeep. The sensation can be felt, faintly, 

when tlie practitioner is several miles away, then grows 

stranger as the traveler approaches the keep. The presence of 

the wards makes the use of detect twgfc spells within the citadel 

difficult (-10% to detecting the nature of an enchantment on an 

object), but sufficient concentration usually allows the caster to 

overcome this "background noise." 
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The Droning of the Wards 

One of the sages of Candlekeep, Phlydia (female human, W7, 

CG) was once taken aback when a visiting mage complained 

about the ''droning'' of the wards. She claimed the sound the 

traveler heard was not the wards at all but actually chanting 

that emanated from the wails of the keep itself, repeating 

Alaundo's prophecies 

Ft rebeard Elvetthair 

One of die frequent visitors to Candlekeep is Firebeard Elven- 

hau>a mage who frequently makes trips along the Sword Coast 

in search of books for Candlekeep sages. Although he is sup¬ 

posed to keep his searches secret, many dealers in Baidur's 

Gate and Benegost are aware that he purchases the books for 

Candlekeep. In exchange for his many years of service. Hie* 

beard is allowed to enter Candlekeep without the standard 

entrance fee (although he is not permitted to remain within the 

walls for more than the customary ten-day period). 

[} nun Aran 
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Candlekeep ltut. First Ft 

Firebeard Elvenhair, male human MB: ACS; MV 12;hp22; 

THAC018; #AT 1; Dmg by weapon; SA spells; SD spells, brood) 

of shielding; SZ M (5'Sr,);Str 9, Dex 16, Con 11, Int 17, WIs 14, Cha 

15; AL MG VVP: Quaterstaff, Dagger; NWP: Ancient History, 

Etiquette, Heraldry, Languages-Modem (Elvish), Local His¬ 

tory, Read/Write (Common and Elvish), Religion, Riding 

Land-Based, Spell craft, Wea ther Sense- 

Spells (4/S/3/2) 1st—amor, compreitend languages*, detect 
magic*, friends*, identify, magic missile*, mending, spider climb; 

2nd—continual light, detect evil* knack*, Imitate, scare*, strength; 
3rd—blink, dispel magic*, item, lightning bott*, maithjbrm*; 4th— 

detect scrying, monster summoning U*t polymorph self* 
* Indicates memorized spell 

« »* 

We came upon the main gate, where one of the mtchers, Hull, greeted 
us in clinking plate mail with a quarterstaff in hand. He gave us a 
wide grin and a nod. 

Tm impressed you made it through the gale there, Firebeard!'* he 
shouted. "Many would have turned back, '1 

*/ could use some place to store my bags and pack She animals," f 

replied, "And so could—* As 1 gestured to the others around me, f 

noticed our rmm&ers had suddenly thinned, "tVermT there two 

others with me?" t asked. Tim of the men l had taken to he manser¬ 
vants of am of the merchants seemed to have vanished, Qarbos and 
Shank, I believe, had been their names. 

"Two others?"Hull blinked as he scanned the line. "Not that l saw ” 
"Perhaps they kwe already made their way to the inn." 
"Well, at some of the rates Winthmp's charging, the bunkhouse 

might be a better place for 'em to sleep. If you've got gold melting in 
your packet, of course, tlte fun's a fine place, .."He snorted. "Better 
than the barracks in any event," 

Candlekeep Environs 

1. Bunkhouse; A sturdy one-story building, the Candlekeep 

bunkhouse has room for ten. Cots and bedrolls are scattered 

across the floor of the building. Teamsters, manservants, and 

slaves (when mages from Thay arrive at Candlekeep to do 

research) am usually housed here while their masters take 

moms in the Candlekeep Inn. 

Z Stables: The small stables house several cows and horses 

under the caring eye of the stable master, Dreppin (0-level mate 

human, hp 4, N). Several of the livestock have been hit hard by 

the rainy season, and Dreppin is looking to secure healing 

herbs from travelers to insure that the cattle remain healthy. 

3, Barracks: The armed monks that guard Candlekeep live in 

this dry, sparsely furnished building. The Candlekeep force 

consists of the Gatewarden, his five underofftcers (four Watch¬ 

ers and the Keeper of the Portal), and sixty experienced (F4) 

monks armed with plate mail and quarierstaves. The higher- 

ranking officers cany magical rods and rings to help cany out 

their duties, 

4, Granary: Recently Candlekeep's granary has been 

plagued by rats. Though more grain can be brought easily 

from the surrounding towns, it has become a great source of 

irritation to the stewards of the keep and to one of the 

guards in particular, a dwarf by the name of Reever (male 

dwarf, F4, CC, chainmail, battle-ax). The irritation is driven 

home by the multitude of cats lounging about the keep that 

have little interest in decreasing the rat population, Reever 

has taken it upon himself to wipe out the rats by any means 

possible, but most have eluded him so far. 

The lack of activity that plagues most of the guards at Can- 

dlekeep has hit Reev er hard, so much so that he looks for battle 

wherever he can find it, even if it is against an army of rats. This 

war has become the source of many jokes told around the fire 

in the Candlekeep Inn, 

5, Infirmary: The duties of the infirmary have been tem¬ 

porarily taken over by a Priest of Oghma who has made a pil¬ 

grimage here from Waterdeep, Magical heating and minor 

potions of healing are available at standard rates. Getting treat¬ 

ment at the infirmary is easy, as the Candlekeep inhabitants are 

few in number and rarely suffer anything more troublesome 

than a hangover. Two of the keep's greatest offenders, Hull and 

Fuller (both human males, F4), have frequently been found in 

the infirmary after their drinking binges and have been pun¬ 

ished by the Gatewarden more than once. 
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G, Temple of Oghma, The priest in charge of the temple of 

Oghma alternates between tending the shrine and the infir¬ 

mary. The temple itself is constructed out of a glittering white 

marble, and a large pool dominates the interior of the temple 

Jtmril Narod, male human C5 of Oghma: AC 8; MV 12; hp 

35; IHACO 18;#ATl;Dmg by weapon; SA spells; SD spells; SZ 

M (58 ');Str 15, Dex 10, Con 11, Ini 13, Wis 18, Cha 12; AL NC; 

WP: Staff, Mace, NWP: Ancient History, Healing, Herbalism, 

Local History, Read/Write, Religion. 

Spells: (5/5/1) 1st—bless, cure tight wounds, command, delect 

magic, tight; 2nd—told person, knew alignment, silctice 15' radius, 

slow poison, spiritual hammer, 3rd—cure disease 

7. Shrines to Deneir, Gond, and Milil: These three small 

shrines ire against the outer wall. Despite the presence of the 

shrines, there are few members of these religions within the 

wails of Candlekeep. 

• • * 

Tire Candlekeep Inn was nestled against tiie exterior wall of the 

fortress, two stories tail and still overshadowed bp the citadel's walls. 

11 was smaller titan some of the inns in Beregcet, but it was dry and 

mams. Wc were not but one foot inside the door when the innkeeper, a 

large man named Winthrop, was upon us, taking our wet cloaks and 

welcoming us with a loud, booming voice. He hid us to warm ourfoet 

by the fire m the common room. Most of my companions chose one of 

the vintages Wintdrop held in stock, and we proceeded to relax after 

our long journey. 

The hour was late, so I resolved to rest myself for a while before 

seeking an audience with Goncm m the mom. 

8. Candlekeep Inn. The Candlekeep bin itself is a two-story 

affair, with a large common room on the first floor and a small, 

private dining room to the side. The innkeeper, Winthiop, has a 

small room behind the counter. 

Winthrop also has a well-stocked wine cellar, which contains 

kegs of common mead and Bitter Black Ale along with bottles 

Ctwdlekecp Itit 

Drinks 

i Menu 

Cm rtinron Mead ..... . . 5 cp/gallon 

Wii nthrop's Wicked Ah e . . 2 sp/pint 

Bit! ter Black Ale .... . . . . 1 sp/pint 

Bl a rod Wine.. .. . . . 5 cp/glass 

Fir ewine .... . . .., 7 cp/glass 

Ar< ibeflan Dry Wine - 

Food 

. *. 1 sp/glass 

Spicy Beef Stew .... ........ 6 cp 

Cai ridlekeep Potatoes ........ 8 cp 

Bet ?f Roast ..*.2sp 

Brt ■ad & Cheese ♦... 

of Blood Wine, Firewine, and ArabeJlan Dry Wine. These vin¬ 

tages frequen tly find their way into the gullets of of the Candle¬ 

keep guards, the most notable offenders being Hull and Fuller 

(see Infirmary, above). 

A source of contention with a few of the monks at Candle¬ 

keep, Win thro p also carries a wide range of arms and armor, 

supplied by merchants from BaldurJs Gate and Beregost. The 

watchers do not pay much mind to merchants bringing 

weapons into Candlekeep, but the Keeper of the Tomes has 

exchanged many heated words with Winthrop about his pri¬ 

vate arsenal. 

Winthiop: (0-levd human male, 6 hp, MG) A plump, balding 

man with a thick northern accent and a pleasant (if oftentimes 

crude) demeanor, Winthiop has a predilection for telling 

bawdy jokes and a strong dislike of mercenaries. He has been 

the caretaker of the inn for many years, and the low frequency 

(and nature) of the traffic through Candlekeep has made him 

quite placid. The rooms are dean and comfortable, and 

although they don't matdi the rest of Candlekeep's grandeur 

or Winthrop's claim that they're the "best on the Sword Coast," 

there are few unhappy customers. 

I uxis awakened the next morning by a sluirp topping tit the door. 1 

staggered from my bed and threw open the door to find an atvktvard- 

looking young girl there, looking at me with wide eyes. Traveling 

through the storm the previous day must have worn me out more than 

1 had thought, and l could barely focus upon her or even ascertain why 

she was at my door. I had met tmoen on previous visits to the keep, and 

my first coherent thought of the day was, " Where's my purse?" 

Imam's presence is always a mixed blessing. She'll tell you any¬ 

thing you wont to know about the keep if you've got money, but she 

always delivers bad news for free—taking careful note of the recipi¬ 

ents reaction. 

imaen's eyes eyes arrowed as she looked up at me. "Gorton 's pac¬ 

ing around the common room, l think he's angry/' Her voice was 

higli, but it contained a practiced edge that seemed strange in the 

mouth cf someone so young. 

Imoen, female human Tl: AC 6; hp 4; THACO 20; #AT 1; 

Dmg by weapon (ld6); NG;S9, D18, C 9,115, W11, Ch 16; OL 

40%, MS 35%, FT 10%, PP 25%; WP; Short sword, Shortbow; 

NWP: Local History, Read tips. Cooking, Brewing. 
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lmoen has been a fixture at Candlekeep for as long as 

WirtthrOp himself. The two of them traveled together from 

BaEdur's Gate, where Win threap apparently adopted the girl 

after her mother died giving birth to her. Since then, 

Winthrop has taken her under his wing and taken the respon¬ 

sibility of caring for her. Although a pleasant enough fellow, 

Winthrop is not a strict disciplinarian and has allowed lmoen 

to run wild in Candlekeep ("wild," at least to the monks of 

the citadel). She is a valuable source of information on things 

going on in the keep, as she tends to always be in the right 

place to overhear conversations and accidentally uncover 

hidden letters and diaries. 

• *» 

“Someone told Gorton you'd been here all night without reporting to 

him lmoen said. "1 think he's angry that you didn 't meet with him 

last night." 

I grunted and dressed myselft sure of who that ",someone" was, 

then stepped out. Someone must talk to Winthrop about that girl. As l 

left, lmoen darted in and began to dean my room, and 1 went down to 

meet Gorton. As 1 had expected, he was pacing impatiently in front of 

thefireplace. 

Gordon's face. toas stone, and he looked as if he was barely holding 

back a coughing fit. 

"You look beset with weighty matters. Keeper,r' I said. "Perhaps 

you should spend more time at rest rather than scouring the Candle- 

keep stacks." He made no response, which caused my smile to fade 

instantly. 

"There is something wrong," 1 said. 

Gorion's s tone face crumbled, and beseemed to age before my eyes. 

“l fear so," Gorion answered."1 have felt .,, things." He looked like 

he wanted to continue, but he stopped himself. 

"What's the matter?" I asked quietly. “It does no good to keep 

knowledge to oneself especially here. “ 

Hi$ eyes blazed. "Candlekeep has kept many secrets, and it will 

hold many more." He simmered for a moment, then, sighed slightly. 

"Have you brought the book?" 

I nodded and gave him what l hod tucked under my arm. “1 man¬ 

aged to make the rendezvous in Beregost, but she demanded an addi¬ 

tional sum due to the weather con-" 

“You will be compensated.“ He leafed through the book, his eyes 

scanning each page. “Is it an original?" 

“Of course," 1 indicated the mark on the spine. “May 1 ask why you 

need it?" 

“I needed confirmation of something. You see, it is my ward " 

Gorion sighed, “l fear we are both in danger. Ifear we might need to 

leave Candlekeep soon. * 

Candlekeep and Battue's Gate 

The ward Gorion speaks of is your player character in Baldur's 

Gate. You have been raised by Gorion for most of your child¬ 

hood, and you know little of the outside world beyond Candle- 

keep. Acting as your father, Gorion has raised you on a 

thousand tales of heroes and monsters, lovers and infidels, bat¬ 

tles and tragedies. However, one story was always left untold; 

that of your true heritage. You have been told that you are an 

orphan, but your past remains largely unknown. 

Lately Gorion has been growing distant, as if some grave 

matter weighs heavily upon him. His silence has begun worry¬ 

ing many of his friends at Candlekeep. Unknown to many at 

(he citadel, be has begun making secret preparations to leave, 

but his destination is unknown. lmoen has recently become 

aware of his plans to depart, but she has not yet told any of the 

other Candlekeep residents. 

■ * • 

f hms skeptical of Gorton's grim words, and 1 told him so. Candlekeep 

kws well defended, and its many wards could protect its inhabitants. 

Gorion seemed unconvinced. He left me, retiring to the inner fortress 

of Candlekeep with the tome l had brought. 

Yet when l went to sleep that night, my dreams were filled with 

images of Candlekeep burning, its walls cast down, Everywhere I 

looked, lava poured from tlte crag, casting hellish fires upon the 

remains of the keep, Of the monks, the acolytes, the sages, there was no 

sign, as if they all had been Stuepl away. 

Impossible, 1 thought. In the back of my mind, f heard the slow 

drone of the Candlekeep wards. But the prickling sensation 1felt now 

was bom of fear, and it came not from the citadel but from my own 

mind. 

Outside, the rain had resumed, and f could hear the trwnes crashing 

upon the coast 

Using Candlekeep in your Game 
Its importance to the upcoming computer game aside, Candle¬ 
keep makes an excellent starting point for adventures in the 

Forgotten Realms, The sages constantly seek new sources of 
knowledge and need adventurers to retrieve such records from 

the far comers of Faerun. 

Further Adventure Hooks 
* Bluebeard Elvenhair has discovered a plot by two Red 

Wizards of Thay to ambush him on his way back to Candle¬ 

keep. He is looking for a discreet group of adventurers to 

help him thwart the wizards' plans and to ensure he makes it 

back to the keep. 

* A mid-level wizard in Beregost needs information from 

the sages of Candlekeep but does not have the time to make the 

journey herself. She needs a group of adventurers to go to Can¬ 

dlekeep, negotiate with the sages, and return with the com¬ 

pleted research, 

* The dragon Mrirym haunts the caverns beneath Candle¬ 

keep, but she is confined to a fairly small area. (See "Wynns of 

the North" in Dragon* Magazine #247.) The sages are hiring 

adventurers to explore the labyrinth and seal any means of 

entry that Miirym cannot reach and thus protect. Everyone is 

given dear warnings that they intrude upon Miirym rs territory 

at their own peril. 

Oaris Avellone, if that is his real name, claims he went to college at 

William and Mary, got a degree in English, then realized he had no 

idea what he was going to do with it. He is currently working on 

PLanescafe* Torment and Faliout 2. 
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Whether it's the matchless mind of 

Professor Charles Xavier or the tremendous Telepathy 

and Telekinesis of Nate Grey, fantastic mental powers 

or “psionics” are a staple of the Marvee Super Heroes 

Universe. Fsionic heroes and villains offer 

unique opportunities and challenges 

■ to players and Narrators. 

si l Si Powers 
Psionics ("psi" for short) are extraordi¬ 

nary powers of the mind, like Telepathy 

and Telekinesis, the two classic psi pow¬ 

ers. Generally speaking, psi powers have 

Willpower as their trump sulk and 

psionic heroes rely on strong Willpower 

to help them in mental combat. Some psi 

powers use Intellect as their trump suit, 

particularly those that affect the physical 

world, like Telekinesis, 

A pslonic hero should have a strong 

Willpower and a selection of mental 

powers. The hero might have only 

a single mental power (like justice's 

Telekinesis), several powers (like 

Phoenix s Tdepa thy /Telekinesis combo), 

or many powers (like Nate Grey's col¬ 

lection of psi abilities). The Mental Con¬ 

trol skill is valuable for psionic heroes, 

since it lowers the difficulty of all pow¬ 

ers based on Willpower (not just Mind 

Control), Don't overlook the value of a 

Psi-Sereen for protecting a psionic hero 

from mental attacks and powers; most 

heroes with these abilities have some 

kind of mental defense to protect them¬ 

selves from other psionics. 

Psi powers, particularly Telepathy,, are 

versatile and can he employed for many 

different stunts by the heroes and vil¬ 

lains who possess them. In addition to 

the ones described in the Marvel Super 

Heroes Game Book, here are some appli¬ 

cations and stunts for psionic heroes. 

Astral Projection 
Astra! projectors can use Willpower- 

based powers while in astral form, 

allowing them to use powers like 

Telepathy and Mind Control on other 

people while out of body. This is a pow¬ 

erful ability, since an astral projector 

cannot be affected or even detected by 

anyone without the appropriate mental 

powers. Narrators should beware of 

heroes who try to go into action solely 

in astral form, making them immune to 

counterattack. 

Heroes and villains capable of Astral 

Projection may fight battles entirely on 

the astral plane (like Professor X against 

the Shadow King, or Dr. Strange and 

many of his opponents). In astral form, 

physical abilities like Strength and 

Agility are irrelevant Willpower serves 

the same function as Strength and Intel¬ 

lect the same function as Agility on the 

astral plane. Physical powers have no 

effect; only Willpower-based powers 

work. Two opponents with Astral Projec¬ 

tion can fight a battle without anyone in 

the physical world even noticing. 

Illusion 
As mentioned in the Marvel Super 

HEROES Game Book, Illusion can be a 

potent power when its true nature is 

concealed from others. A skilled illusion¬ 

ist can appear to have any number of 

powers, even Reality Warping, if the sub¬ 

jects of the Illusion don't know it's an illu¬ 

sion, Moon glow (from the Squadron 

Supreme) concealed the true nature of 

her Illusion powers and pretended to 

have powers of Flight, Phasing, Light, 

and Gravity Control using an illusory' 

image of herself. The super villain Mas¬ 

termind was an expert at using illusions 

to confuse his opponents and turn them 

against each other by twisting reality', 

such as when he turned Phoenix against 

the X-Men or the X-Men against Cyclops 

by convincing them Cyclops was actually 

Dark Phoenix reborn, A skilled illusion¬ 

ist often mixes illusion and reality, using 

an illusion to conceal a real danger like a 

trap or an enemy. 

Mind Control 
If an illusionist can make you doubt 

your senses, a mind controller can make 

you doubt your own thoughts and 

memories. Can you ever really be sure 

you did something of vour own will, or 

was there some outside influence? A 
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Juper Heroes™ Adventure Game 

subtly opponent with Mind Control can 

plant thoughts, alter memories., and 

arrange things so if s almost impossible 

to be sure. 

Generally speaking, only villains use 

powers like Emotion Control, Hypnosis, 

and Mind Control casually, Psionic 

heroes carry a special burden to use their 

powers wisely. They are reluctant to 

usurp control of another person's mind 

against his or her will, A hero who does 

so on a regular basis may need to con* 

sider a change of Calling, Even powerful 

psionics like Professor X and Phoenix are 

loathe to interfere with the minds of oth¬ 

ers casually, and there are often conse¬ 

quences for such actions. When Professor 

X used his powers to shut down Mag¬ 

neto's mind, a portion oF Magneto's con¬ 

sciousness was trapped in Xavier's own. 

It loosed the professor's dark side and 

created the entity' known as Onslaught, 

which nearly ki lled many of die world's 

greatest heroes. 

Of course, villains have no compunc¬ 

tions about using their powers to control 

the minds of others, and super villains 

like Mesmero and the Shadow King treat 

other people as little more than puppets. 

Brainwashing: A mind controller can 

attempt to brainwash someone rather 

than control the subject short-terni. This 

stunt requires a Mind Control 

(Willpower) action. If it succeeds, the con¬ 

troller can implant certain commands 

that the subject must carry out at a later 

time. A hero can make 3 daunting 

Willpou>er (Mind Control} action to resist 

the effects of brainwashing. 

Memory Alteration: Similar to 

Mind wipe, except the hero alters the 

subject's memories instead of erasing 

them by making a daunting jVfmrf Coir- 

trol (WiUfKWvr) action. The subject can 

be made to recall things differently from 

how they actually happened. The subject 

believes the memories are real and acts 

accordingly until the effects are reversed 

using this power. 

Telekinesis 
In addition to using Telekinesis simply to 

lift and move things, a hero can use it 

to manipulate objects at a distance: push¬ 

ing buttons, moving levers, pulling (or 

jamming) the triggers of weapons, or 

even pulling the pin from a grenade. 

A hero can telekinetically wield either 

actual weapons (like swords or knives) 

or anything he can mentally lift. 

Telekinetics can grab objects (like 

weapons) out of an opponent's grasp 

with an average Telekinesis (Strength) 

action. The narrator should feel free to 

adjust this difficulty if the object is large 

and heavy or if the person holding the 

object is unusually strong. Telekinetics 

are also fond of grabbing opponents 

and lifting them off the ground. This 

is an easy Telekinesis (Strength)action, 

requiring an easy Strength (Telekinesis) 

action for the target to break out. 

A telekinetic can manipulate machines 

with moving parts, releasing the brakes 

on a car, hitting keys on a computer key¬ 

board, and so Forth, The difficulty of the 

action depends on the complexity of the 

machine. 

Clothing Change: A telekinetic hero 

wearing clothing made of unstable mole¬ 

cules can change the color, style, or fit of 

the clothing with a challenging Telekinesis 

action. This does not alter the clothing's 

protective value, only its 

Telekinetic heroes may use this stunt to 

quickly change into their costumes. 

Internal Attack: The hero can 

telekinetically attack a target 

internally, squeezing the 

trachea, a blood vessel, 

or something similar, The attack requires 

a daunting Telekinesis (Strength) action and 

ignores the target's defense, doing Inten¬ 

sity damage directly. A telekinetic might 

also use this stunt to damage machines 

by affecting their internal parte. 

Manipulation: The hero can perform 

fine manipulation with his or her 

telekinesis. This stunt is useful for doing 

things like typing, operating controls, or 

even picking locks. 

Reflection: The hero can catch and 

deflect physical weapons (even bullets) 

back at an attacker with an average 

Telekinesis action. 



Telepathy 
Telepathy is perhaps the most versatile 

psionic power, A telepath is an invalu¬ 

able teammate, able to keep everyone in 

contact using the Team link stunt, which 

allows for instant and silent communica¬ 

tion, A telepa th can link the minds of oth¬ 

ers to share knowledge quickly and 

allow someone with Teleportation to see 

through another person's eyes to tele¬ 

port safely to an unseen location. 

Telepathic heroes can use their power 

for several stunts other than those listed 

in the Marvel Sufek Heroes Game Book, 

including the following: 

Gestalt: The hero can function as the 

coordinator for a telepathic gestalt, the 

mental combination of multiple psionic 

individuals. This works just like the 

Gestalt power from the Game Book- The 

mental gestalt's combined Telepathy 

power intensity equals that of fhe most 

powerful character in the gestalt, plus 

that of the coordinator {or the next high¬ 

est character, if the coordinator is the 

most powerful), A telepathic gestalt 

often has tremendous menial power. 

Mind Meld; The combination of the 

telepath's m ind with another mind. This 

is a total sharing of information and a 

considerable intimacy, so it is not entered 

into lightly. It requires a daunting Telepa¬ 

thy fWiUpmtvr) action. The telepath and 

the subject know everything the other 

knows and find It impossible to lie to 

each other while melded. 

Mindscape, The telepath can enter the 

"world" inside another person's mind 

and interact ivith the things and people 

them. This is most commonly used as a 

means of mental combat, similar to 

Astral Projection. it can also be used to 

'go inside" the minds of unconscious or 

comatose persons in an attempt to revive 

them, or to enter the dreams of sleeping 

persons and interact with them. You can 

have an entire game based around a trip 

into someone's mindscape, like the time 

Professor X and the New Mutants trav¬ 

eled into the shattered mindscape of the 

Professor's son, David. 

Personal Rapport: This is a perma¬ 

nent telepathic link between the hero 

and another person. It requires a daunt' 

ing Telepathy action to establish and 

the other party’ must be willing. From 

then on, each individual can always 

sense what the 

other is feeling 

and knows im¬ 

mediately if the 

other person is 

in danger or 

hurt. 

Mental 
Problems 
Of course, being psionic isn't all cool 

powers and stunts, P&ionics, especially 

telepaths, have some drawbacks. These 

are not Hindrances exactly but rather 

unique problems encountered by psis. 

Psionic heroes can also have Hindrances 

based around the unique nature of their 

powers. 

Feedback: A psionic hero whose 

power is resisted or fought against might 

suffer some kind of feedback, like a 

telepafh attempting to control someone's 

mind while the subject fights back, or a 

telekinetic whose mental grip is broken 

by an opponent. The hero suffers dam¬ 

age points equal to the Willpower, 

Strength, or other Ability of the target, 

reduced by the hero's own Willpower. 

Overload: A telepath's senses can be 

overloaded by the presence of too many 

minds or by powerful emotions or 

thoughts if the telepath is unprepared. 

This can also happen if the teiepath scans 

a more powerful subject than expected 

(like a cos mi call y powerful alien mind) 

or tries to probe one person just as a New 

York subway lets dozens of people out 

onto the platform. This causes damage 

equal to the subject's Willpower or an 

intensity chosen by the Narrator against 

the telepath's Willpower A Psf-Screen 

helps protect against this damage, and 

many telepaths develop Psi-Screens sim¬ 

ply to screen out mental "noise," 

Prejudice: Fsionics are often mis¬ 

trusted because of the nature of their 

powers. A psionic who uses his powers 

responsibly won't have a lot of prob¬ 

lems, but a psionic who doesn't is mis¬ 

trusted and bounded by the public and 

the authorities. 

Narrating 
Psionics 
Narrating adventures for heroes with 

psionic powers like Telepathy, Precogni¬ 

tion, and ESP can be difficult. With one 

successful action, the hero can know 

everything about your carefully pre¬ 

pared plot and jump right to the end, 

spoiling the fun for the other players. It's 

your job as Narrator to make sure that 

doesn't happen, without frustrating the 

player with the psionic hero all the time. 



The first thing to keep in mind is that 

psionic powers don't make a hero omni¬ 

scient, Even if a hero can read minds, 

that doesn't mean the narrator must give 

things away. Telepathic heroes should be 

wary about invading other people's pri¬ 

vacy casually, and some people may 

refuse to have their minds read even if 

they're innocent. A strong Willpower can 

sometimes make it too difficult for a 

telepathic read someone's mind. 

Powerful emotions triggered by cer¬ 

tain situations (especially violent 

crimes) might cause a psionic to suffer 

from overload (above) if he or she tries 

to scan the crime scene or someone 

involved in it These feelings may also 

conceal or obscure any information 

associated with the crime. 

Psionic information is also highly sub- 

jective There's no guarantee that the 

future seen by a preoognitive hero is the 

only fu ture, merely a possible one. The 

information gained with Telepathy is 

only as reliable as the subject's 

thoughts and memories. What if 

the hero doesn't remember / 

something correctly, or what if f fl 

the hero's memory has already & 

been tampered with by another 

telepath? 

A ri val psionic can use his or her pow¬ 

ers to hide things from the hero; use the 

rival's power intensity as additional 

opposition to the hero's actions. You 

don't necessarily have to tell the hero 

why the attempt failed unless the hero 

specifically checks for opposing psionic 

interference, 

Psionic 
Equipment 
The scientists of the Marvel Universe 

have developed gadgets and equipment 

that affect many psionic powers. Some of 

these devices are used by the authorities, 

while others are used by vi llains or secret 

government organizations (like "Project: 

Wideawake"), 

Psionic Detector: A device (usually 

hand-held) that picks up psions (energy 

particles that psionic powers use). It pro¬ 

vides Psychic Detection 8 (higher for 

more sensitive detectors), 

Fsi Amplifier This is a device like 

Cerebro or the PAM (Psionic Ampli¬ 

fication Machine) used by the ESPer 

division of S.H.LE.LD. It provides Abil¬ 

ity Boost for all Willpower-based pow¬ 

ers while a user is hooked into it, A psi 

amplifier can (at the Narrator's discre¬ 

tion) make certain mental powers suffer 

from the limits Masochistic, Uncon¬ 

trolled, or Unpredictable while they are 

amplified. 

M * 1 ' 

Psi Ntillifien This device blocks the 

use of all Willpower and Intellect pow¬ 

ers with an intensity less than the Nulli¬ 

fication power of the device. A psi 

nulliHer is a collar or headband the sub¬ 

ject wears or a device that projects a ray 

or field that affects the subject for an 

aura duration (or as long as he or she 

remains in the field), 

Psi Screamer: This terrorist weapon 

intended specifically to harm telepaths is 

a kind of telepathic "grenade," It creales 

a powerful (intensity 15+) mental shock, 

affecting any telepath within firing dis¬ 

tance, A Pkt-Screen helps protect against 

the damage of a screamer. Physical 

defenses have no effect, 

Psionic Adventure Hooks 
Here are some adventure Ideas involv¬ 

ing psionic powers for yourgame. 

* A telepathic hero or character 

catches a stray thought from someone 

planning to commit a serious crime. 

The trouble is, the thought came from 

someone in a large crowd and the hero 

can't be sure who it was. What if some¬ 

one in the crowd is not what he or she 

appears to be? 

* A hero "hears" a telepathic cry for 

help. It comes from a boy who is a tele¬ 

pathic mutant whose powers surfaced 

early, He ran away from home and 

is afraid of being attacked by 

mutant-haters. Unfortunately, the 

boy has no training in controlling 

his power, so he can't shut out the 

"noise" of other people's thoughts. He 

also randomly broadcasts his own fear 

onto other people, causing a rash of ran¬ 

dom "panic attacks" throughout the city. 

The heroes have to find him before a 

group of disguised mutant-hunting 

Sentinels do. 

* A friend or ally of the heroes 

is left in a coma by an illness or 

the attack of a villain. The 

heroes (perhaps with the help 

of a telepathic character tike 

Professor X) must travel into 

the mindscape of their friend to 

help bring him or her back to 

consciousness, 

* A villain is kidnapping psionics to 

hook them up to a powerful psi-ampli- 

fier designed to channel all their power 

into the villain, giving him or her 

tremendous psionic power. Perhaps the 

villain is building a mind-control 

machine, powered by telepathy, to take 

over the world. 

* A telepathic or astral projecting 

villain is committing crimes by possess¬ 

ing other people, then releasing them 

once the crime is done. The victims have 

no memory of what happened and no 

alibi to prove their innocence. When the 

villain uses one or more of the heroes as 

pawns, they have to figure out a way to 

prove their innocence. How do they find 

and capture a villain who's never been 

seen and can change bodies at will? 

■% 

Steve Kenson ts a regular freelance contribu¬ 

tor to SAGA* System games, including the 

Marvel Super Heroes Adventure Game. 

Despite his best efforts, he lids yet to develop 

any significant psionic powers. 
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Rising 'fide 

Mel Odom 
The Threat from the Sea: Book I 

TSR# 21312 
ISBN# 0-7869-1312-6 

AVAILABLE JANUARY 

In the first hook of the sweeping 

new series, The Threat from the 

Sea„ an evil warlord rallies 

undersea races in a surprise attack | 

on the Sword Coast. As the plot 

unfolds, you'll discover important 

clues that reveal secrets of the 

adventure game product. 

| The Cleric Quintet 

I R. A, Salvatore 

I TSR# 21313 

I ISBN# 0-7869-1313-4 

[ AVAILABLE JANUARY 

I You can follow the scholar-priest j 

I Cadderly through all five of R. 

| A. Salvatore's compelling hooks 

i a single volume, This is the 

I ultimate collector’s edition, from 

I the heart of the Forgotten 

Realms adventure setting. 

| The Star of Cursrah 

Emery 

| Lost Empires 

| TSR# 21322 

j ISBN# 0-7869 1322-3 

| AVAILABLE JANUARY 

IA group of adventurers 

I stumbles across a buried city 

I guarded by a powerful undead 

I force. This gripping action story | 

I is linked to the Empires of the 

{Shining Sea campaign setting. 

The Advanced Dungeons & Dragons realm Is always expanding. 
These novels and supplements will transport you to the 

event horizon where nothing is certain, and anything is possible. 



| Sheltered Circle 

Bnice Cordell 

TSR# 11325 

| ISBN# 0-7869-1325-8 

AVAILABLE JANUARY 

“A strange Force has destroyed 

-part of an ancient circle of 

standing stones, breaking its 

primal wards. Can your heroes 

•solve the mystery of its 

destruction before it’s too late? 

Find out with this exciting 

Fadventure for 1-3 level 

IDemihumans of the Realms 

Roger E. Moore 

TSR# 11316 

ISBN# 0-7869-1316-9 

t AVAILABLE JANUARY 

e This engaging volume features 

. more than 36 player-character 

kits for the demihpman races: 

elves, half-elves, dwarves, 

gnomes, and ha!Flings. Create 

distinctive de mi human 

characters, local culture, 

historical influences, unique 

class abilities, proficiencies, 

and much more. Breathe life 

into every character in vour 

campaign! 

§ Van Richten's Monster 

2 Hunter's Compendium I TSR Staff 

Volume One 

TSR# 11447 

ISBN# 0-7869-1447-5 

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 

Collected for the first time. Dr. 

Rudolph van Richten's guides to | 

the most terrifying creatures of 

the night—vampires, we rebeasts, ] 

and golems! Add an dement of 

horror to any fantasy adventure 

with the secrets and details 

revealed herein. 

Me part in the journey. AMD. 
Visit our website at <www,tsr.com> 

Questions? Call (800) 324-6496 





22 Chess 13-55. Year of the Harp 

" /a kc„ h usband. Someone's in our home." 

f \f Narros struggled from slumber,, thinking for a moment 

that the repetitious nightmare that had been throttling his rest 

for nights still gripped him. He blinked his eyes open, feeling 

the warmth of his mate next to him, sensing die disturbance in 

the ocean currents. "Who?'' 

Klyss shook her head. Her chestnut hair swirled around her 

bare shoulders. Fear widened her luminescent eyes. Her 

fluked tail curled apprehensively, coiling over Narrcs's, 

Shifting on the pile of moss and sea weed they'd gathered for 

their bed, Narcos offered up a quids prayer to Eadro, the 

Deliverer, Lord of the Sunlit Shadows. He seized his trident 

from beside the bed and! swept out with his free hand. The 

webbing between his fingers caught the water and lifted him 

from the moss, then he flipped his tail and swam toward the 

doorway. He let the trident guide him, the tines bright and 

sharp. He felt Klyss gliding along behind him, her presence 

marked by the interruption of the current around him. 

Laakos' Reef, named for the merman who'd discovered it in 

the Shining Sea forty miles east of Calimpori, housed the mer- 

folk community. Most days ships crossed the ocean's surface 

above, but they had Little if any contact 

with them. The merfolk measured their 

privacy and had no interest in the sur¬ 

face dwellers wrho lived around them. 

The reef served to keep away most of the sailors, but occasion¬ 

ally a few of the curious ventured into the depths, searching 

for the gold and treasure rumors held that they possessed, 

Narros felt the strange disturbance of die slow currents 

filling his dwelling again, trying to imagine where it could be. 

They d lived there for years, and he knew the seasons and the 

time of day by the cu rren ts that ran through his home. His 

senses expanded in the quiet of the night until it seemed the 

sea was almost a part of him. That sensation faded, though, 

when there was much activity in the water around him . 

He was six feet long, from the top of his head to his fl uked 

fins. Aseashell braid around his forehead held his dark bro wn 

hair back from his eyes, and a thick curling beard reached bis 

chest. He was broad and thick, slabs of muscle draping his 

frame from more than eighty years of fighting tune and tide. 

Old scars from sharp fins and shellfish covered his hands, and 

the scales covering the lower half of his body glistened silvery- 

mr- 
"The children.'' Klyss's words leaked quietly into his ear, 

the way they did when merfolk wanted their words to travel 

only a short distance. 

"No/' he replied, keeping his own response soft as the brush 

of a questor fish's feeler. Zonn and Mihter weren 't children 

anymore, but his mate was reluctant 

to accept that. Both boys were grown 

men in the eyes of die merfolk 

community. 
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His sons' rooms occupied space above theire, 

carved from the reef with Narrows own hands, 

enlarged as they'd grown bigger. The currents 

indicated that the movement was coming from 

the lower quarters of the home, 

'You should call for help," Klyss said. She gripped his arm 

in one hand, her nails biting into his flesh. 

'No " Narros took a firmer grip on his trident "This is our 

home, Klyss, I'll not allow it to be invaded. The movement is 

coming from the temple. LT1 not allow that either/' 

She looked at him, and for a moment he thought she might 

argue further. He didn't w ant that because he wasn't going to 

stay them any longer and didn't want to offend her, 

j Klyss was slim, full-breasted r and full-hipped, and she wore 

nothing save a beaten gold bracelet he'd given her when 

they 'd been betrothed and necklaces of shells and coral she'd 

i strung herself. 

Reluctantly, she released his amt and kissed his cheek, 

Be careful." 

He smiled at her with more confidence than he felt, then 

slipped through the door. His tail flipped, driving him across 

f the main living chamber of the home, ft was thirty feet square, 

, overly large by most merfolk standards, but he was the com¬ 

munity's senior priest and often entertained large groups. 

The temple was west of his home, connected by a short 

hallway- Round windows cut into the reef let in the pale moon- 

ji light that penetrated from the surface world- Narrow's na hire L 

eyesight gave him a brooder spectrum of vision than a surface 

1 dweller enjoyed, and he saw the inside of the chamber dearly 

When the fuU sun beat down on the ocean's surface, the colors 

came through better. At this time of night, objects and the sur¬ 

roundings wore almost colorless, rendered in blacks and 

whites mottled by grays. 

The stone walls were smooth, worn down by adz and, chisel. 

He'd invested a large part of his life in fashioning their home, 

Pictures, crafted by Klyss from shells, made from polished 

stone, coral, and sand, showed portraits of family and favorite 

places they visited- Her masterpiece was the representation of 

their two sons as children. It captured die round faces of Zonn 

and Mihter, the older boy's hand reaching out toward a bright 

blue and green angelfish, Klyss had labored for years to get the 

piece exactly right, using only variegated shells with the 

proper colors. With only half their life spent with the colors 

brought by the day, mermen had an appreciation for those 

done brightly and well, 

Narros swam into the narrow hallway connecting the home 

to the temple. Cold fear touched his heart when he considered 

what the invaders might be seeking. He finned harder, lidding 

the trident in both hands, hoping he wouldri t need to spill 

blood to protect that which the temple had been, given to 

guard. The object already held the promise of death, foretold 

for gemeratiOrtS- 

Better light than what lit his home filled the temple. Vents 

cut into the roof opened more of the interior to the available 

Illumination. His gaze raked the pulpit and the image of Hadro 

rendered in bas-relief on the opposite wall. It stood twenty feet 

tall, making the Lord of the Sunlit Shadows appear gargam 

tuan. Merfolk swam in the nether distance behind him, and 

clamshells adorned the background. Channels along the walls 

held living lichens that glowed a faint blue that was one of the 

only colors available at this time of night and helped banish 

the shadows. Other plants gave off odors that guaranteed fish 

wouldn't invade the building. 

He spotted three figures working at the bottom of the bas- 

relief of Hadro, prying away the stonework that held the item 

delivered unto the temple's safe-keeping all those thousands 

of years ago. They were mermen, and he knew they were part 

of the community for which he took responsibility 

"Nd" he roared. 

They turned as one, staring at him with a mixture of fear and 

hate. One of them held a surface dweller's crowbar, the fragile 

iron already showing traces of orange rust that showed dark 

purple against the blue glow of the lichens. The invaders w ere 

all young. Too young, he realized, to decide to do what they 

were on their own. One of them readied for thesharkbone 

crossbow sheathed over his shoulder. 

Name® sw am forward, wrath and resentment burning away 

the cold Fear he'd felt. Then he sensed the current push at him 

from behind, not a natural occurrence but a force created by 

someone or something moving through the water. He flailed, 

trying to turn. 

The face of a youth ruslied out of the shadows at Names, 

The merman priest hesitated, holding back the instinctive 

response that would have brought the trident in his hands 

whipping up. 

Ho recognized the coral-chipped trident in the young mer¬ 

man's hands, then felt the smooth butt slam into the side of his 

jaw. The world around him turned an even deeper indigo, and 

he was drunk down into it. 

I \ Fa cros woke again with a headache, a swollen jaw, and the 

^ t dregs of the bitter nightmare leeching through the back 

of his mind. He felt the rough surface of the stone floor against 

his back and knew that he hadn't been unconscious for long. 

Klyss stared down at him, her eyes filled with worry, Zonn 

and Mihter stood behind her, tridents in thei r hands. In build, 

both his sons favored their father, but they had their coloring 

from their mother. Zonn, the elder, wore his hair back in an 

ornamental braid, while Mihter kept his hacked off to only an 

inch or so in length as many of the young warriors had come to 

wear their hair. They'd just come into thei r beard years, and 

both only had a light coloring of down on their lowrer faces, 

"Is it gone?" Narros asked, his voice catching in the back 

of his throat. 

"Yes," Klyss answered . "Was it the Taker?" 
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"No," Narros replied, fanning his hands out and propelling 

himself upward- Mention of the Taker sent a fresh wave of fear 

rolling through him- Not the Taker, thank Eadro, When he 

came, the Taker would leave destruction in his wake. 

Narros flicked his tail, reaching his full height. His head 

pounded for the effort Short strings of congested blood 

twisted around hi& face, roping up from his injured jaw in the 

water. 'You didn't see them?" 

Klyss shook her head- "When you left, I went to our sons 

and woke them " 

'Wecame quickly," Zonn said. Of the two, he'd always 

taken his responsibilities more seriously. 

"You knew those who did this?" Mihter asked, his face dark¬ 

ening with anger. His temper remained a constant struggle for 

him. 

"Yes," Narros touched his jaw, finding the lump there sensi¬ 

tive even to his light touch. He didn't think it was broken, but 

it might have been cracked. As a priest of Eadro, he could 

invoke a healing spell and rid himself of the wound and the 

pain, He waited, though, knowing that blessings from his god 

might be needed for more serious wounds that night. 

The object the thiev es had taken couldn't remain lost. Too 

much was at stake. 

He glanced around the temple, gladdened that nothing else 

seemed disturbed. The role of priest hadn't been something 

he'd claimed; rather, it had reached for him, drawing him to 

the office in spite of his father's wishes for him to be a member 

of the standing militia that guarded the city. He'd founded the 

temple here and taken on the sacred trust of guarding the 

object that had just been taken. 

"Who was it?" Mihter demanded - "They won't get away 

with attacking you. Father, Even should they make the mistake 

of disrespecting your office, the)' will respect the blood of my 

blood." 

[\ Jarros waited in the general assembly hall, 

A * Crafted by a small army of artisans, the hall 

resembled the spiral shell of a sea urchin- Fire coral 

formed this part of the reef, streaking the surface with pur¬ 

plish-reds and vibrant pinks. The work revealed, the&triations 

of the shells of the polyps that had gathered there and left their 

homes behind Names knew the appearance from his visits, 

but for now, In the dimness of the night, those colors were 

stripped from it, making it a huge, dark cavern. 

Over seventy' feet across and nearly that in height, the 

general assembly hall ga ve the males of the mermen a place to 

gather and decide the future of their dty. Ledges cut into the 

sides of the elliptical structure allowed them to sit and partake 

of any decisions. Four gatew ays cut into the walls near the top 

mirrored the points of the compass, 

Harric was first to arrive, as Narros expected. The merman 

chieftain w as almost seven feet long. He was lean, filled out 

with ropy muscle that made him a study in angles- His head 

was triangular, broad across the eyes and dropping down to a 

narrow, pointed chin. He shaved out of personal preference 

but maintained a mustache the same copper color as his hair. 

He carried a sharkbone trident and had a crossbow slung over 

his back. 

Zorin accompanied him. 

Drifting down from the gateway Harric flipped his tail and 

brought himself on a level with Narros. A troubled look 

covered his face. 

"Zonn has told you?" Narros asked quietly. His voice 

carried through the general assembly hall, 

"Yes." Harric's keen eyes took in the swelling on Nanus's 

jaw, "He also told me you know who did this." 

Narros nodded."[ saw them dearly." 

"Where is Mihter?" 

"In time, and only as T say," Narros finned toward the bas- 

relief of Eadro. He reached down for the rectangle of stone that 

had covered the hiding place. Enough light came from the 

lichens that he saw the empty' cavity' dearly. 

The nightmare oozed through his mind like an eel through 

delta mud. KaJlqs, the priest who'd trained him in the way of 

the Lord of the Sunlit Shadows, had chosen him to protect the 

object, instilling tn him the fear of what might happen should it 

be removed from his care. Their only protection remained in 

keeping the object hidden from sight. 

No w if was gone. 

"Father," Zonn spoke softly. "What do we do?" 

Narros banished the anger that warred with the fear in his 

mind. The fear was more real, more lasting. His own anger he 

could control, and even Mihter's, but not the consequences of 

losing the object. 

"Call for Harric," Narros ordered, "Have him meet us in the 

general assembly." 

"Home, With his mother." Narros rs younger son hadn't 

appreciated the assignment, but Narros had been Insistent. 

Should anyone return to the home, Narros knew Mihter 

wouldn't hesitate to deal with them. 

"Have you told him who did this?" 

"No." 

Harric's mood lightened. "Then tell me." 

"Vessid/ Narros replied. "He's the one who hit me. He 

had three friends with him-1 know their names as well." 

"You're sure?" 

"I swear on Eadro's eyes." 

Harric grimaced, his mouth tightening to a thin line. 'This is 

going to mean trouble," 

"It already has," Nanros told him. "Every minute that the 

Taker's Circlet is loose in the outer world is an increased risk 

that the wrath of the Taker will be awakened. There can be no 

trouble worse than that." 
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■ He c's po wer as chief of the community 

*was evident in having Revek inside the gen* 

eral assembly in less than fifteen minutes. Narros 

had the feeling the older man had been sitting in his home, 

quietly waiting to hear what had happened- 

Revek was one of the most successful fish farmers in the 

community. He was also one of the few who traded with the 

surface dweliera in Calimport on a frequent basis despite the 

attempts by some to capture mermen for arcane experimenta¬ 

tion and base desires, Revek hired young mermen out to sal¬ 

vage snips lost at sea and to bring undersea delicacies to the 

surface. Silver streaked his hair and beard, and his face 

appeared florid. He wore a loose yellow robe, showing hSs 

affinities for the surface world 
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Although he'd never been invited to Revek's home, Narros 

had heard the building housed a collection of furniture and 

accessories gleaned from the surface world. Revek had 

claimed the tallest spires in the reef, then shaped them into a 

collection of turrets that spoke of his weal th and his own 

perception of it 

Four armed mermen flanked Revek, part of the retinue he 

was never without these days. 

To his credit, Harric ignored them, riveting his attention on 

Revek. 

The fat merman drifted down to a level even with Narros, 

his own attention focusing on the shaman. His eyes glittered, 

"When Harric first insisted that J be roused at so la te an hour," 

he stated unctuously, "I was irritated- My privacy remains my 

own, and I treasure it. Then, when I found out Harric came at 

your urging, I became totally enraged- By what right do you 

dare send forme like this?" 

The force- of his words, fired by his anger, broke across 

Narros's face in a series of small waves. 'Tou spied on the 

temple, Revek, pried into highly guarded secrets that were 

entrusted to the shamans by Bad ro himself," 

Revek's face grew florid, "Your beliefs endangered this 

community. You were doing nothing about it." 

"You violated the sacraments of the temple," 

"Td heard rumors, details handed down from those who 

worked around the earlier shamans. 1 Wasn't going to sit by 

while we were ail in danger I'm not so fatalistic as you." 

"1 do as I'm bade by our god." 

"And I seek to save us all, despite your willingness to let us 

all be at risk, Your behavior will be reviewed, and a satisfaction 

will be demanded." 

"Yes," Narros replied in a hard voice, "there will be. And an 

accounting as well." 

"You presume to threaten me?" Although still obviously 

angry, Revek appeared amused. 

"I give you my promise/' Narros stated. "You sent Vessid to 

the temple—" 

Revek glanced over at Harric, "You're going to let him 

malign my son? Accuse him of things he never did?" 
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Harric returned the man's gaze full measure. "Narros has 

identified your son. There will be an inquiry. I will have the 

truth " 

"Faugh!" Revek threw his hands up, flaring the webbing out 

between his ftngersas he seized the currents. "I don't know 

why 1 bothered to come here " 

" Because you knew you risked your son tonight," Nanros 

said in the thunderous voice that he used to draw in listeners 

at the temple. "And you wanted to see to what extent that risk 

would be to yourself as well" 

Revek halted, floating three feet above Narros so the 

shaman had to lookup at him. "Don't threaten my son, or I'll 

see you dead and buried." 

"The threat isn't mine," Narros replied, "You sent Vessid 

there, to the temple of Eadru, and you expect that our god 

won't claim a vengeance of his own?" 

Some of the lire in Revek's eyes died away, "The circlet 

wasn't a talisman of Eadro's. In truth, that circlet represented 

the dark evil that Eadro stands against. And the dark evil (ha t 

his shamans are supposed to stand against." 

Narros spoke clearly, "Our faith was given that didst to 

protect from the Taker. The mermen shamans knew of it." 

'And you jealously guarded that knowledge/' Revek 

accused. "No one in this village outside of myself even knows 

of i ts existence " 

"Thafs how it's supposed to be," Narros said, "The Taker's 

Circlet is a threat that becomes even greater when more people 

know of it. His legend lives on, but as long as his objects 

remain hidden, no one will look for him. And when he does 

return, he won't easily be able to take those objects back to 

increase his owrn power. You've jeopardized that." 

"The Taker is a false myth," Revek argued, "tangled in with 

the true religion of our people," 

"You blaspheme, Revek!" Narros raised a hand, holding 

Zonn back with the gesture. He knew his son would defend 

his father as well as Eadro. A current broke over the shaman's 

back, letting him know his eldest son had already gone into 

motion- 

Behind and around Revek, the four armed mermen had 

moved into defensive positions. 

Only Harric hadn't moved at all, floating there with his arms 

folded across his chest- 

"1 speak the truth," Revek replied, "Anyone who's studied 

the words and teachings of Eadro knows the locathah have 

bastardized our god as well, insisting that He has been 

appropriated by us." 

Narros knew that was true. The locathah's religion 

borrowed heavily from the mermen's own beUefs. 

"Dq they too have an item that's supposed to be kept from 

the Taker?" Revek demanded. 

"1 don't know." 

"Thatdidet is evil/' the fat man said. "You can feel the 

darkness surrounding it. We'll be better off with it gone. By 

your own teachings, you've been told that the circlet can't be 
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destroyed and can't be hidden from the Taker, By your own 

admission, you're merely forestalling the inevitable. Should he 

truly awake from the slumber he's in, that drdet will draw 

him to us." 

"As the prophecies say will happen," Narrossaid. His own 

convictions had wavered over the years, and he'd thought of 

taking the circlet far from the reef and dropping it into one of 

the cracks and crevices that erupted from the ocean floor. The 

fear of the circlet's discovery by the surface world, which was 

filled with curious humans all seeking new magical spells to 

add to their own learning, had kept him from doing so. Even 

then, his obedience to his god was stronger than his fear, 

Eadro had commanded that the circlet be kept hidden, and 

the threat of the prying surface dwellers remained too 

prevalent to ignore, 

"That's not acceptable, damn it!" Revek snapped, "These 

teachings say our people, our village, will be destroyed when 

the Taker comes to reclaim that circlet- Even if we tried to stand 

against the Taker, those prophecies say those forces will be 

swept away as if they w ere nothing," 

N&rros knew it was true. "That's our part in the skeins of 

fate that are open to us, Revek. But we're taught our people 

will survive when the Taker is destroyed " It was the shaman's 

own belief that those two things, the destruction and die con¬ 

tinued existence of his people, that kept him strong enough to 

hold the most fearful thing he'd ever beheld within the temple 

that he cared for. 

The story of the Taker wove itself through all the religions of 

the seas of Tori], Narros knew. In some he was called the 

Trickster, but all of them referred to him as the waiting evil. 

Once, maybe, he'd been someone special to Umberlee, the 

Bitch Queen of the sea. Cunying her favor, the Taker had 

risen to power in die seas. Then he'd crossed Umberlee, 

and she'd wreaked her vengeance. She'd made him too 

powerful to destroy then, but she'd locked him in slumber 

somewhere in the depths, waiting for the day he would 

rise again. 

"What if the Taker isn't destroyed?" Revek asked- 

"He will be," Narros stated. He had only his belief to tell him 

that, though. All the studies he'd done gave indications but no 

promises. Eadro had given his forebears the responsibility that 

had been passed onto him, and he'd said the evil would rise 

and fall, 

"Even so," Revek said, "those prophecies say hell attack 

our village, kill most of our people." 

Narcos knew that was true, and he recalled the fear-filled 

outrage he'd felt when he'd first been told. His own reaction 

had closely mirrored Revek's. The prophecies tha t he had in 

his possession revealed that much of Tori!'s seas would be 

reshaped by the Taker 's second coming. In the end, he'd 

been convinced that the losses had to be accepted that the 

evil might truly be laid to rest for all times, "That's the price 

Eadro demands." 

"Why?" 

"I don' t try to understand why Eadro 

commands certain behavior" Narcos replied, "I 

merely teach the edicts He has given us. I kept the 

circlet in the temple to follow the orders I've been 

given, in the hopes that it might never be found." 

"What do we gain by keeping it hidden from him? Besides 

a chance to be destroyed ?" 

Nanus waited, then answered in the silence that followed 

Revek's questions. 'Tune," he said softly. "We gain time so that 

ev ents might line up, that the means of the Taker's destruction 

will be brought into the world. Allowing that circlet to get back 

out into the open might awaken the Taker sooner than his 

antithesis will be ready for him, All of the world as we know it 

could be lost." 

"Instead of just this village?" Revek asked. "I'm willing to 

take that chance. Those who gain should stand ready to take 

the risks as well," 

Narros met the other man's gaze, " You don't know what i 

you've done," 

"I know exactly what I've done," Revek said. "I've saved 

this village in spite of your best efforts to sacrifice ft" 

"No," Kins said. "You may have doomed it" 

"How?" 

" By a! towing It to be exposed in the world again. Shielded \ 

and hidden from the Taker, there was—and perhaps will be— 

a chance that it could go unfound." 

Revek didn t speak. 

"Tell me where Vessid is," Karros demanded, 

Revek's answer came reluctantly, prompted by the glower 

Hanic added. "He'sgone to remove that with which you 

would doom us" 

Gathering his thoughts, Nanos said, "You choose to believe 

that the Taker is a myth, a bit of propaganda embellished by 

the locathah. Yet you fear it." 

"Whatever its true nature, the circlet represents ill fortune," 

Revek said, "Nothing good can come of it." 

"That fear is real," Narros said, "because the threat is real. ! 

And you know it. Deep inside, you know it's real," It had been 

that fear, deep and resonating as a whale sounding that had 

convinced him to take possession of the circlet when he'd 

been asked. 

Revek said nothing for a time, chewing at his lower lip and 

unable to meet the shaman's gaze. "Do you fear it, Nanus? Do 

you fear the prophecy?" 

"Every day," Narros answered truthfully. His honesty came 

about the circlet as easily as admitting his love for his mate. 

"Then why not be rid of it?" 

"Because it's not that easy." 

"But Eadro—" 

"Eadro," Nanos said, "has made his own. agreements in this 

matter. I've asked all the questions and made all the demands 

that are in your head now. All that remains are Radio's coun¬ 

sels. It's up to us to follow them. Tell me ivhere Yessid is. 

Go with me." 

xi 
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"No," Revek answered hoarsely. 

Narcos stared at the man, "Then let it be on your 

| head, Revek/' He took the pendant from his neck, 

a duster of gray pebbles in the shape of spiral, 

Eadro's symbol. He spoke the word that had been handed 

down to him by Kaltos, The pendant rose from his open palm, 

floating toward the northern gateway at the top of the domed 

general assembly hall- 

Revek's eyes widened, understanding dawning. 

"They are linked/ Narcos said. "I'll find the circlet, and I’ll 

find Vessid. If you went with me, perhaps you could prevent 

the bloodshed that might follow/ 

" Whatever die blood/' Revek said, 'ritTI be on your hands." 

Turning to Harric, Narcos said, "Time is working against 

us/ 

"I'll get a group together," Harric offered, 

"You can't do that/' Kevek protested 

In the blink of an eye, the chief pulled his crossbow from 

over his shoulder, A fishbone quarrel lay already nocked in the 

groove, the scaled fins prominent on the shaft. Revek's guards 

shifted uncertainly, not expecting this him of events, 

"Don't/ Harric commanded softly. "If you move. I'll put 

this bolt in Revek's gullet " 

"You overstep yourself/' Kevek warned, but his voice qua¬ 

vered. "Rest assured, Jil—" 

"Die in a lot of pain/' Harric promised him, "if you make a 

wrong move or say a wrong word." 

Nartos wasn't surprised Harric backed him. The merman 

dlief had known about the arrangement for the circlet, as had 

every chief since it had been given to the shamans for safe¬ 

keeping. 

"Stay here, Revek/ Harric warned," If 1 see you outside of 

thirdly, I'll dispense with the formal charges I'm going to 

bring against you and deal with you directly." The merman 

chief waved to Narcos. 

The shaman flipped his tail, guiding himself toward the 

northern gateway. Zonn was at his side. 

"Don't hurt my son!" Revek called up. "Don't hurt my son, 

Narcos, or Til spend die rest of my days mining you." 

Narcos made no response, concentrating on the task that lay 

ahead of him. He feared the threat of the Taker more than any 

vengeance Revek might promise him. 

(\ lanes spotted the shadow of the cog draping the water 

’ above him, the light of the coming morning already 

touching the sky with pink and yellow fingers. The color ran 

deep, plunging down into the ocean to touch everything in the 

shadowy depths. It seemed as though a newer, brighter wrorld 

was dawning below' as well. He paused, holding his place 

some seventy feet below with a flip of his tail. They'd swum 

for hours, following the pendant. 

Harric rose up beside him, his trident clenched in his fist. 

"Vessid and his companions are there?" 

Narcos nodded, holding out his palm where the spiral 

pendant still floated. When he dosed his hand around it, he 

felt the pendant's insistent tug toward the ship. "Instead of 

merely hiding the circlet/' he said, "Revek must have arranged 

to sell it/ 

"Even protecting the village as he said he was try ing to do," 

Harric said, studying the ship above them, "Revek would find 

away to turn a profit at it" He looked at the shaman. "Perhaps 

the device would be safer on land." 

"No/ Narcos replied, "The surface dwellers would poke 

and pry with their magic, perhaps finding a wav to break the 

enchantment holding the Taker In his slumber. They won't 

fear the tale as we do. They've not been properly taught 

* No, the surface world was definitely the last place the circlet 

needed to go. 

"We won't be able to take it without force," 

"I know. May Eadro aid us and keep us in His sight." 

"Did you recognize the ship? ' Harric asked. 

Nanus shook his head, too bred to even summon up the 

image of the ship in his mind again, 

"It's IVcr^rcr," 
The shaman recognized the name at once. Wayfarer held a 

place of infamy among the merfolk. Helmed by Captain 

Kenson, Wayfarer had a reputation for bloodletting and piracy. 

Commissioned by some of the wizards of the darker arts 

around Calimport, Kenson captured young merboys and 

m erg iris for cruel and lethal experiments. There were some 

whom the captain scooped up in his nets for the festhalLs of the 

coastal a ties that wanted exotic fare. 

In all his years around the reef, Narcos had never seen 

Kenson, but the shaman had labored long among his own 

people and those near the coastal cities wrho would listen to 

urge them not to trade with the man. As a result of his position 

among his people, Kenson's trade had been cut drastically. 

"Why would Revek deal with Kenson?" Narcos asked- 

"Because he had the most gold in his pocket a t the time," 

Harric ventured. "It's the only thing that would have drawn 

Revek." 

Narcos nodded, knowing it was true, "He's certain to have a 

buyer for the circlet. Someone who knows his or her way 

around things magical. We can't allow him to escape." 

Harric waved his trident, summoning the forty mermen 

warriors from the kelp lining the ocean bed. At less than a hun¬ 

dred feet deep here, the sea bed was a mass of twisted kelp 

growth, loose rock, and shells. The mermen swam rapidly 

toward the surface, their weapons at the ready. 

Narcos swam with them, a crossbow in his arms, a quiver of 

fishbone arrows tied around his waist. Zonn and Mihlercut 

through the water Zorin's face was calm and composed while 

his younger brother's showed a savage joy. 

Vessid and his companions floated near the surface beside 

the trading vessel. They numbered ten now, but Narcos 
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recognized the young man by his shock of fiery hair and the 

decorative combat harness studded with jewels. 

Less than thirty feet from the ship, Vessid's group spotted 

the approaching mermen. They scattered, finning through the 

water and drawing their weapons. 

Narcos watched as Mihter drove himself directly at \fessid, 

going on the attack at once. Vessid was larger, older, and he 

was able to wait on Mihter 's approach. 

Fear touched the shaman's heart, knowing he was about to 

See his youngest son die or be severely wounded at the least. 

Waiting till the last minute, Vessid rammed his trident at 

Mihter's face, the angled tines glinting diamond-bright in the 

morning light reflected through the water. 

Mihter blocked with his own trident, tangling them. Thai he 

rolled over toward his opponent, using his momentum and 

hanging onto the trident's ha ft to pivot. He slammed his tail 

into Vessid's face The sound of the impact echoed through the 

water. Blood streamered from Vessid's face where Mihter's fins 

had slashed him. 

Vessid struggled, trying to recover, but Mihter w as on him, 

attacking with a shark s single-minded savagery. He shoved 

the tridents away, reaching for Vessid with one hand w hile he 

ripped his dagger free with the other. Vessid tried to defend 

himself, reaching for his own dagger. Mihter headbutted him 

in the face, then finned hard again, diving beneath Vessid's left 

arm and coming up behind him. He locked Vessid, roping his 

arm under Vessid's and clapping his hand behind the other 

man's neck. 

Mill ter's dagger flashed as it slid under Vessid's chin, 

pressing the blade's edge against his throat, 

"No!" Narros shouted,swimming closer, "Don't kill him." 

Fora moment, he didn't think even his command would 

stay Mihter's hand. But the blade didn't bite any further into 

Vessid's flesh, 

Narros finned up to meet the younger man's gaze. “Where's 

the circlet?" 

' Umberlee take you into her dark embrace," Vessid cursed. 

He struggled against MihterHs grip. 

Without hesitation, Mihter let the blade draw blood, not 

enough to hurt VessEd, but enough to remind the merman that 

the prospect still existed. 

Narros repeated his question. 

"We gave it to the ship's captain," Vessid answered. "Let the 

surface dwellers wea thcr the Taker's wrath. If such a thing 

even exists. My father—" 

"Your father is a fool," Narros said. He looked at his 

youngest son. "Let hem go. Harric can deal with him later. He's 

only a thief. The real throat remains above." 

Released, Vessid flicked his tail in anger but didn't swim 

away. His face revealed he'd been stung by the accusation of 

being considered a thief instead of a hero, as his father had 

undoubtedly called him, 

Narros ignored him, stroking for the surface. None of 

Vessid's companions had put up a fight. Thai came from the 

cog as the surface dwellers reacted to the threat 

from the new arrivals. 

Sailors lined the railing in a rush. Luckily, only 

few of them had bow s. Less than a dozen arrows * 

struck the water, quickly losing their momentum. 

Someone shouted orders to raise the sails, the voice muffled 

by the depths. In seconds, the cloth raised, filling with the 

easterly breeze. 

Narros surfaced beside Harric, who whipped a grappling 

hook on a 1 ine over his head. The merman chieftain let fly, and 

the hook arced over the railing. He drew the line taut, lodging ] 

the hook against the railing, 

A sailor ran for the line, lifting a handaxeand preparing to ^ 

cu t the rope ¬ 

lifting his crossbow, Narros shot at the sailor. The quarrel 

caught the man in the side, thro wing him off-stride and 

knocking him to the deck. 'They mustn't getaway," the 

sha man said„ reloading the crossbow. 

' They won't," Harric promised, hading tight on the 

grappling line." Wre going to take the ship before it gets 

underway," 

Other grappling hooks sailed over the railing. 5ome of them 

were cut even as they pulled tight, but crossbow shots drove 

the sailors to cover. Narros knew' the sailors would be versed 

in the mermen's tactics of grappling a ship and knocking a 

hole in the bottom to sink it. Their only hope lay in getting 

away before enough of the grappling hooks could be set 

The cog gained speed, pulling in the directiqn of the wind , 

riding high on the white-capped waves. Most of the sails were 

up now, and the vessel dragged the few mermen who'd set 

grappling lines after it, 

Narros swam after Harric, seizing the grappling line and 

adding his strength to the chieftain's, "Seizehold!" Harric 

commanded. 

Immediately, the other mermen swam to the grappling 

ropes and hauled on them. The effect on the cog showed at 

once as it mired down in the water, 

"They must be carrying a large cargo in the hold," Harric 

said, "for it to wallow so heavily in the water," 

Narros stared up a t the ship only thirty feet away The 

bow-carrying sailors ran to the railing and took aim. 

"Dive!" Harric roared, following his own advice, 

Narros followed the merman chief beneath the waterline 

as arrows splintered the waves. Twenty feet below the water, 

the arrows tost speed and drifted harmlessly by. At Hank's 

instruction, the mermen hauled on the grappling lines again, 

tugging the cog more deeply into the ocean. Enough of them 

remained above the sea lino to protect the grappling Lines with 

their crossbows. 

"Numo," Harric called out. "Mihter." 

Mihter and another of the young mermen nearby looked at 

the chief. 

"Attack the bottom of the ship," Harric instructed. "Let 

them know what we're capable of," 
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Both young warriors loosed the ropes they'd 

been holding and swam for the cog's hull- They 

heed their tridents and stabbed them deep into the 

hardened wood. Chips Immediately tore away, It 

would take some time to break through and flood the hold, but 

the mermen dragging on the grappling lines would provide 

that time. 

"Now" Harric said, facing Narros as they were pulled 

through the water, '"can you convince them to give up the 

drdet or do we take their ship into the sea? I'd rather not 

earn any enmi ty if we don't have to" 

'TU try," Nairas reached into the fishsldn pouch at his side. 

It contained the objects he needed for the spells given to him 

by Eadto through prayer. He selected a bit of lodestone from 

the pouch and clasped it tightly in his fist 

Where the spiral pendant had allowed him to follow in the 

general direction of the circlet, the spell he used now would let 

him know exactly where the didet was aboard the ship. He 

prayed, concentrating on the lodestone in his hand, and felt the 

powerful him while he held onto the grappling line with his 

other hand. Then he built the image of the circlet in his head, 

until the vision was perfect as he could make it from aU the 

long years of being associated with it. 

His senses seemed to leave his body, though he remained 

aware of his hand on the grappling line. Generally, the spell 

would point him in the direction of the object he sought, but 

the tie to the circlet was so strong and his need so great that he 

receded 3 clear image of the circlet in a locked cabinet in small 

cabin equipped with a fold-out desk that had navigation charts 

spread out across it- Since there was only a single bed , though 

it was small, Narcos assumed the room belonged to the 

"I know you." Kenson's face darkened- 'You've cost me a 

lot of trade in these waters, godspeaker." 

'That I've failed in costing you all of it grieves me," Nanas 

responded. 

"Tell your people to release my ship, or their deaths are 

going to be on your hands," 

"You're the second person today to tell me that," Macros 

replied angrily- Kenson didn't just represent a threat concern* 

Lng the circlet; the man also represented the loss of merchiidren 

from the community. "I came this morning ready to take on 

that responsibility, because doing so would prevent even more 

deaths. 1 won't backdown now. Captain Kenson,'1' 

The captain's black hair blew in the wind, and his hard 

brown gaze locked on the shaman. "You're making a mistake," 

"No mistake,11 Narros called back, "Fed the vibration 

running through your ship? Even now warriors are working 

to break through y our hold and sink your vessel" 

Kenson gestured to one of his sailors- The man ran toward 

the hold, 

"You made a bad bargain," Na nos went on, "That circlet 

isn't for you. Give it back, and we'll let you live " And only 

then, the shaman knew, because he didn't want to risk the 

circlet getting lost in the tricky currents that sometimes wound 

through the area. 

The sailor returned and quickly conferred with his captain . 

Kenson regarded Narros with even more hate, his eyes 

blazing. He shouted orders to his men, who ran quickly 

to ward the grappling lines. 

The mermen shot quarrels at them, but the same pitching 

deck that prev ented the quarrels of the sailors from finding 

targets easily also prevented the mermen from hitting their 

captain. 

I le opened Iris eyes, feeling drained and knowing the spell 

had taken more from him than norma], but that had to have 

been at Eadro's wrish and he accepted it He released thegrap*- 

pling Line and clapped Harric on the shoulder Then he pro¬ 

pelled himself upward with quick, hard strokes of his tail 

When he broke the surface, two archers shot at him. He 

avoided Lhe arrows easily. The archers hadn't come close 

because the mermen pulling on the grappling lines caused the 

deck to pi tch and fight against the waves. 

Narros submerged himself up to his chin then tatted out 

over the sound of the wind and the waves slapping the cog's 

hull. He saw heT name now, written on her bow: Wflyjfwvr, 

"Let me speak to the captain." 

A man in green breeches and a black shirt held up an arcn. 

Tbe archers kept their arrows nocked and didn't fire again. 

"Fun Captain Kenson," the man roared back, "Who the hell 

are you?" 

"I am called Narros," the shaman replied. Above the ocean's 

surface, he found it harder to speak, having to force air 

through his trachea hard enough to carry to the cog. The 

medium of air wasn't as generous as water, requiring more 

effort to broadcast as far. 

marks. 
Narros held the spiral pendant hanging around Yds neck and 

prayed, summoning up the power he needed. He gestured 

toward the ship. 

An Insubstantial haze sped from his hand and coiled rest¬ 

lessly on Wfly/jirer's deck, settling in the center, near the cap¬ 

tain's quarters that Narros had seen in the vision earlier. The 

sailors jumped back, watching as a wyvem took form. 

Thirty-five feet tall, the wyvem closely resembled a dragon, 

with a fierce head four feet long and a mouth filled widi sharp 

teeth- Leathery biown hide covered it from the daws of its 

hind feet and long tail to the top of its head. The brown gave 

way to mouse-gray wings that flared from its upper arms in a 

fifty-foot wingspread. 

The sailors tried to scatter, but several of them fell to the 

deck unconscious. Archers hied arrows at it, but they passed 

through. 

The wyvem was cm illusionary force created by Narros1'5 

spell, not capable of actual physical contact, but its touch 

caused paralysis. The beast moved restlessly, staying near the 

circlet to guard it as Narros had conjured it to do. The trick 

would be to convince the ship's captain that he had complete 

control ov er it. 



"Stop’” Narros floated in the water, holding his hand up like 

he was commanding the wyvem, The illusion didn t move, 

following its design to stay and protect the circlet. 

The sailors fell back to the stem and leaped into the bow 

castle, retrea ting before the creature. 

"What'sit going to be, captain?" Narros demanded, "Return 

the rirdet, and well let your ship go free/' 

Wayfirrer had come almost to a dead halt in the water despite 

the billowing sails, Kenson looked at his men, taking cover 

around the ship. "All right, you damned seaspawn. Call off 

your hellish beast, and I'll get thedrclet," 

Narros hesitated, knowing if he ended the spell he wouldn't 

be able to summon it back immediately: Still, the surface 

dwellers were afraid of what he might be able to do. Most men 

feared magic in any form, and the threat of breaking through 

the hull from underneath remained. Making his decision,he 

banished the spell. 

The wyvenai returned to a hazy mist that blew away over the 

bowsprit and disappeared in the wind. 

Kenson strode away from the railing and returned a 

moment later. "They took my gold," he said, holding the circlet 

in his hands. 

Names saw the reticence in the man's poise. Kenson was a 

man used giving commands, not taking them. "You know who 

you dealt with," the shaman said, "Take your problems up 

with him. I've dealt with you as fairly as I'm able, and with far 

more generosity than you deserve," 

Withou t another word, Kenson tossed the circlet high into 

the air. 

Narros caught it In his fist, examining it to make sure no 

damage had been done to it. With the magic inherent in the 

object, he didn't think that was possible. It had survived for 

thousands of years. 

Thecirclet was painstakingly crafted^ Chipped from a single 

black sapphire, it held several shark figures around the head- 

band in a twisting serpentine pattern standing out in bas-relief. 

Narros felt comforted by the circlet's return, but the familiar 

feeling of dread settled onto him as well, closing around his 

heart like an icy fist He ducked beneath the waves and told 

Harric, who called the mermen off the grappling lines. 

Surfacing again. Narrow watched Wayfarer sail away over the 

horizon. Part of him wished that he cou Id j ust give the circlet 

back and hope that the curse would btpass his village, hut that 

wasn't what Eadro had agreed to as His part of the bargain. 

Above all else, Narcos believed in his faith. He'd based hts 

life on it, and perhaps his death as well. 

26 Chess 1355, Year of the Harp 

if he Taker came in the night, and Narros woke from his 

nightmare, feeling the awful presence of the dark thing 

gliding silently tow ard the reef. It hadn't 

to mask itself from his divinely enhanced senses. 

Or maybe the Taker had w anted him to know' it 

was coming. The shaman reached out with his 

hands, the webbing between his fingers grabbing hold of 

the water and yanking him from the mossy bed. 

He flipped his tail and swam to the window' faring the 

south, instinctively knowing the attack was coming from 

that direction. 

Even in the darkness., he saw the black triangle sw ooping in 

from the lower depths leading up to the reef. Fora moment, 

the shape looked small, almost insignificant. Except for the fear 

that thrilled through Narrds. It shook him, nailing his hands 

onto tire window-sill and locking him into place. With increas¬ 

ing horror, he watched it swell into view. Time seemed to slow 

down, but he measured it in heartbeats, knowing each leaden 

thump came rapidly despite how it felt. 

He pushed away from the window, seeing that the looming 

blackness that was the Taker had spread, almost filling the 

horizon. It undulated, then a section of it grazed the reef struc¬ 

tures further down the incline. Com] shattered, the vibrations 

echoing through the water, slamming into Narros in crescen- 

doing waves. 

The crunching destruction of the reef w oke Klyss. Narros 

swam to the bed with his trident in hand, holding onto Klyss's 

hand with his other. 

"What is it?" she asked. 

Narros couldn't answer, the fear too strong in him. He swam 

toward the temple, knowing the Taker would be drawn there. 

He weaved his fingers in with Klyss's, pulling her after him. 

Zonn and Mihter came from their rooms, sw-Lmming down 

toward him. ''Father, what is it?" Mihter demanded, 

"The Taker/' Narros stated. It could be no other. Vibrations 

of the collapsing reef shuddered through the home, mixed in 

now' with the screams of the injured and dying. There were 

dozens of them. He turned to Zdnn, 'Take your mother to 

safety/' 

"Where?" Zonn asked, taking his mother by the arm. 

"Outside the city'/' Narros answered. "There'13 be no reason 

for toe Taker to go anywhere else." 

"Husband—" Klyss said. 

"Go," Narros told her hoarsely. "I'll rejoin you when l ean/' 

"But you can't hold onto the circlet/' she told him. "You 

know that" 

"And t can't just let him seize it without a fight/' Narros told 

her. He felt trapped between his fear and his sense of duty, 

"Please. Go/' 

Zonn tugged gently on her arm and she went with him. 

Scared and somehow numbed, Narros swam down the 

tunnel leading to the temple. The corridor captured toe tor¬ 

tured sounds of wounded, rolling with the echo of their fear 

and despair. His head throbbed, part of it from the headache 

the last few- nights of sleepless nightmares had given him, and 

part of it from the pain that still plagued him from his jaw, all 
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of it intensified by the helpless feeling swirling 

inside him like a cyclone, Mihter swam at his side, 

grim and aggressive, 

"Mihter/' Narros said, ' please go with your 

brother and mother" 

" And leave you to face the Taker by yourself?" Mihter shook 

his head. "I can't do that." 

"And 1 can't bear to watch you die, my son," 

Mihter grinned boldly "Then let's see that neither one of 

us dies." 

Knowing there was no use arguing with his son. Narros 

swam into the main temple then up to the gateways leading 

out into the ocean. He looked to the south and saw the great 

shadow that approached, taking shape out of the dark water. 

It was black as coal and flared out in all directions, diamond- 

shaped. 

The Taker crashed into another section of the reef, leaving a 

trail of destruction in its wake Chunks and bits of coral floated 

slowly through the water, thrown for a hundred yards from 

the explosive impacts. Silt swirled through the ocean like fog. 

Narros swam to the circlet's hiding place. He remov ed it 

from the drawer and prayed with all the faith and desperation 

inside him. Then he covered the drdet with his hands, obscur¬ 

ing as much of the surface as he could. He watched the spell 

take effect, watched as it faded from sight He hoped it would 

be enough to hide the circlet from the Taker's view. Still 

holding onto the circlet, the shaman turned to face die 

advancing horror. 

The shadow of the Taker was so large that Nanus didn't 

know how fast it was approaching. The Taker slammed into 

the reef again, destroying in .seconds what it had taken nature 

and the mermen hundreds of years to build. The explosion of 

coral swept totvard Narros and Mihter. slivers gliding through 

the wa ter to hammer into the sides of the temple with deep, 

basso banging noises. 

Nanas knew the trident in his hands would'be ineffectual 

against the Taker, just as his spells would be. ft was as Eadru 

had told the first priest all those years ago. His attempt to hide 

the circlet had failed. 

The shaman called on his god as the sections of the reef near¬ 

est him collapsed. Then the Taker slammed into the temple. 

Flames boiled out of the Taker, wrapping Names in their 

steamy embrace. Marros knew the temple was coming apart 

under him, knew that he was badly hurt, and then he knew* no 

more. 

,’lhe whole reef v Wage lay strewn in d isheveied ruin. 

Broken coral draped the gentle hillside, some of it in 

nibbles and some of it in room-sized chunks. All the destruc- 

ion was barely seen through the murky clouds of silt stirred 

ip from the ocean bed by the mass burials. Even after hours 

of collecting the dead, there were still corpses floating in 

the water, prey for the marine scavengers that had already 

gathered. 

Badly bumed by his exposure to the Taker's flames, his 

body covered in blisters and blackened, skin. Names could 

only lay on the moss bed Klyss had made for him while she 

worked to help save those who could be helped- Mihter had 

died in the attack. The shaman had wakened next to his son's 

body, surprised that he himself had survived. 

He had known that he would. According to the prophecy', 

there yet remained one task left to fulfill that only he could do. 

Half blind with pain, Nanas watched the work, despairing 

at how slowly it wras going. The dead far outnumbered the liv¬ 

ing, He guessed that perhaps as many as seventy' of his people 

might yet live, but even that figure may have been optimistic. 

IQyss swam to him out of the silt-fogged w ater her face 

already revealing the news she bore. Wordlessly, she cradled 

Narrow's head in her lap. Tears glittered in her eyes, plucked 

away by the ocean's gentle caress. 

"2onn?" he asked. After he'd gotten his mother to safety, 

Zonn had returned, hoping to join his father and brother 

in battle. 

"They found him," she said quietly, "We lost both our sons, 

Narros," She wept, sobs wracking her body. 

He wrapped an arm around her. ignoring the pain that 

almost made him pass ou t, and offered what comfort be could, 

■'Well, godspoaker, see what you have wrought!" 

Narros glanced up, seeing Revek and Vessid floating in front 

of him. Both had survived the attack, as welt as the rest of the 

merchant's family. "1 didn't do this," the shaman replied, 

"You could have gotten rid of the damned drdet" 

"That wasn't how things were supposed to be/' Narros said, 

,JWe were supposed to hide (he circlet as long as we could, 

keep it from the rest of the world that maybe even memory of 

the Taker would vanish from the history' of this world." 

Revek Cursed him, calling every' vile name his knowledge 

of languages gave him. 

"Enough!" Harric swam out of the silt-shrouded depths 

to join them. One of his arms was in a sling and cuts and 

abrasions adorned his body, but there was no doubting his 

prowess. "Go avvav, Revek:, and help those people that need it. 

Bo generous with your ability' to aid, not to assign blame," 

Vessid moved forward. 

"Do it,boy," Harric promised, "and your father will be 

piling stones on your grave as they're doing for those out 

there/' 

"You haven't heard the end of this," Revek said, pulling 

his son back. Together, they swam away, 

'Thank you;" Narros said. 

Harric nodded. "I see Klysa found you," 

"Yes," 

"I'm sony for your loss, my friend." 

Even after at! his yea re of experience, Narros had no words 

for what was in his heart. 
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"They"]] have them a I] buried," the merman chief said a few 

minutes later. 'Maybe not today or even tomorrow, but soon. 

And they'll: want to know what to do. The reef is too damaged 

to rebuild. What do I tell them?" 

"We're not going to live here any longer/1' Nanus said. 

"There's only one place we can go/' 

"Where?" 

"Waterdeep," Narros answered without hesitation. 

Harric stared, at him in disbelief. 

'The prophecies say that the Taker will first attack the 

surface dwellers/' Narros went on, "at the city that is their 

most beloved the center of their knowledge, and that best 

represents all that makes them the strong and proud people 

they are " 

"That's a long way logo/' Harric commented. 

"Yes." Narros stared at the carnage that was left of his city, of 

his world, "But it'll be a distance they'll be willing to travel for 

a chance at the vengeance that is their right" 

Harric was silent for a moment, then asked quietly, "Will the 

Taker be defeated there?" 

"No," Narros answered wishing he hadn't been asked that 

question. He could offer his friend only the truth. "Waterdeep 

will be the first of those to fall beneath the Taker's fury' and the 

dark army that will be his to assemble," 

"Then why go there?" Harric demanded. 

"There's another part of the prophecy that must be played 

out/' Namos said- "In Waterdeep, I'll find the Taleweaver, the 

human bard who will sing die song that will unite those who 

live above and those who live below in this war that will seek 

to consume our worlds," He turned to gaze at the chief. "It's 

my duty, my friend , to set him on his pa th, to put him toward 

the one who will save us from the Taker." 

29 Chess 1355,Year of the Harp 

n the final day of the burials, Narros was strong 

enough to preside over the mass funerals. The 

mermen floated somberly in the ocean's depths, some 

alone and some holding onto each other, taking strength 

and giving it, The piles of rocks and coral chunks from the 

reefs scattered across the ocean floor covering the graves 

looked stark, forbidding. 

Many of those living, the shaman knew, faulted him tor his 

role in the deaths and destruction. Revek continued a personal 

vendetta to brand him a traitor to their people. Namos looked 

into the eyes of his community around him, feeling their sor- 

row and anger. His own toss was so strong in his heart it was 

hard to remain focused. 

The echoes of the last words of the Leaving Ri tua i pealed 

around him. He glanced at the people before him, sliding his 

hand into Klyss's, She squeezed his gently 

"My friends," Narros said, "my family." His 

voice broke and he made himself be strong 

enough to go on. "We have lost much here, but 

our sacrifices, our pain, are not wi thout notice. ’ 

Hadro, the Deliverer, the Lord of the Sunlit Shadows, put this 

burden before us, and He will see us made the stronger for it/' 

"False and foolish pride, godspeaker!" Revek shouted from 

the mass of people floating in the water. "You doomed these 

people, left them bereft of homes, weal th, family, and friends'" 

Then Eadro will punish me," Narros replied. 

"He already has!'' Revek shouted, "You've lost both your ! 

sonsf" 

The people around the merchant swam a way from him, 

no longer wanting to be associated with him. 

Narros took that as a sign of hope, and told them w hat he 

hoped to find in Waterdeep. "At the least, they will give us a ; 

home," he finished. "And when the Taker rises again. as he | 

will, I will find a way to help fight him. We can rebuild. It's our 

way; the way it alw ays has been as we've lived wi th every¬ 

thing the ocean currents have brought before us. Wo were 

made to swim sometimes against those currents, and some¬ 

times to swim with them. I choose to follow Eadro/' 

„ Jt .11 of them left that afternoon. Some, Narros knew, 

** because they believed in his words, and some because 

they had nowhere else to go, Harric led his warriors, leaning 

on the loyalty they showed him to influence the others. 

The dispossessed families took few belongings. Little 

remained, and they knew the journey ahead of them was 

going to be too arduous to try to take much, 

Narros. took only three firings: Klyss's painting of their sons 

which had miraculously escaped the destruction of the reef 

city, an emerald bracelet Zonn had worn, and his desire for 

revenge. 

The pa Enting he planned to hang in the home Ihcy made at \ 

Waterdeep. The emerald bracelet he would pray over, imbue 

with the magic his prayers gave him, and fashion into a gift for 

the Tale weaver, one that would allow him to journey under the 

water. The anger he wou ld use to live in spite of the harsh 

journey and his wounds . 

He swam for Waterdeep, knowing that the dark currents 

feeding the Taker would soon take him there as well, Namos 

would be waiting. 

TO 

Mel Odom lives in She wilds of Qikhhotmi where elves are known to 

Wtt wwbmihats and drive eighteen -wheelers through gules to other 

uvrhte. Look for the rest of the Threat From The Seti trilogy coming 

soon. 

~ \ 
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JANUARY 
Weekend in Pnxampur 

The Procafnpur expansion to the Living 

Cm 'Campaign now has its own 
convention-Events: Five different tour¬ 
naments and an interactive event, all at 
the following locations; 

January 1-3 

Contact: Jay Fisher, 2690 Drew Sheet 
Apt, UOS, Clearwater, FL 33759, Email: 
jloiien@cancentiic,net Website; http;/ / 
www.caooentric.net/ -jlorien / coniine / 

index,htmJ, 

January 8-1G FL 
Contact Leonard DesseTt, S031 Blue 
Trail, Orlando, FL 32822- Email: lady-n- 
thewizard@unforgeitab]e.com- 

January 9-10 CO 
Contact; Gary 5. Watkins, 10040 Lewis 
Q., Westminster, CO S0021-3731. Email: 
clmgon0525@aoLcom, Website; http:// 

wwW-bengames,org/ - whitet/bencon / - 

January 9-10 * 

Contact Steve Campey, 267 0 Hazel St., 

Waterloo, Gnta no N2L 3F1, Canada, 
Email: campM30®machl.wlu^ca- 

fan 15-17 OR 
Contact: Bob Ehmann at 125 & E. Court, 
Suite 4, Pendleton, Oregon 97801. Email: 
rehmam@udnet.com, 

Jan 15-17 OR 
Contact Goon Fatten umotana, 11527-2 
Compass Point Drive North, San Diego, 
CA. Email: gpattanum.o@aokcomr 

onvention 
Calendar 

Jan 22-24 W1 
Contact: Thomas Terrill at F.O. Box 353, 
MLH1102, Milwaukee, WI53202-0353- 
Email; terriiit@execpc.com. Website: 
http; / / www.uisoe.edu/stjoig^/garn- 

ing/conventiqnlttmJ. 

January 23-24 CA 
Contact Dan Cooper, 3220 Watt Ave: 
Apt W, Sacramento, CA 95821, Email 
captainharlock@worldnet.att,net 

January 23-24 OH 
Contact Mark Middleton, 5232 Can/a 
CL Hilliard, OH 43026. Email: 
mmiddlet@columbus.rr.corn, 

Jan 29-31 OK 
Contact; Melissa Maurer, 1313 B George 
Avenue, Norman, OK 73072. Email: 

mmaurer@ou.edu, 

FEBRUARY 
DunDraCcm XXlll 
February 12-15 OA 
San Ramon Marriot, San Ramon, CA. 
Events: Almost every rolepiaying game 
in print, seminars, tournaments, minia¬ 
tures, painting contest, and a Ilea 
market. For more information contact 

DunDraCon Inc., 1145 Talbot Avenue, 

Albany, CA 94706. 

Winter Fantasy 

February 25-28 R- 
Ramada Plaza Hotel O'Hare, Rosemont, 
Dltnois. Guests: To be announced. 
Events: Games, seminars, demos, and 
tournaments including: Magk* Pro Tour 
Qualifier for New York and RFG As 
Network events, ^-registration: 

weekend badge $30, one day $12. 
Onsite: weekend badge S35, one day 
$15, Contact: Andon Unlimited, 129 N. 

Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio 43213, 
Email: andon@aol.com. Preregister 
online at www.andonunlimited .com, 

Convention Calendar 
Fbliries 

This column is a service la our readers 
worldwide. Anyone may place a free listing 
for a game convention here, but Ihe following 
guidelines must be observed. 

To ensure that all convention listings com 
tain accurate and timely information, all 
material should be typed double-spaced or 
primed legibly an standard manuscript paper. 
The contents of each listing must be short 
and succinct. 

The information given in the listing must 
include the following, in this order: 

1. Convention title and dates held 
2. She and location 
3. Guests of honor (if applicable) 
4. Special events offered 
5. Registration lees or attendance 

requirements, and, 
6. Addresses) where additional informa¬ 

tion and confirmation can be oblained. 
Convention flyers, newsletters, and other 

mass-mailed announcements will not be con¬ 
sidered for use in this column; we prefer to 
see a cover letter with the announcement as 
wall. No call-in listings are accepted. Unless 
slated otherwise, all dollar 
values given lor U.S. and Canadian conven¬ 
tions are in Ll.S. currency. 

Warning: We are not responsible for 
incorrect information seel to us by conven¬ 
tion staff members. Please check your con¬ 
vention listing carefolly! Accurate information 
is your responsibility. 

Copy deadlines arc she first Monday of 
each month, four monihs prior to the on sale 
dale ol an issue. Thus, the oopy deadline for 
the December issue is ihe first Monday of 
September. Announcements for all conven¬ 
tions must be mailed lo: “Conventions/ 
DrasoM Magazine, 1801 Lind Avenue S.W., 
Renton, WA, 88055, U.SA 

If a convention listing must be changed 
because the convention has been cancelled, 
ihe dates have changed, or incorrect infor¬ 
mation has been printed, please contact us 
immediately. Most questions or changes 
should be directed to the magazine editors at 
(425) 254-2282 (USA). 

Important: Dragom Magazinedoes not 
publish phone numbers for conventions. Be 
certain that any address you send us is com¬ 
plete and correct. 

To ensure that your convention listing 
makes il into our files, enclose a self- 
addressed stamped postcard with your first 
convention notice; we will return the card to 
show that il was received. You also might 
send a second notice one week after mailing 
ihe first. Mail your listing as early as possi¬ 
ble, and always keep us informed of any 
changes, Please do noi send convention 
notices by fax, as ihis method has not 
proven reliable. 

* Australian convention 
# Canadian convention 
o European convention 
P Online convention 
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Jeepers!! 
You’re sittin’ on a gold mine! 

Check out The Duelist Price Index, coming in next month's issue. 
Complete Magic card price list, tradability ratings, and a regular 

column on the financial aspects of playing Magic. 

All this in one magazine, along with the most in-depth Magic 
strategy, complete Standard player's guide with up-to-date rulings and 

errata, inside information about the game you love, and 
unparalleled coverage of the trading card game industry, 

||Q 

DUELIST 
PfilCE INBEK 

A complete guide to selling end trading Magk cards. 



MARCH 
Conjuration 4 
March 5-6 * 

William Shatter Building McGill 

University, Quebec, Canada. Events 

roleplaying, LARP, board games, minia- 

tunes, CCGs, movies, panels, workshops, 

and more. Registrations $7 (Canadian} at 

tile door. For more information contact: 

McGill Gamer'sGuild, 3480 McTavish 

St., Montreal, FQH2Am 

MegaCon'99 
March 5-7 FL 

Orlando Expo Centre, Orlando, FL 

Special Guests; Terry Brooks and Alex 

Ross. Events; Gaming tournaments, 

demos, panels, 24-hour anirne room, 

plus an art show and auction. Contact; 

Quantum Cat Entertainment, 270 

Orange Terrace, Winter Park, FL 32789. 

Stellar Con 3 
March 19-21 NC 

Holiday Inn, Market Square, High 

Market, NC. Guests; Aaron Allston. 

Steven S. Long, Jack L Chalker, Jody 

Lynn Nye, Sean Patrick Fannon, 

Registration: S15 before January 1,$20 

between January 1 and March I, $30 

after. Contact: Stellar Con 23, Box 4 Elliot 

University Center, UNCG, Greensboro, 

NC 27411 Website: www.uncg.edu / 

student,groups/sf/5tellarcon.htm. 

Egyptian Campaign 
March 26-28 IL 

Southern Illinois University, Carbon dale, 

IL Events: RPGA Network, ADfcD* 

game, Shadaumn", BattleSedL \ WferfiiiFfj- 

mer\Vampire", Diplomacy*, Ads & Allies \ 

Magic", Star Beet Battles * Car Wars*, and 

many other board, miniature, card, and 

roleplaykng games. Contact. Egyptian 

Campaign 1999,SJUC Strategic Games 

Society, Office of Student Development, 

Caibondale, IL62901-4425. Email: 

ecgamecon@aol.eom- Website; 

www.siu.edu /“gamesoc. 

APRIL 
OpCon 
April 24 IL 

Oak Park and River Forest High School, 

Oak Park, IL. Guests: Mary Francis 

Zambreno and Busan Van Camp. 

Website: http: // oprfhs.org/acHv/scifi/ 

opcon. 

”16 

Fifty realms will wage war across a million 
square miles of unexplored territory. Join them. 

The Ultimate PI ay-By-Mail Campaign! 

Incredible laser graphics. Get \ X 
detailed maps with each bi-weekly 
campaign report. 

Amazing detail! Face drew and 
deva, liches and lamia, goblins and 

gods. Over 600 mapped sites! 

WRITE FOR 

FREE, NO 

OBLIGATION, 

SET-UP AND 
RULES! 

Simple to learn. Fun to play. 

Can you conquerthe Savage North? 
An entire realm is yours to command! 

' Reality Simulations, Inc 
P.O. Box 22400 

LTempo, AZ 85235 

Ask us about our other games also! 

VOICE; (602} 967-797S 

I FAX: (602) 894-202: 

[ INTERNET: RSI GgtReaNtyCc^ 
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by Brad McDevitt 

Brad's recent assignments from us have tended toward the 

bizarre: giant intelligent bugs, restless souls, and other such 

nightmares. Thus, he welcomed this lighthearted assignment, 

creating fourteen relatively normal psionicists. When asked 

which he'd most tike to play, Brad gurgled and hung up the 

phone. 
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The Threat 
from the Sea 

An Old Evil [ins 

slumlisred for 

centuries beneath 

the Shining sea 

J J OR CENTURIES, THE SEA OF SWORDS, the Trackless Sea, 

i and the Shining Sea have provided inestimable bounties 

^ from their depths: fish, pearls, precious gemstones, even the 

I sunken treasures of unlucky voyagers. Fishermen sail the emerald 

sapphire waters, catching dozens of kinds of fish that fill plates, 

bowls, and stewpots along the coast. Inland countries covet those 

... until now. 

hjf 
Mel Odom 
illustrated by 

Mike Vilardi 

catches as rare delicacies available only through magical preservation 

spells or by traveling to the coastal cities. 

The seas are the lifeblood of Faemn 

and all of Ton I, yet most surface dwellers 

give little thought to what lies beneath 

the waves. Now, those years of taking 

the seas for granted have come to an end 

For thousands of years an Old Evil has 

been lurking in the crumbled remains of 

an empire lying in the Shining Sea, wait¬ 

ing to be awakened by one able to tie the 

threads of fable and myth together and 

find the truth. 

The Old Evil has been mentioned in aJl 

the histories of the undersea creatures. 

He will rise again, they've prophesied, 

and break down societies above and 

below the waves. He has many names, 

but he is most often called the Taker, 

In 1354 dr, a malenti named Laaqueel, 

a sahuagin priestess of Sekolah, the 

Shark God, goes to the Shining Sea to 

seek the truth about myths she's found 

referring to a mysterious being called 

"One Who Swims With Sekolah," What 

she discovers is the Taker, the Old Evil 

that will shake down cities and take the 

seas from the surface dwellers. His name 

is lakhovas, and he spends fifteen years 

marshaling his forces, weaving complex 

plots, and gathering the power he needs 

to strike at the surface dwellers, 

Posing as a prince of the sahuagin, 

lakhovas arranges sea devil attacks 

along the coast. Waterdeep, proud City 

of Splendors, is the first to feet lakhovas's 

wrath, but not the last. 

The attacks continue and lakhovas 

adds to his treasure-trove of magical 

weapons. He escalates those encounters 

into an all-out war against the surface 

world that will forever change the geog¬ 

raphy of the Sea of Fallen Stars. 

Met Odom is the author of Rising Tide, the 

first volume of the Threat From the Sea Tril¬ 

ogy,, as well as the author of The Lost 

Library of Cormanthyr T$R Editor Phil 

Atharjs talked fa him about the trilogy and 

asked if he wanted to get his feet wet in the 

seas around Faertin. Mel said, in his Okla¬ 

homa drawl, "Shore." 
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Pacys 

16th-Levei_ Human Baku 

Strencih 11 

Dexterity 15 

CCNSnTUTJON 15 
Intelligence 13 

WiSOGM 14 
Charisma 16 

AC 9 

THAC0 13 

Hit Points 76 

Alegnment Neutral Good 

Special Attacks Nil 
Special Defenses Influence reactions, rally allies, 

counteisong 

Size M (5T) 

Nonweapon Proficiencies: Singing (16), Musical Instrument 
(14), Reading/Writing (14), Local History (16), Ancient History 
(12), Disguise (15), Reading Lips (11), Tumbling (15), Artistic 
Ability (14), Modem Languages (15), Land-Based Riding (17), 

Weapon Proficiencies; Staff (has concealed blades in both 
ends). Composite Long Bow, Knife, Short Sword, Long Sword. 

Appearance: Pacys is 76 years old, lean from years of traveling 
on the road, but flexible and strong enough to take care of him¬ 
self. He shaves his head, but his eyebrows are silvery His sldn 
has browned to the color of old leather, and his clean-shaven 
face is covered with wrinkles. His eyes are light hazel. 
Although he's a bard, he doesn't wear the colorful clothing 

favored by most of those in his trade, preferring more subtle 

shades. He appears very much to be a common man. 
His strength is his voice, and he can catch the a ttention of 

even the rowdiest crowds when he starts singing or telling 
tales. He's never seen anywhere without his yarting and often 
underscores even a casual conversation with a musical back¬ 
ground, though others aren't always aware of iL 

Magical Items: He was given an emerald bracelet of ivater 

breathing and free action by the mermen after the Battle for 
Water deep, He also carries a bag of holding containing the few 
mementos he's saved over the years. He never keeps much, 
preferring to travel light. His treasures are his songs, cTafted 

and borrowed- 

Background: Bom in Maskyrs Eye in the Vast, Pacys was 
raised to be a farmer and horse breeder. Wanderlust claimed 
his soul, though, and when he saw Ardynn, a wandering bard, 
sing at the Wizard's Hand inn, he fell in love with her and ran 
away to join her on the road. While traveling, he learned to love 
music and discovered he was extremely talented. Though he 
and Ardynn went their separate ways, he maintained a love 
for her and was with heT in Thar when she was killed by an 

ore ambush. 

Roleplaying Notes: Pacys can be the life of the party, or he can 
be the fly on the wall. When he's entertaining, he can make 
blood boil in anticipation of a good fight, make strong men 
weep over lost loves, make weak men strong in their passions, 
and calm those who can count the rest of their days on the fin¬ 
ger? of one hand- When he's working for information to use as 
the grist for a new song, there are few who can keep from 
telling everything they know. 

The bard has an easy way about him that inspires trust and 
confidences. He's known been to write songs about real events 
yet change the names so no one is hurt, which is how he's able 
to make light of political scandal, or put a spin on the drinking 
songs in some taverns so the people of a city or village once 

again believe in their leaders, 
Pacys lives on the road, in the houses of friends, temples 

where he's written hymns, brothels where he's entertained, 
and even in the homes of some great political figures who've 
hired him in the past to reach the people during a time of trou¬ 
ble. Places that have not heard of him are rare, and there is 
never a civilized area that has no home to offer its hearth to him 
on a cold night (and maybe to a few companions who accom¬ 

pany him on a quest). 
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Laaqueel 

Sth-Level Sahuacin Priestess 

Strength 20(17 on land) 
Dexterity 16(12 on land) 
Constitution 14 (11 on land) 

Intelligence 17 

Wisdom 13 
Charisma 9 
AC 5 
THACQ 11 
Hit Points 61 
Alignment Lawful Neutral 
Special Attacks Claws, hands and feet that are 

retractable and hidden, blood 
frenzy when among sahuagin 
when comba t is going on. 

Special Defenses Can detect inv isible creatures at 
short-range while underwater 

Size M (Jj 10") 

Non weapon Proficiencies: Ancient history (16), Ancient Lan¬ 

guages (17), Reading/ Writing (18), Religion (13), Spellcraft 

(15), Direction Sense (14) 

Weapon Proficiencies: Trident, Net, Crossbow. Laaqueel also 

fights as a sahuagin with the retractable finger and toe claws, as 

well as with a sahuagin's underwater battle skills. She's had to 

fight all of her life to prove her worth: 

Appearance: Laaqueel is a nnalenti, one of the off-shoots of the 

sahuagin race that occur when bum too cEosely to a sea elf vil¬ 

lage, Usually the malenti resemble sea elves in coloring, but 

LaaqueeTs mutation further cursed her as different, Instead of 

the greenish or bluish skin Coloring of the sea elves, she has tine 

pinkish hue of a surface elf. Thus, she doesn't truly fit in any¬ 

where, and even disguises are never perfect for long. Her hair 

is long and dark, and: she usually wears it in a braid. By human 

standards, she's very beautiful (though with gills, upon closer 

inspection), but she thinks of herself as ugly. On the rare occa¬ 

sion that she goes among surface dwellers as an elf, she prefers 

warrior's clothing. Under the sea, she goes naked except for the 

sahuagin harnesses that support her weapons and pouches. 

Magical Items: None. 

Background: Laaqueel is over 200 years old and is at present a 

high priestess under Prince lakhovas. As a malenti hatchling, 

she was spared by Baron Huaantnn to be trained as a spy She 

was almost killed when her teachers feared that her distinct 

coloration would prove useful only in spying on surface 

dwellers. Then Senior Priestess Ghaataag saw in her the 

promise and drive to become a priestess strong in the faith of 

Sekolah. Chiefly because there was nowhere else tor Laaqueel 

to turn, she had to believe Sekolah had a place and a purpose 

for her. Her spying and studies among the surface dwellers led 

her to the myth of J'Qne Who Swims With Sekolah." Ln seeking 

the truth of those stories, she discovered lakhovas, who was to 

become know all across Faenin as the Taker. 

Rote playing Notes: Whatever else she may be, Laaqueel is a 

believer. Her place in her society and in the scheme of events 

are there because the Shark God intends it. She takes slackers to 

task and brooks no questioning of faith. Her belief is the only 

thing that has kept her sane. In the surface world, she's often 

viewed as cold and aloof, but wrhen someone is teaching her an 

ancient myth or story she wants to learn, she listens with a 

zealot's intensity. 

When it comes to dealing with her enemies, she is quick and 

cold. She rarely spills blood except to serve Sekolah. She is 

focused and can be abrupt. She pursues with unflagging pur¬ 

pose any thing she believes to be her duty. 
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Jherek Wolf's-get 

3rd-Levs. Human Fjchter 

Strength: 15 

Dejcterity: 16 

CoNSTTTUti ON: 17 

iNiraOJCKNCE 14 

Wisdom: 15 

Charisma: 17 

AC: 8 

THACO: 16 

Hit Points: 36 

Augnment: Lawful Good 

Special Attacks; Nil 

Special Defends: Nil 

Size: M(5in 

Non weapon Proficiencies: Navigation (12), Reading/Writing 

(15), Carpentry (15), Seamanship 07)' 

Weapon Proficiencies: Cutlass, Bow, Gaff Hook, Knife, Trident 

Appearance: Jherek is 19 years old and comes across as very 

naive because he believes the best of most people. He's a 

skilled conversationalist and well-read when he finds someone 

he will talk to. He's built lean with broad shoulders and skin 

tanned brown as a nut from constant exposure to sun and sea. 

His light brown hair has highlights from the sun, he has pale 

gray eyes, and he always goes freshly shaven. He carries scars 

from nets and fishing line, as well as from combat against men 

and marine life. He wears sailor's clothes: breeches, loose 

shirts, and boots. 

Magical Items: None, 

Background; Jherek was bom to one of the most virions pirates 

on the Sea of Swords, Bloody Falkane the Wolf, captain of the 

Bunifip, Unwilling to step into his father's boots as a pirate, 

Jherek fled his destiny, arriving at Velen as a vagabond when 

he was twelve. He led a harsh life doing odd jobs and stealing 

to eat, then he got on as a carpenter's helper. By the end of the 

year he was hired by a shipbuilder, and acquired his first true 

friend En the form of Malorrie, a phantom. Malorrie is a unique 

phantom, a knight of some kind, Jherek is sure, but of mysteri¬ 

ous origin. 

Later, Jherek was hired by Madame litaar, a diviner who'd 

lost her husband. She's an old half-elf and one of the most 

respected people in Velen. After Jherek finished the patchwork 

of her roof, he stayed on and helped around her house, learn¬ 

ing still more of the world and magical things, though he was 

no adept 

When Jherek turned 15, Madame litaar helped him find a 

berth on Finarms Butterfly, a trading vessel that plied the 

Sword Coast He's pursuing a destiny, pushed by a force that 

has rescued him upon occasion and whispers the words, "Live 

that you may serve." He's afraid to follow that voice, but his 

chokes in life are growing slim. 

Roleplaying Notes: Jherek is filled with insecurity that has 

plagued him as a child and a young man. Still, out of his nor¬ 

mal politeness and manners, he remains friendly in conversa¬ 

tion but also reserved in his participation. He won't speak 

unless he has something to say 

When it comes to the written word, Jherek has an advanced 

schooling and is familiar with most of the classics on warfare, 

philosophy, and religion. He's also well-read in most popular 

fiction about heroes and acts of derring-do. 

In his dealings with women, Jherek s insecurities are most 

apparent. He finds women lovely and alien, and he acts very 

timid, unable to approach them even to talk. He is mannerly, 

and allows no disrespect to pass unchallenged- Despite his 

timidity, Jherek has a knack for drawing women to him. 

There's something about his innate naivefe and chivalry that 

makes most feel warm toward him. Unfortunately, that same 

knack challenges women who are turned toward the darker 

pursuits in life, and attempted seduction by those types of 

women is something he's had to deal with before. He believes 

In true love and does not let down his guard. 

Jherek extends a friendly hand if approached and even gi ves 

those of Evil alignment a chance to prove themselves of worth, 

But if one of them steps over the line while Jherek is around, 

the young sailor steps in with a heavy foot 
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Sabyna 

6th-Level Human Wizard 

Strength 

Dexterity 

COhiSTTTUTtOW 

Intelligence 

Wisdom 

Charisma 

AC 
THACO 
Hrr Points 

Alignment 

Special Attacks 

Special Defenses 

Size 

10 

15 

12 

14 

16 

13 

10 
16 
21 
Chaotic Good 

Sabyna's familiar is a ragg- 

amoffyn that she carries in a frig qf 

bolding. Once she unleashes it, the 

raggamoffvn instantly does her 

bidding. 

Detect F?wtgfr(60% chance). 

M{5'5") 

Nonweapon Proficiencies: Navigation (12), Andent Lan¬ 

guages {14), Reading/Writing (15)r Carpentry' (10), Seaman¬ 

ship (16), Herbalism (12) 

Weapon Proficiencies: Dagger and Whip* Sabyna depends on 

her magic and the ship s crew to keep her from harm. She has 

learned to use a whip to snare spars and rigging to climb up 

quickly. "Die whip is not often used as an offensive weapon, 

more as a tool She's good with a knife, able to take silver pieces 

from many ships' crews in taverns at throwtng contests. 

Appearance: Sabyna is an attractive 23-year-old woman, viva¬ 

cious and mischievous when given the opportunity. She keeps 

her copper-colored hair cut short. Her eyes are slightly lighter, 

a reddish brown. She has a full figure but keeps lean by work¬ 

ing constantly on her ship. She dresses sensibly in breeches 

while aboard ship but likes to dress up when the occasion pre¬ 

sents itself. Scattered freckles cross the bridge of her nose, 

standing out in spite of her heavy tan. 

Magical Items: Bajj of holding. 

Background: Sabyna is the daughter of a ship's mage, Siann 

TTuesail, and wouldn't live away from the sea. She has two 

older living brothers, one of them a ship's mage like her, and 

one of them a ranger in the Moonshae Isles, She had another 

brother, Darinm, who was killed by Falkane, Jherek's pirate 

father. She loves to cook in her cabin and entertain guests. She 

likes her food hot and spicy, and often tries new and exotic 

dishes she wouldn't cook just for herself because she's frugal. 

She's given her heart to Bneezerunner, the ship on which she 

currently serves. She loves Jherek dearly but isn't sure where 

their two lives are going to lead them. Both are independent 

and pulled by forces larger than either of them. 

Role playing Notes: Growing up on ships, Sabyna has devel¬ 

oped social skills that always serve her in good stead. She's at 

home with people from all walks of life and has developed a 

skill at bartering that allows her some interesting sideline ven¬ 

tures. Working the seas of Faerun, Sabyna has a network in 

place of ships' mages, ships' captains, sailors, and merchants 

that she can depend on for information, or for getting her 

hands on things that can often be hard to acquire. She is con¬ 

stantly fed gossip that may be true, half-true, or downright lies. 

She has a better than 50% chance of knowing which is what. 

Currently, she's on Bnezmamer, a cargo ship that regularly 

travels the Sword Coast. She has a major impact on the crew 

and what business they do, not quite on equal footing with 

Captain Tynnel, but able to have her say and know it's going to 

matter. She has a good sense of humor, a way about her of mak¬ 

ing anyone feel at ease, but can be determined about her own 

goals or what she perceives needs to be done. There have been 

a number of times she's taken part in her crew's festivities or 

practical jokes. Her shipmates would fight for her at a 

moment's notice. 
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Ii/e-Shapes 
°fAthas 

On the world of 

Athas or in anj 

ADfilT campaign, 

Jire-sliaped items 

are a strange and 

dangerous (lira 

HE DEFILER EVOKED HIS MYSTICAL SHIELD JUST IN TIME 

to deflect the shimmering bolts of energy. Thessa did not hesitate, 

rolling in directly behind her spell and slashing at his chest. Her eyes 

sparkled as she felt her enchanted dagger penetrate the barrier and 

cut a long gash in Miayrds tunic and the flesh beneath. 

of magic. 

I)J 
Christopher M. Schwartz 
illustrated by 
Tom Baxa 

*1 at}} not the naive village girl you twice 

knew, Defiler! You'll find that the Veiled 

Alliance has taught me welt. With their 

teaching, l have grown in power." 

Thessa's smile shriveled like the yolk of an 

erdht at highsun as she caught a glimpse of 

tohol lay beneath Miayrds ruined shirt, The 

gesture did not escape hint asite tore the tunic 

off, revealing a grayish, bony girdle that 

lookedfor alt the uvrld as though he worthis 

ribs on the outside of his skin. He leapt at 

Thessa with blinding speed, catching her in 

the face with a lash that materialized out of 

thin air: Thessa cried out in surprise more 

than pain, stunned that She seemingly flimsy 

strip of material could raise such a bloody 

todt after a glancing blow, 

Miayrd’s chuckle reverberated through her 

bones. Thessa looked at him„ down to the lush 

that was slithering hack up his arm, and Lwdt 

fo the defiler's face, her mind trying desper¬ 

ately to grasp the situation. 

" You 'll find, my love," whispered Miayrd, 

"that I've done some growing of my own." 

Life-shaped items are a unique Facet of 

the D^kk SUN* campaign setting. These 

living tools, weapons, and artifacts were 

created during the Blue Age of Athas by 

an ancient race of nature-manipulating 

halflings known as the rhuiisti- The 

rhuiisti lived in such harmony with their 

environment that they shunned the use 

of all unliving materials. Having un¬ 

locked the secrets of building and alter¬ 

ing life to suit their needs, they created a 

plethora of altered organisms designed 

to perform all sorts of tasks, both extraor¬ 

dinary and mundane. 

Life-shapes are classified by type and 

use. Life-shape creatures are fully self- 

reliant organisms engineered to perform 

a specific task Tissues, though organic 

in nature, are not whole organisms. They 

can perform only the function for which 

they were created and must have their 

other needs, namely maintenance and 

nutrition, tended by another. Grafts are 

shapes designed by the rhuiisti to 

become a part of the host's body. Tools 
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operate either on their own or with guid¬ 

ance from a supervisor. Producers create 

valuable commodities, and parasites, 

the dreaded dark-shapes, prey upon 

those who attempt to use their seem¬ 

ingly beneficial services. 

All of the items presented in this arti¬ 

cle were created by the rhulisti and oper- 

ate as per the outline of rules gi ven in the 

Pjttwitc Artifacts of Athas accessory, 

although the information given in this 

article is sufficient to insert the life- 

shapes into any campaign. Due to the 

powerful bond these shapes develop 

with their hosts and masters, using the 

life-shapes becomes second-nature, and 

no class restrictions should be imposed. 

Repellers 
Creatuie/Graft: AC n/a, HD n/a 

The mere existence of these microorgan¬ 

isms is a testament to the scope of 

power that the halfhngs of the Blue Age 

had over life. Frightened by reports of 

mantis warriors lurking far across the 

sea to the west of Tyr-Agi, the thulisti 

Life-shapers, in a culture that was still 

peaceful at heart, devised the repellers 

as a nonviolent means of keeping the 

thri-kreenat bay 

Dormant repeller spores look like a 

powdery, grayish dust. To be activated, 

the spores must be moistened with a few 

drops of water. The resulting paste is 

spread over the neck and shoulders. 

Over the next 4B hours, the spores grow 

into a self-sustaining colony of organ¬ 

isms akin to algae. The affected portion 

of the host's skin takes on a slightly 

bluish hue. As the colony feeds off the 

nutrients contained in the sweat of the 

host, they excrete their waste in the form 

of a substance that insects find repulsive. 

All insects of no greater than animal 

Intelligence that come within 10 feet of 

an affected host must save vs, paralysis 

or seek to avoid the host, fleeing if 

pressed- Insectoids with higher than ani¬ 

mal Intelligence treat the host with a -5 

reaction penalty. If they ate in the pres¬ 

ence of repel lers for more than a half- 

hour, nausea and sluggishness overtake 

the insects, causing them to make all 

saves and combat rolls ata -1 penalty, 

In two weeks' time, the host's affected 

skin area dries and flakes off as the 

repellers become dormant once again. 

Those who know the ancient ways of the 

rhulisti can actually extract enough 

spores from the dead skin to apply 

another dose, but this process has likely 

been lost beneath the same sands that 

swallowed the hatfling empire 

Mak-ebanrath 
Creature/Tbol: AC 3, HD 3 

The danger of life-shapes mutating and 

becoming deadly parasites was very 

real to the rhulisti, so this creature— 

whose name means "Hunter of the 

Dark-Shapes'—was created, A mak- 

ebanrath has the form of a half-inch red 

worm with six legs and two pairs of 

sharp mandibles. When placed near an 

external parasite, the mak-ebamath 

attacks the dark shape, hitting automat¬ 

ically and causing ld4 points of dam¬ 

age per round- To reach an internal 

parasite, the mak-ebanrath must be 

placed near the point of entry for the 

dark shape. Here, it reopens the wound 

delicately, causing only 1 point of dam¬ 

age to the host- Once it reaches its desti¬ 

nation, its attack has the same effect as 

on an external parasite. 

Life-shaped parasites destroyed by the 

mak-ebanrath cause no damage during 

the removal process. Dark-shapes that 

cause harmful side effects after their 

removal have an 80% chance of leaving 

the victim without causing any side 

effects whatsoever. 

Vitality Ray 
Creature/Producer: AC S, HD 1 

This strange life-shape looks like a 

stingray, a lifeform long thought extinct 

on Athas- To be awakened from dor¬ 

mancy, the vitality ray must be soaked in 

water and left in at least an inch of it dur¬ 

ing the production process. If the crea¬ 

ture is allowed to dry up at any time 

during this cycle, it returns to dormancy, 

and the process must be repealed. 

After the vitality ray has been acti¬ 

vated, a humanoid must place his or 

her hand on its circular body. The recipi¬ 

ent's flesh is pierced by four sharp 

spines, and he suffers ld2 points of dam¬ 

age The spines then retract into the vital¬ 

ity ray, where the recipient's body 

chemistry is analyzed. After a few hours, 

the life-shape's body grows warm lo the 

touch as it begins its production cycle. 
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At the end of a week, the vitality ray pity 

duces a small, soft, liquid-filled egg con* 

taining poison bane, a potent antitoxin 

tailor-made for the analyzed individual. 

When this egg is ingested, the antitoxin 

renders that person immune to all poi¬ 

son and disease for a period of 48 hours. 

Only magical venom and poisons may 

affect the recipient of the antitoxin, and 

he saves against those at +5. The anti¬ 

toxin works only for the person who was 

analyzed. The ray may create only one 

poison bane dosage at a time, and it 

enters a revitalizing hibernation for two 

weeks after doing so, 

The rhulisti created the vitality rays to 

protect hunters in search of venomous 

prey. Most likely, they had enough rays 

to produce a dosage for each member of 

the hunting party, but with the decline of 

their empire, much life-shaper lore was 

lost. Vitality rays exist only in scarce 

numbers today. 

Purifier Sponge 
Creature/Tool: AC 9, HD VS 

The Blue Age was a time when rain¬ 

storms visited the land frequently and 

the inhabitants of Athas didn't have to 

work hard to obtain enough fresh water. 

The purifier sponge wasn't created 

because of a pressing need for clean 

water but simply because the rhulisti 

believed in eliminating needless waste. 

A purifier sponge looks similar to the 

regular variety of marine sponges, save 

that its pores are much smaller, giving it 

an amazing amount of surface area and 

the ability to filter a huge quantity of 

water at once. When the sponge is placed 

in contaminated water, it sops it up 

immediately, One fist-sized sponge can 

hold about one half-gallon of water at a 

time. After a few minutes, the sponge 

begins bo contract by itself, holding the 

contaminants within its own body and 

excreting pure, crystal-clear water. The 

sponge processes and extracts its suste¬ 

nance from the waste material it filters 

from the water. One sponge can filter 

about 15 gallons of water before needing 

to break down the contaminants, a 

process that takes a day or so. Sponges 

that filter extremely toxic water are about 

half as efficient and may no longer func¬ 

tion after purifying a significant amount, 

having died from die toxicity. 

Injector 
Creature/Grafti AC % HD 2 

Mot all of the ancient life-shapes are 

without their sinister applications. The 

injector was originally intended to 

administer doses of medicine in the field, 

but its ease of concealment and rapid use 

make it an ideal tool for assassination, 

should the wrong person ever Jay hands 

on one—or rather, should the wrong per¬ 

son ever get one in hand. 

The injector looks like a small winged 

mosquito about the length of a finger. Its 

abdomen gradually thickens into a bulb 

with a circular aperture at the extreme 

end. The head tapers off into a sharp, 

narrow' beak, slightly behind which are 

attached three delicate eyes talks, 

When the injector is held in the palm 

of one's hand and the command is 

given, the life-shaped creature begins 

burrowing head-first into the host's 

palm, down into the wrist. The process 

is extremely painful, taking about three 

days to complete and causing a total of 

ldfj points of damage to the host. The 

creature positions itself so that only the 

sphincterlike opening of its abdomen 

remains exposed. 

The injector can, upon a muscular 

impulse from the host, protrude a sharp, 

hollow needle from the opening now 

located in the host's palm. The life-shape 

can absorb and expel Liquids through 

this needle at will, The creature extends 

the needle into a dosage of some sub¬ 

stance and slowly begins to draw it up. 

The injector is now prepared to adminis¬ 

ter via injection one dose of whatever 

substance was absorbed. 

The host must make an attack roll 

to strike any unwilling creature with the 

injector. If successful, the creature is 

immediately aware of being struck by 

the injector's needle and is fully affected 

by whatever substance the life-shape 

was prepared to excrete. Obviously, 

when used for medicinal purposes, 

it is unlikely the recipient would be 

unwilling to have treatment adminis¬ 

tered, and in such cases no a ttack roll is 

necessary. 

Serpent Lash 
Tissue/Graft: AC 3, HD 1 

Life-shaped weapons have the distinct 

advantage of being highly responsive to 

both wielder and target. Primarily cre¬ 

ated as a deterrent bo potential threats 

more than as an offensive weapon, the 

serpent lash is attached by a series of 

tiny, mouthlike suckers to the back of 

the arm about two inches below the 

wrist This thin, black, life-shaped tissue 

wraps its length about its owner's arm 

when not in use. fn battle, the serpent 

lash unwraps itself, remaining attached 

to the arm but otherwise gripped like a 

normal lash. Although a meager three 

feet when not in use, the lash can stretch 

itself out to twice that length. Just before 

it senses that it will strike, the lash pro¬ 

jects tiny barbs all about the attacking 

section, allowing It to rip through flesh 

and making the attack much more dam¬ 

aging and effective. A single attack 

causes ld9 points of damage. In addi¬ 

tion, the serpent lash moves on its own 

to compensate for a target's defensive 

movement as it is being used to attack, 

thereby giving its wielder a +2 bonus to 

hit and damage- 
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Pur-aish 
Creature/Tool; AC A, HD 3 

Known as the "Calming Breeze Lizard 

the pur-aish is almost indistinguishable 

from the many species of small Athasian 

reptiles save that it does not shy away 

from the presence of humanoids. It 15 

quite friendly in fact, accepting morsels 

of food and gentle scratches of affection. 

When enough interaction takes place 

to give the pur-aish a sense of trust, it 

attempts to climb up to the shoulders of 

one of its new friends. Leaning in gently 

toward that individual's ear, the lizard 

begins to trill in a low, deep tone that is 

too soft for anyone but the lizard's perch 

to hear. The song is extremely calming 

and seems to travel throughout the body 

En fact, such a profound state of relax¬ 

ation occurs that rest under the influence 

qf a pur-aish is twice as revitalizing as 

normal rest. Wizards may memorize 

spells as though each were one spell 

level lower for purposes of study time. 

Natural healing is enhanced as well, tak¬ 

ing place at twice the normal rate. The 

pur-aish can hill for many hours, never 

tiring from pleasing i ts master. 

The rhulish banned the use of the pur- 

aish, however, once they realized that the 

song of these creatures is highly addic¬ 

tive , After three days of continual use, the 

benefits of experiencing the enhanced 

rest are only one-half better than normal 

rest. At the end of a week of use, the 

enhanced rest provides no benefits, and 

normal rest is only half as relaxing. At 

this point, the user feels relaxed enough 

to sleep or rest only when the lizard trills. 

After two weeks of continual use, the 

person is comforted only when the pur- 

aish trills and is sluggish and melancholy 

at all other times, suffering a -1 penalty 

on all saving throws and combat rolls. 

These symptoms are reversed only w hen 

affected individuals completely stop lis¬ 

tening to the pur-aish's trilling, and they 

take an amount of time to recover equal 

to the duration of the addiction. 

Swiflstep 
Tissue/Graft: AC A, HD 2 

This strange graft looks like a bony, 

knobby rib cage and spine. The spine 

ends at the top and bottom in sharp, dag- 

gemshaped bones. When the command 

word is spoken, the "ribs" open up wide 

enough to enclose a humanoid chest The 

sharpened ends of the spine dig into the 

host's own spinal column, attaching at 

the base of the neck and the small of the 

back. Hie attachment process is quite 

painful, inflicting ld6 points of damage, 

Sized for halflings, the swiftstep implan¬ 

tation causes halfling-sized humanoids 

to remain immobilized for a day or tw o, 

while larger humanoids must endure a 

week of inactivity due to the excruciat¬ 

ing pain of the graft adjusting to a larger 

body size. 

Once the implant is in place and the 

command is given, the swiftstep controls 

and elev ates the response of the nerv ous 

system, doubling the attack and move¬ 

ment rates of the host and granting the 

host a +2 bonus to Dexterity In addition, 

the host gains a -3 initiative bonus. The 

swiftstep allows the host to maintain this 

blinding speed for IdlG rounds at a time. 

This ability can be used once per day 

with no ill effects. Additional uses require 

a Constitu tion check be made at a penalty 

of -I for each additional use. This check 

is made directly after the power is acti¬ 

vated- A failure indicates a terrible strain 

on the host's body. He or she immedi¬ 

ately suffers IdlQ points of damage, is 

unable to perform any strenuous activity 

such as combat or spellcasting, and, if 

unassisted, moves at only a quarter of his 

or her normal movement rate until the 

damage is healed. 

Dark Mother 

Creatune/Farasite: AC 6, HD 3 

The dark mother is a mutation of the 

mother lizard [detailed in Psianic Arti¬ 

facts ofAikas), a life-shaped organism that 

cares tor the rhulisti tissues by storing 

them inside her protective stomach. The 

dark mother actually draws sustenance 

from tissues given into her care and mins 

them in the process. 

Indistinguishable from any other 

mother lizard, the dark mother scoops 

up life-shaped tissues that are tossed 

near her and swallows them. Her body 

sends them to a special stomach that 

puUs the life out of the tissues by absorb¬ 

ing their essence. This process causes 

severe damage to the tissues. The crea¬ 

ture regurgitates the ruined items on 

command but then scampers off before 

her temporary masters discover any 

wrongdoing Roll percentile dice to 

determine the effect her life-leeching had 

on the life-shape: 

IdlOO Effect 

01-20 Tissues function at half potency. 

21-SO Tissues are completely ruined, 

81-00 The tissues are so corrupted 

that they have become para¬ 

sitic themselves, When used, 

the tissues cause ld6 points of 

damage and continue to inflict 

I point of damage per day 

until removed. Removing a 

parasitic tissue injures the host, 

causing a further 1 d6 points of 

damage, 

Hi 

Orris Srfoitfrtz, at the ripe old age of 21, has 

spent nearly taw thirds of his lift gaming and 

dreaming about becoming a writer. This is 

hisfirst article and one of two in this issue. 
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Thalagyrt 

This prissjjHHl 

pendamic mist 

dragon might not 

like being distorted, 

hut he knows where 

the loot ishurietl. 

I HIS VERY OLD MALE MIST DRAGON LAIRS IN A 

damp, dripping network of caverns on the shore of the 

j 11 fc®ea Swords, north of Port Uast. He keeps to himself as much 

as possible, and many folk who dwell nearby don't even know he 

exists. His hobby is collecting and remembering lore valued by the 

intelligent races that dwell in the North, such as singular items of trea¬ 

sure and magical items. One must trade information to obtain the 

desired knowledge from him, and both generous offers of interesting 

lore and a persistent but pleasant manner are needed to overcome his 

distaste for being disturbed. 

Ill 
Ed Greenwood 
illustrated by 
Storn Cook 

Thalagyrt long ago earned the nickname 

''Old Lord Memory* both for his prissy 

pedantic character and his utter fearless¬ 

ness. No threat is knoivn to have moved 

him, and attacks—even by obviously 

formidable foes such as beholders and 

other dragons—always evoke gusty 

sighs of boredom and grumblings Pt 

being disturbed. No one, save perhaps 

Thalagyrt himself (and he isn't telling), 

remembers who coined this term, which 

is usually uttered by human sages, 

notably those of Waterdeep. These 

learned folk often send adventurers with 

unusual lore-queries to him, with a mix¬ 

ture of affection and exasperation, as p 

"court of last resort." 

The mist dragon's character can best 

be described as doleful and grumpy. 

but those who often have dealings with 

him say that he can become a loyal 

friend to beings of all races and may 

well be a romantic at heart. His rare, 

unexpected, and sudden rescues of 

favorite friends can only be attributed 

to genuine caring and energetic magical 

spying from afar. Many of these are 

adventurers, which suggests that the 

dragon derives entertainment from his 

farscryings and chooses as favorites 

those who do the most interesting and 

exciting things. 

The keys to Thalagyrt's character 

could be said to be his undying interest 

in other intelligent creatures and plea¬ 

sure in witnessing and recording their 

deeds. He views all creatures with 

compassion and humor and probably 
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understands "'human nature" better 

than most humans. He can outwit foes 

who try to dupe him (his intellect is 

prodigious),, but he finds riddles and 

games intended to impress others tire¬ 

some, and he would never himself try to 

deceive anyone maliciously. 

Old Lord Memory is a foe of adven¬ 

turers, ones,, and other marauders who 

attempt to slay despoil, and steal. He 

also despises aggressive dragons; he 

thinks dragonkind fell from mastery' of 

Faerun because of the arrogant, ruthless, 

and seif-interested behavior of wyrms in 

the past. "They 're ail deservedly dead 

now," he observes with gloomy satisfac¬ 

tion, "not that their passing's improved 

anything." 

Thabgyrfs Lair 
The nameless caverns where Old Lord 

Memory dwells possess a variant ward- 

mist Laid down by a previous, unknown 

owner, This feature is the dragon's rea¬ 

son for choosing these cold, wet, coastal 

caverns as his homo; he can control the 

wards to hide himself behind mists 

almost as solid as stone, change illumi¬ 

nation and temperature in areas it 

encloaks, and so on. He's still learning 

some of its powers, so he keeps its 

Secrets to himself as much os possible, 

but visitors to Thalagyrt's lair have wit¬ 

nessed the effects equivalent to doudfrfll, 

diinciit}f lights, dispel tmpC, shadow Mini¬ 

sters, SflJrd fog, lelekineiii {of both "visit¬ 

ing'' items and of a large spike-studded 

rectangle of metal bars that the mist 

dragon drops from above on especially 

energetic intruders), mall pf Jog, ivall of 

force, and nrrtilhform {affecting the 

dragon himself). The wardnsist "scram¬ 

bles" all mind-influencing magic, psion- 

ks, and spells from the school of 

Enchantment/Charm, negating their 

effects within the caverns—and thus 

protecting Thalagyrt from them, Jt also 

"fogs" many w&ard eye and other magi¬ 

cal farscrying attempts to spy into the 

lair from outside, though this prop¬ 

erty—for unknown reasons—is unreli¬ 

able and intermittent. How this mirdmiit 

acquired so many powers is a mystery 

... and Old Lord Memory' would like it 

to remain so. 

Most of the lair consists of long, curv¬ 

ing tunnels that Thalagyrt can barely fit 
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down without scraping the walls, but its 

landward reaches feature a large circle of 

natural caverns that contain food, mone¬ 

tary treasure, books, stone markers sal¬ 

vaged from lands lost to the sea, and 

even lore-tablets from elder realms. Sev¬ 

eral caves around the circle are con¬ 

nected to a central sleeping-cavern 

reportedly large enough for several 

dragons to move around in simultane¬ 

ously. It holds a glowing sleeping- 

mound of soft, thick mosses studded 

with phosphorescent mushrooms. 

Thalagyrt's Domain 

Thalagyrt ignores the draconic concept 

of domains and avoids fighting any 

other wyrms he meets, whenever possi¬ 

ble. "Just leave me alone" might well be 

his watchphrasc. This means heJs timid, 

but certainly not craven. If forced to 

fight, he can call, from afar by magic. 

swift and powerful aid from the Chosen, 

the Heralds, Malchor Harpell, and oth¬ 

ers who value the lore he preserves. 

A foolish upper prelate of Candle- 

keep, now dead, once offered a large 

reward for the capture and delivery of 

Thalagyrt, alive, into the keeping of the 

"Learned by the Sea." Many adventur¬ 

ing bands tried to earn the reward and 

were routed either by Thalagyrt or his 

powerful allies, until Dove Fatconhand 

grew weary of these demands on her 

time and asked her sister The Simbul to 

pay a visit to Candlekeep to personally 

persuade Most Learned Archprelate 

Rheldryn Uoulimpurt to rescind his 

reward offer publicly and add the firm 

advice that calling on the mist dragon 

Thalagyrt with weapons and forceful 

intent was not only foolish but apt to be 

fatal It's said that "Rheldryn was tear¬ 

fully eager to comply." 

The Deeds of Thalagyrt 

The favorite foods of Old Lord Memory' 

are buttered fried snails and the green, 

slimy, soft Chultan jungle tree slugs that 

reach eight feet or more In length, hut he 

considers any slug or turtle to be a deli¬ 

cacy, even dragon turtles- Mist and 

shorewash algae are his staple dietary 

items, but they don't thrill him—as, 

indeed, very little does. Visitois have 

brought him sweets and liqueurs, and 

they report that he loves these but hates 

being "bribed with food r Attempts to do 

so could easily backfire on would-be 

lore-seekers seeking to ply the dragon 

with edibles, 

Thalagyrt is said to have the constitu¬ 

tion of a mountain: he can eat anything, 

even deadly poisons or mist-dragon 

flesh, without apparent revulsion or ill 

effects. It's likely that past exposures to 

several poisons have engendered in 

him a strong inner resistance, if not 

immunity, Thalagyrt eats prodigiously, 

but not often {perhaps twice a month), 

though he glides almost daily through 

the spray of waves crashing on the 

shore, deriving nutrients from them. 

He exists in a state of perpetual damp¬ 

ness and is not bothered by this in the 

least lie can and does drink seawater 

without ill effects, but he prefers to 

"drink" the mists. 

Qld Lord Memory spends most days 

watching and listening to events ail over 

Facrun—in particular, human and elven 

societies within the Sword Coast North. 

He never seems to forget anything, 

though his recall can be slow, and the 

lore he imparts to others is seldom 

extensive. He believes that, for most folk, 

"less in. their heads is better." 

Thalagyrt can employ spells of his 

own devising to "project" (as three- 

dimensional images) scenes that live in 

his memory—and his mind holds thou¬ 

sands upon thousands of memories. 

Some are surprisingly important or pri¬ 

vate moments to humans or demi- 

humans. (Thalagyrt has made a career of 

collecting mind-images from dying folk 

and others who desire to share and pre¬ 

serve recollections of events.) 

A visitor who persuades {usually by 

payment of large amounts of gold coins) 

Old Lord Memory to yield up a choice 

memoiy can, for example, see and hear 

the confrontation in the throne room in 

Suzail where the risen Azoun confronted 

the traitors who sought to murder him; 

an elven conversation in the green fast¬ 

nesses of Evermeet; or a tender, murmur¬ 

ing love-meeting between the great 

mages Elminster and The Simbul, Witch- 

Queen of Aglarond, These are but a few 

examples of literally thousands of scenes, 

some of them crucial to an understand¬ 

ing of now-crumbling treaties and Jong- 

dead heroes, rulers, and villains. 

What Thalagyrt does with those pay¬ 

ments is hire agents to Seam and report 

tiny, apparently insignificant things to 

fill in gaps in his knowledge. Wherever 

possible, he prefers to gain such lore 

from primary sources—that is, folk who 

were there or directly involved, not 

proxies or written records. Occasionally, 

Thalagyrt hires adventurers to rid him¬ 

self of persistent attackers or bribe these 

attackers to go away and leave him to 

think and observe. He views bullies and 

fools with contempt, for he can't be 

blackmailed or successfully threatened 

None know his earlier life; he's simply 

"always been there" in his dripping 

coastal caverns. He has never, to any¬ 

one's recollection, mated or consorted 

closely with other dragons. 

Old Lord Memory has a shrewd grasp 

of human character, has studied human 

conspiracies, and has learned how to 

hire help to best winkle out human 

secrets. He knows such things as the 

identities of the current Lords of Water- 

deep, which noble families of that city 

have had secret meetings with the 

Brotherhood of the Arcane or the Cult of 

the Dragon, and the fate of Gondegal the 

Lost King. His information is more accu¬ 

rate the older it is, and (always) runs out 

entirely about a year ago. Whether he 

reveals these or other things to casual or 

persistent visitors is another matter; 

Thalagyrt has his own code and makes 

his own judgments of those who seek 

him out. He may volunteer much, sell 

what is desired dearly or give only cryp¬ 

tic hints or warnings—or act befuddled, 

with age and yield nothing useful no 

matter what coercion is applied. 
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Thalagyrfs Magic 
Old Lord Memory has access to almost 

all known human Wizards' spells of 1st- 

through 7th-level and a fair smattering 

of 8th- and 9th-level magics. Although 

spells of 3rd-level and above are beyond 

his personal mastery, he possesses many 

memories (gained, pf course, from other 

beings) of the specifics of casting them, 

and of their effects. 

Of the spells the dragon can use., three 

appear hereafter. One of Thalgyrt's 1st- 

level favorites is of particular interest- A 

rare magic believed to have descended 

from a Nelherese apprentice's spell 

(another dopy lies in a well-guarded and 

hidden tome in Candlekeep), the gemfirt? 

spell would prove very useful to many 

dragons, SaryndaEaghlothtor (described 

in last month's issue) in particular. 

Thalagyrt uses his gemjtrc spell on a 

false gemstone (a rock crystal as large as 

a man's head, facebcut in the same man¬ 

ner as many valuable stones) that rests 

on a flimsy, mostly submerged stick 

spanning a pool of flammable oil which, 

when igni ted, triggers an explosion that 

sprays in all directions; creatures within 

15 feet are likely to suffer ld6 points of 

damage from flaming oil splashes unless 

they save vs. spell. A successful save 

negates damage. 

Gemfire 

(Alteration) 

Level: 1 

Range; 20 yards 

Components: V 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Casting Time: 1 

Area of Effect Special 

Saving Throw; None 

This spell causes all non-em chanted gems 

or rock crystals (such as quartz) within its 

range to explode. Each exploding gem 

deals 2d4 points of damage to aU crea¬ 

tures within 10 feet, No saving throw is 

allowed, and creatures within range of 

multiple gems suffer cumulative dam¬ 

age; creatures actually hearting a gem suf¬ 

fer ld4 + 4 points of damage rather than 

2d4, The dust of these riven gems catches 

fire with a short-lived but intense heat, 

forcing a saving throw vs. magical fire on 

all i terns within 10 feet of the explosion. 

Gems bearing any sort of magical 

dweomer (temporary' or permanent) are 

not affected by this spell and need not 

save versus its fiery effects; they auto¬ 

matically survive the magic. Gems 

smaller than the length of a man's 

thumbnail deal only 1 point of blast 

damage and no appreciable fire damage; 

if these are found in clusters (such as in 

many pieces of jewelry), they should be 

considered as one or more "normal" 

gems for damage purposes- 

A second level variant of this spell, 

Qiarradirj's slow gtmfire, causes gems to 

explode two, three, or four rounds 

after the spell is cast (how long 

depends on the precise words of the 

incantation). 

Mistclaw 

(Evocation) 

Level: 2 

Range; 30 yards 

Components; V 

Duration; 6 rounds 

Casting Time: 1 

Area of Effect: Special 

Saving Throw: None 

This spell can be cast successfully only 

In the presence of visible mist, fog, or 

steam (of any origin), Although such 

substances don't actually become com¬ 

ponents of the spell, they seem neces¬ 

sary catalysts for the enchantment to 

form its effect; a shadowy, translucent 

duplicate of one of the caster's daws. 

This daw can move freely through solid 

objects (it can be made to lurk within a 

wall or door, for example, and strike 

"out of it") and acquires tangibility' only 

as it strikes. 

When the casting dragon's real claw’ 

makes a slash, grab, or other movement 

meant as an attack, die niistrlaw dupli¬ 

cates it. The shadowy daw is weightless 

but of the same size as the correspond¬ 

ing real c!awr, striking with the same 

THACG for ld4 + 4 points of damage 

(regardless of the size or species of its 

caster and the damage dealt by that 

dragon's real daws). 

H arming the mislclmi' doesn't hurt its 

caster, but destruction of the real daw 

that the ausidaw duplicates., or dealing 

the misldaw 22 points or more of dam¬ 

age, causes it to dissipate harmlessly, 

ending the spell- Mrsfc/mcs suffer double 

damage from enchanted weapons Or 

spell effects but suffer no harm from 

even violent contact with floors, walls, 

and obstacles, whether or not the owner 

deliberately phases the mistdmv through 

such items, 

A mistdau’ has a flying movement rate 

of 14 (maneuverability class A) and is 

guided by the silent will of its caster, 

such control not precluding the use of 

other spells or draconic abilities. A misif- 

dm can never be used to deliver any 

other magic unleashed by its caster, and 

it doesn't exude any aura of awe or fear. 

Humans who tried to cast this spell 

report that they' could make it work only 

after assuming dragon form by means of 

other spells (actual draconic abilities 

were not necessary'), that successful 

human versions of this spell were a t least 

4th level, and that all of them required 

some pari of a dragon (usually a scale or 

talon) as a material component. The wiz¬ 

ards Cardatha of Silverymoon and Baer- 

drunsun of Alaghdn are known to have 

independently demonstrated versions 

of the msteiaw spell at recent MageFairs. 

Muritho's Randomscatter 

(Abjuration, Evocation) 

Level: 2 

Range: 0 

Components; V 

Duration; The round of casting plus next 

round 

Casting Time: 1 

Area of Effect: One being 

Saving Throw: None 

This spell creates a scintillating chaos 

of random magical unleashings that 
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"washes" continuously over the body of 

the caster or recipient The myriad looks 

very impressive but isr in fact, harmless 

lo all who come into contact with it It 

does not function (and la w asted) if cast 

on a being already protected by an active 

spell that forms a visible body aura or 

protective shield. 

*> A rsndpmSCOtter reduces the damage 

of hostile magic by allowing the pro¬ 

tected being a +2 bonus on all saving 

throws (only if the magic or magics 

being defended against normally allow a 

saving throw). 

* The spell absorbs 2 points of dam¬ 

age per die from each magical attack 

directed at the spell recipient. 

❖ This spell nullifies the first magic 

missile to strike at the protected recipient 

( that is, a single bolt of harmful magic; if 

a single "incoming" magic missile spell 

unleashes more than one bolt the ran- 

domscatter negates only one of the bolts, 

although it lessens the damage done by 

al L of the others as noted above). This fea¬ 

ture of the spell w orks automatically and 

neither exhausts nor ends the spell- 

A raiukmiscatttr prevents the being it 

protects from successfully unleashing 

any magic- castings, command words, 

and will-effect unleashings don't work. 

Magical item charges, material compo¬ 

nents, and memorized spells aren't 

"used up" or wasted; they simply don't 

function and can be used normally when 

the ranrfoFHsctfJteT is gone. 

Although this spell is almost always 

used to protect the caster, its effects can 

be transferred to a willing or uncon¬ 

scious creature touched by the caster 

during casting- Touched beings who are 

mentally opposed lo receive the mmftjm- 

scatffr cause it to race all over the caster 

and dissipate without further effect. A 

nimiawisciflfJfT can't be "stolen" by touch; 

both its caster and the recipient must be 

willing for such a transfer to take place. 

Muritho is a long-dead human mage 

of forgotten origin. Old Lord Memory 

uses this spell without modification— 

and therefore it is also usable without 

modification by humans who examine 

Thalagyrt's spell scrolls. There is also a 

5 th-1 eve I spell variant, Alimf/io's spell- 

shield, that negates all magic missiles, lasts 

for 6 rounds, and requires as its material 

component a flame ignited by any 

means from combustibles (typically 

wood, bone, or charcoal) tha t bear some 

sortofdweomer. 

Thalagyrt's Fate 

Word of Old Lord Memory's existence 

and location is slowly spreading in 

Waterdeep. Nobles discus him with fair 

accuracy at revels, while commoners 

hear rumors of "a dragon in a seashore 

cave w ho sees all things and remembers 

everything .. - and so can reveal just who 

murdered so-and-so, or tell w hat became 

of vanished Uncle Auldo." 

Waierdhavian noble houses have 

begun sending messengers (heavily 

laden with gold) to Thalagyrt's nameless 

lair. Almost all of them seek answers to 

family queries, such as "What became of 

the lost heir to the house, who wandered 

off some eighty years back? Did he have 

offspring—and if so, who and w here are 

they?” or "Who really stabbed Lord 

Hrimm a t the revel ? An agent of his rival 

Lord Aland alar, or someone eLse—and if 

the latter, why?" or 'Who stole Lady 

Jamarra's tiara, and where is it now ?" 

The dragon finds them entertaining 

diversions and helps as best he can in 

return for payment. Although he cares 

little who learns such secrets, Thalagyrt 

finds the second or third identical query 

tiresome, and if he's already told the 

heirs of Lord PaLschane the Lord's fate, 

he's quite likely to give less accurate or 

extensive ansivers to sages, agents of 

rival houses, or creditors. (Readers who 

find the names in these examples unfa¬ 

miliar are advised that they are first 

names; surnames have been omitted on 

Elminster's advice to protect the privacy 

of die noble families involved- As the 

Old Mage commented, 'This precaution 

cuts down on assassination attempts 

against ovgrclever periodical columnists 

and editors, helping the hired daggers to 

meet the demands of their already- 

crowded schedules ... a thoughtful con¬ 

sideration, ye see, for all concerned-") 

Thalagyrt is less welcoming to the 

adventurers and wizards who follow. 

He's uneasy about spreading magical 

information, and he has already 

rebuffed several overly demanding 

mages and Cult of the Dragon deputa¬ 

tions, His worst disputes, however, 

have involved members of the Arcane 

Brotherhood of Luskan, and someday 

they might well bring about the mist 

dragon's doom by slaying or imprison¬ 

ing him. 

Thus far. Old Lord Memory has sent 

two ambitious Arcane underlings to 

their deaths by providing the where¬ 

abouts of archmages' tombs they desired 

to plunder—by neglecting to mention 

traps and lingering enchantments he 

knew to wait therein. A more formidable 

Brotherhood mage died in Thalagyrt's 

lair when he defied the dragon and 

opened a trapped chest. It released a 

"ravening force that incinerated him" (as 

farscrying Arcane wizards described it). 

This was actually a office triggered 

by a watchghost (an undead being 

described in The Ruins of Under Mountain 

boxed set) hiding in the chest. 

In life, the watchghost was Norlatha 

Saundshauloe, a Lawful Neutral 7th- 

level Wizard. A human female of sur¬ 

passing ugliness and tab, gaunt build, 

Norlatha was usually thought to be a 

man by most who met her. She dwell in 

Bddur's Gate, where she made a living 

casting spells for hire: leakproofings, 

building constructions, rust and mold 

removals, and the like, not adventuring 

magics. She's now a firm friend of Tha- 

lagyrt and serves as his "butler"—-the 

hands that (unseen by most visitors) set 

traps, move treasure, and otherwise see 

to the dea liness and maintenance of his 

lair. She remains insubstantial and as 

invisible as possible most of the time, 

existing only as a soft, sarcastic voice 

with whom Old Lord Memory bandies 

words. Most Brotherhood spies think 

the dragon is less than sane and talks to 

himself often, but a few have observed 

"the gloomy servant-man" and won¬ 

dered as to her origins, nature, and 

identity. 

Ed Grmnixxxi lives beside it Great Lake and 

has a cottage on a much smaller one, but he's 

never seen a lady's arm holding Excallbur 

rise up owf of either. If anyone knoios the best 

viewing times, he'd begrateful to learn them. 
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The Alteknity* game Sets you play in 

any science-fiction setting you can imag¬ 

ine, One of the first things that comes to 

mind when most people think of science 

fiction are epic space operas—Star Wars, 

Star Trek, Babylon 5, and now the 

Star^Drive'' setting. What is space opera 

without starships? 

Here are new rules, options, and 

accessories for your Alternity space 

vehicles, as well as three new sta rships. 

To use the material presented here, 

you'll need a copy of the Alternat 

Gamemaster Guide; Chapter 11 of that 

book presents the rules for constructing 

spaceships and running ship combat, 

While not required, the Starships acces¬ 

sory can also add diversity to the star- 

ships in your universe. 

New Hull Types 
The standard configurations ol ship 

hulls—cutters, traders, etc,—form only 

the bare bones of what ship designers are 

likely to create. To begin designing your 

new vessel, you must first choose your 

hull. Tabic 1 shows a selection of new 

hull types with odd numbers of com¬ 

partments. 

Once the hull is purchased, use the 

normal rules for purchasing and includ¬ 

ing systems and compartments. 

Comp. indicates the number of com¬ 

partments in the ship. Durability is the 

total number of durability points to be 

divided among the ship compartments 

to form their individual durability' rat¬ 

ing. Cost includes only the empty hull, 

without any compartments or systems, 

K stands for thousands of Concord Dol¬ 

lars, and M stands of millions of Con¬ 

cord Dollars, Game masters running 

non-SiAR* Drive campaigns should sub¬ 

stitute the appropriate currencies. 

Alien Vessels 
The rules for designing vessels in the 

Alternity game are based around a 

humanocentric model- The crew' of the 

vessel is assumed to function and 

behave much as the crew of a modem 

naval vessel- However, this might not be 

true for nonhuman vessels. Consider the 

following modifications when designing 

a vessel for an alien species; 

▼ Allow' a compartment to contain up 

to 15 or even 20 durability points. This 

should create the feel of an advanced. 

open-worked vessel with fewer individ¬ 

ual compartments, bulkheads, or corri¬ 

dors, It might be appropriate for species 

that prefer wide open spaces or those to 

whom separation is distasteful- Con¬ 

versely, you might allow' additional com¬ 

partments with fewer durability' points 

each. For example, increase the number 

of individual compartments in a scout 

from 6 to 10, reducing the average num¬ 

ber of durability points per compart¬ 

ment from 5 to 3, 

▼ Ailow for new compartment types. 

The current compartments, and the sys¬ 

tems they contain, fit typical human 

engineering patterns, but they might not 

fit others- See Table 2 for an example. 

▼ Consider altered life-support sys¬ 

tems and internal ship environments- An 

aquatic species that ascends into space 

won't be concerned as much about iner¬ 

tial effects but will be concerned about 

salinity', oxygenation, and temperature. 

A species that somehow evolved in 

space might have none of the concerns of 

terrestrial sentients, 

T Varyr the experience of different 

species through Progress Levels. One 

kind of system might have a higher or 

lower rate of development. For example, 

one species might have advanced anti¬ 

matter control and containment w'hile 

still mostly in PL 6, but they might never 

have developed other hallmarks of PL 7, 

such as advanced computer systems, 

Als, or gravity' technology’ 

Perks & Flaws 
Much like player characters, each star¬ 

ship is a unique entity, with its own 

quirks, idiosyncrasies, and personality— 

not to mention the possibility' of an 

onboard artificial intelligence. Not every' 

spacefighter, trader, or scout has the 

same configuration; sometimes even 

v essels of the same model perform dif¬ 

ferently In addition, every heroic group 

wants to feet that their vessel is special 

and distinct. 

Table 1: Hew Hull Types 
Civilian Hulls 

Comp, Durability Cost 

3 12 75K 

5 20 150K 

7 28 250K 

9 36 4Q0K 

11 44 750K 

Military' Hulls 

Comp. Durability Cost 

3 15 200K 

5 25 400K 

7 35 80QK 

9 45 1,5 M 

11 55 3 M 

Some vessels exemplify smooth run¬ 

ning elegance; others seem to be buckets 

of bolts barely bolding together. The 

starship perks and flaws described 

below' allow' Gamemasters and heroes to 

add individuality to their starships- 

Acquiring Perks & Flaws 

Just how a ship gains its uniqueness 

varies wildly. Maybe it's a product of the 

design process, for good or ilk Maybe 

constant modification during the ship's 

operating life has produced some bene¬ 

ficial effect or some serious degradation. 

There are a few ways to determine these 

options. 

First, the Gamemaster can simply 

assign a perk or a flaw through game- 

play. Maybe after the heroes' Hasting 

scout is repaired by the bizarre Itican 

Syndicate, it gains the Advanced Intelli¬ 

gence perk. Perhaps afteT the ship is 

almost destroyed in the battle of Klatu, it 

exhibits the Temperamental flaw. 

Second, the Gamemaster can balance 

the purchase of perks and flaws using 

option points. Each of the perks and 

flaws described below lists the number 

of points that it costs (for a perk) or 

provides {for a flaw). Every' starship is 
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assumed to start with 0 option points, so 

perk options must be balanced with 

flaws. 

Finally, each of the perks and flaws 

described below lists a third cost option 

that you can use instead of option points. 

Sometimes this is simply a cost in dollars 

that must be added to the vessel's total 

cost, or it might involve a monetary 

value to add, indicating that the vessel 

can house fewer ship systems. 

As is the case for heroic perks and 

Raws, you should consider limiting star- 

ships to three perks and three flaws. 

Porks 
When adding a perk to a starship, don't 

be afraid to abandon logic For example, 

while it might make the most sense for a 

military hull to possess the Hardened 

Vessel perk, it might be just as entertain¬ 

ing if a freighter has acquired it Explain¬ 

ing how a vessel has evolved can make 

for an interesting story. 

Atmospheric Maneuverability 

The streamlined shape of this vessel's 

hull facilitates operations in planetary 

atmospheres. Vehicle Operations skill 

checks in atmosphere receive a -2 step 

bonus. At the Gamemaster's option, this 

bonus may also apply when navigating 

within a gas giant, the outer corona of a 

star, or in a dense nebula, 

A planetary thruster is still required 

for vessels using PL 6 engines. 

Option Points: 2 

Cost: The streamlining has the effect of 

reducing ship space, occupying l dura¬ 

bility point of space. This durability 

point may be assigned to any compart¬ 

ment of the vessel. 

Advanced Intelligence 

The vessel's computer system has a 

state-of-the-art Al system. This A1 can 

assist, much as a dedicated computer 

system, the actions and skill checks of 

the crew, or it can execute orders (firing 

weapons, navigating, targeting sensors, 

etc,) as commanded. 

Rules for designing AIs appear in the 

Player's Handbook and Dataware* 

Option Points: 6 at PL6;4at PL7; 2 at 

PL® 

Cost: The advanced intelligence sys¬ 

tem is extremely expensive. Add $1 mil¬ 

lion to the ship's cost. 

Advanced. Tschiuilngy 

Whether the boon of an advanced alien 

civilization or a secret corporate research 

facilities, this starship contains technol¬ 

ogy that most people consider impossi¬ 

ble. One system aboard the vessel is 

actually of a higher Progress Level than 

that of the campaign. For PL 8 vessels, 

consider adding something fantastic, 

like a matter transporter or a galactic 

FTL system. 

Of course, this perk could be a flaw of 

its own, should knowledge of the ves¬ 

sel's uniqueness become well known, 

Option Points: Sec Table 3. The num¬ 

ber lists the option points it costs for the 

appropriate system type. 

Cosh Advanced technological sys¬ 

tems should be acquired only through a 

story episode or through careful GM 

decision, not through a cost multiple 

[which would be in the hundreds Or 

even thousands). 

Beautiful 

Intentionally or not, the vessel's configu¬ 

ration, hull shape, and even its Color 

detelling have produced a pleasing piece 

of art. While it has little effect (at best, a 

-I bonus to initial skill checks in 

encounter situations), the vessel forever 

earns the praise of its viewers. 

Option Points: 2 

Cost: Multiply the cost of the vessel's 

hull (only) by ten. 

Efficient Command Back 

The ship's command consoles, interfaces, 

and system stations function together in 

a synergy that exceeds their individual 

capabilities. As a result, teamwork 

between the crew is easier. Apply a -1 

step bonus to any skill check used to 

assist another crewmember (including 

System Operation-sensors, Leadership, 

and Tactics). 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: The integrated systems an the 

deck take additional room. The com¬ 

mand deck takes up 1 durability point 

(instead of 0 durability points). 

Excellent Design 

A medium- to large-size vessel can bene¬ 

fit from fine craftsmanship and ingenu¬ 

ity during its design process. For every 

20 durability points of the vessel, it can 

squeeze 1 additional durability point of 

systems within its hull. The designer can 

select the compartments that possess the 

additional room, 

This perk has no effect on the ship's or 

affected compartment's durability with 

respect to damage. 

Option. Foints: 6 

Cost Double the cost of the vessel's 

hull, its compartments, and all of the sys¬ 

tems in the affected compartments. Also, 

the construction time of this vessel 

should be doubled or extended. [See the 

Starships accessory.) 

Exceptional Design 

Even small craft can benefit from design 

and engineering breakthroughs. For 

every 10 durabili ty points of the vessel, it 

can squeeze 1 additional durability point 

of systems within its hull- The designer 

can select the compartments that possess 

the addi tional room. 

This perk has no effect on the ship's or 

affected compartment s durability with 

respect to damage. 

Option Points: 10 

Cosh Triple the cost of the vessel's hull, 

its compartments, and all of its systems. 

Triple the ship's total construction time. 

Fsnuraa 

Throughout the galaxy, this ship has 

become known as a bringer of good 

things. Whether a veteran of a successful 

war, the discoverer of a new paradise 

world, or an accomplished and prof¬ 

itable freighter, just riding in this vessel 

improves relations with others. When 

determining the initial reactions of the 

supporting oast members, apply a -2 

step bonus to the heroes' Interaction skill 

check or Personality teat. 
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Option Points: 4 

Cost: If this famous vessel is pur¬ 

chased, multiply its cost by 5, Otherwise, 

fame can only be achieved through story 

developments, real or manufactured 

Hardened Vessel 

A vessel that's been hardened is more 

difficult to damage. Increase all of its 

armor ratings (Li, HI, and En) by l point. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: Triple the purchase cost of the 

vessel's armor. 

Hidden Cnmpsrtmflnt 
A hidden compartment. Limited to a 

maximum of 3 durability points and to 

vessels containing at least 4 compart¬ 

ments, is difficult to discover during an 

interior search. It behaves normally and 

is subject to attacks and damage like 

any compartment It can also be 

scanned by advanced sensor systems 

from within or without. To physical 

inspection, however, the hidden com¬ 

partment simply doesn't exist. It may 

contain anything—cargo, crew, a brig, 

or even an important ship system like a 

weapon or FTL system. To spot the 

compartment, an observer must make a 

successful Awaienejis-ps'ncfiptfon skill 

check at a +3 step penalty. During an 

intentional search, a successful Tnvesti- 

gate-sertnrii check, with a +2 step 

penalty, is required to discover the com¬ 

partment and the entrance to it 

Option Points: 2 

Cost: Installing the hidden compart¬ 

ment without publication of the effort 

requires significant bribes to its 

designer, engineers, and the construc¬ 

tion crew. Add 5200,000 to the vessel's 

final cost. 

Improved Durability 

While it does not increase the number of 

systems a ship or its compartments can 

contain (indeed, it may reduce it), the 

improved durability perk adds one or 

more points to the vessel's total durabil¬ 

ity rating. 

Option Points: Two per durability 

point, to a maximum of 5 points, costing 

10 option points. 

Cost: The hull model trades system 

space for durability. For every 2 dura¬ 

bility points increased to the hub, sub¬ 

tract one durability point available for 

system space. A minimum of 2 durabil¬ 

ity points must be assigned, and a max¬ 

imum of 6. 

Lucky 
Fortune can be kind, and she has shed 

her blessing over this vessel- Once dur¬ 

ing any scene, the crew of the vessel can 

take advantage of this luck by chang¬ 

ing any result involving the ship or 

its systems by two grades of success. 

For example, a failed weapon check 

becomes a Good result, or a Critical Fail¬ 

ure on a durability check becomes an 

Ordinary success. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: Generally, this perk can be 

assigned only following a miraculous 

event or series of events during which, 

despite all the odds against it, the vessel 

manages to pull through victorious 

Military Shortfall 
This vessel, though designed for a mili¬ 

tary purpose, has somehow found its 

way into civilian hands, Asa result of its 

origin, however, it includes systems with 

a Military availability at no additional 

dollar cost. Restricted systems remain 

just as difficult to procure. (For rules on 

availability, see page 174 of the Player's 

Handbook) 
Option Points: 4 

Cost The vessel Has a special defect 

that justifies its military sell-off. Most 

likely, its weapon systems have been 

deemed faulty or inaccurate [+1 step 

penalty to their use). 

Popular Model tft 

While there's some advan¬ 

tage in being unique, this perk 

offers the advantage of popu¬ 

larity. Since this model of ship has 

become so widespread, it has a certain 

anonymity. No one pays attention to 

the Atares freighters; they're every¬ 

where, rendering them almost invisi¬ 

ble. This perk also enjoys advantages in 

repairs; ports have a 50% better chance 

of having necessary repair parts Since 

the components are likely familiar to 

repair crews, they receive a -1 step 

bonus on their Technical Science-repair 

skill checks. 

Option Points: 2 

Cosh Increase the iota 1 cost of the ves¬ 

sel by 10% to account for its popularity. 

Protected Compartment 

This compartment, often lying near the 

defended center of the ship, has been 

treated wi th an additional layer of armor 

and protective casing. This compart¬ 

ment's armor rating 3 points higher In 

all categories. Thus, if a vessel's armor 

rating is d6+l, increase its protection to 

d6+4 for the protected compartment. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: The armor coating around this 

compartment causes difficulty in access¬ 

ing its ship section. Only a single narrow' 

crawlspace (1 meter diameter] can be 

used to gain entry to the compartment. 

Separable Compartment 

One compartment of this vessel has been 

designed to separate from the rest of the 

vessel's hull. It might contain cargo 

space, crewr quarters, a weapon system, 

or ev en a self-destruct device. 

To be habitable, the compartment 

must contain a power plant and a life 

support System- 

Option Points: 2 

Cost: The machinery to separate and 

rejoin the compartment costs 1 durabil¬ 

ity point, which can be from either 

the separable compartment 

itself or another com¬ 

partment of 

the ship. 

Separable Ship 
The vessel demonstrates a fascinating 

capability to split itself Into two sepa¬ 

rate, functioning ships. Both can per¬ 

form all the functions of a normal 

starship. To acquire this perk, a vessel 

must be equipped with two indepen¬ 

dent command decks and two ind epen¬ 

dent pmver, life support, and engine 

systems. 

Option Folnts: 6 

Cost: The machinery used to separate 

and rejoin the spacecraft costs 2 durabil¬ 

ity points, 1 of which must be in each of 

the ship divisions. 
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Or Stun damage (not 4) before requiring a 

durability check. 

In addition, the ship with Tough 

Bulkheads can. suffer one point of mor¬ 

tal damage to a compartment without 

making a durability check. The 

second mortal point has the stan¬ 

dard effect. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: The toughened bulk¬ 

heads take 1 durability' point, 

which can be assigned to any 

compartment. 

Submersible 

While all starships must be able to with¬ 

stand the pressure of keeping air within 

from escaping to vacuum, few have been 

designed to withstand water pressure, 

especially at extreme depths. The star- 

ship with this perk can navigate safely 

through water. To provide propulsion, 

however, a re action! ess PL 7 engine sys¬ 

tem (such as the induction, inertial flux, 

or hypermagnetic engines) or a special¬ 

ized propeller system (for PL & vessels) 

costing 1 durability point must be 

included- Generally, assume an under¬ 

water spaceship can gain a cruising 

speed of 80 kph (43 knots), maximum 

speed of 140 kph [75 knots), and an 

acceleration of 10 mpp. 

Most designers take the trouble to add 

a sonar sensor system, costing 1 durabil¬ 

ity' point, to the spaceship. See the 

description on page 129 and its ranges 

on page 133 of the Gamemoster Guide. 

Option Points: 1 point per 2 kilome¬ 

ters of depth tolerance, PL 6 submersible; 

are limited to a maximum depth of 6 kilo¬ 

meters, FL7 vessels to 12 kilometers, and 

PL 8 vessels to 20 kilometers. 

Cosfc The rigid structural supports 

aboard this vessel must always be pow¬ 

ered by energized motor systems. When 

underwater, this machinery' consumes 5 

power factors. It also takes up 1 point of 

the ship's durability, which can be 

assigned to any compartment 

Tough Bulkhaada 

When it comes to resisting the effects of 

damage, some vessels fare better than 

others. A starship w ith this perk must 

suffer 1 additional point of stun or 

wound damage in its compartments 

before needing a durability' check. For 

example, a compartment with 8 durabil¬ 

ity points must suffer 5 points of wound 

Flours 
The most obvious w'ay for a vessel to 

acquire a flaw' is in battle. On the other 

hand, a design team that's rushed, 

underpaid, or simply incompetent can 

also contribute to the creation of flawed 

starships. Finally, a crew that fails to 

keep its vessel in good condition with 

quarterly service and diagnostics might 

discover a new flaw. 

Erratic Intelligence 

The good news is that there's an artificial 

intelligence aboard to help out the crew 

when it runs into trouble. The bad news? 

Well, the artificial intelligence is unreli¬ 

able or downright insane. Maybe it's 

simply a flaw of its programming or 

interfaces that cause it to refuse to carry' 

out an order [assume l-in-6 chance). Ch¬ 

ina ybe the stress and loneliness of inter¬ 

stellar travel have driven the sentience 

aboard the ship into a madness in which 

the ship is perceived as i ts child., and the 

AI won't risk damaging the ship. The 

exact expression of the ATs madness is 

left to the Gamemaster to explore, but all 

forms of typical human mental disease 

are possible. 

Option Points: 4 

Cosh The AI is free. 

Fastis Design 

A feebly designed vessel is easy to spot; 

ship systems organized poorly and dis¬ 

tributed haphazardly aboard the vessel 

result in serious inefficiency. For every 8 

durability' points of the vessel it loses 1 

durability point. 

Option Points: 10 

Cosh The vessel's hull and compart¬ 

ments cost only one-third their normal 

cast. (.Another option by which this perk 

can be assigned is through an unfriendly 

relationship between purchaser and 

designer,) 

Frail Hull 

A vessel with a frail hull operates under 

significant disadvantage in combat. In 

effect, the spaceship has Good toughness 

(instead of the Amazing toughness of a 

normal starship), making it vulnerable 

to typical antivehicular weapons and 

even heavy personal firearms. 

When fired upon by a standard space¬ 

ship weapon (of Amazing firepower), all 

Ordinary hits automatically inflict Good 

damage, and all Good hits inflict Amaz¬ 

ing damage. 

Option Points; 6 

Cost: Thanks to the weak hull, the ves¬ 

sel can cany an additional 2 durability 

points worth of systems. These points do 

not count when assigning compartment 

durability 

Faulty Sections 

A vessel with faulty sections is more 

likely to suffer problems under stress. 

The ship suffers a +2 penalty on all dura¬ 

bility checks and has twice the normal 

chance of a Critical Failure (a result of a 

19 or 2D on the control die). 

Option Points:4 

Cost: The faulty sections have pro¬ 

duced the unusual side effect of reduc¬ 

ing the need for a constant flow of ship 

power. As a result, the ship's life sup¬ 

port systems no longer require power 

factors to operate (although the com¬ 

plete deactivation or failure of the 

power plant will terminate life support 

systems as normal). 

Legal 

This vessel, unlike many of its contempo¬ 

raries, has been designed to the letter of 

the law. All of its systems and registries 

have been logged with local and inter¬ 

stellar governments and agencies. As a 

result, the vessel includes no systems 

with an availability of Military or 

Restricted. 

Since this Vessel is squeaky clean and 

its capabilities are well known, govern¬ 

ment and military officials view the ship 

as especially nonthreafening and are 

more likely to grant passage and access 

to secured areas. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: None, 
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^adequate Design 

Thanks to the efforts of an incompetent 

construction team, this vessel doesn't 

take full advantage of its capabilities. For 

every 15 durability points of the vessel, it 

loses 1 durability point. (This flaw can be 

chosen only for vessels of more than 15 

durability points). 

Option Points; 6 

Cost The vessel's hull and compart¬ 

ments cost only half of their normal cost. 

Infamous 

The name of this vessel has become a vile 

epithet in the mouths of spacefarers 

everywhere. Whether it was once a 

member of a vilified enemy armada or a 

servant of pirates, the ship can travel 

nowhere without encountering dis¬ 

paraging recognition. 

When determining the initial reactions 

of the supporting cast members, apply a 

+2 step penalty to the heroes' Interaction 

skill check or Personality feat. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost Someone wants to get rid of the 

ship, and maybe the heroes are among 

the few who don't know its reputation. 

To encourage a purchase, the seller has 

reduced the ship's total cost by half. 

Primitive Systems 

For one type of ship system, this vessel 

relies upon technology that's at least 

one Progress Level out of date. For 

example, the ship's engine systems may 

all be from PL 6 in a PL 7 setting. This 

flaw can be assigned only in campaigns 

of at least PL 7. 

If a vessel is behind the technology 

curve on more than two system types, 

use the Primitive Vessel flaw instead. 

Option Points: See Table 4, The num¬ 

ber lists the option points prov ided by 

one PL; the number after the slash, if pre¬ 

sent, lists the number of points for being 

two PLs behind the tech curve. 

Cost: The vessel is cheap to produce, 

as long as the necessary parts are still 

around. Halve the total cost of the sys¬ 

tems that are purchased behind the tech 

curve. 

Primitive Vessel 
Running around with a Fusion Age (PL 

6) vessel during the Gravity Age (PL 7) 

or even the Energy Age [PL S) is a serious 

disadvantage- Whether it's a relic of a 

bygone age, a veteran fighter, or simply a 

reconstruction of the past, this vessel 

may be home to a number of perks to 

compensate. 

Option Points: 6 for one PL, 10 for two 

PU. 
Cost: The vessel costs only half its 

listed price for hull, compartments, and 

systems. 

Temperamental 

Sometimes, this vessel suffers system 

failures (as described on page 162 of the 

Gamema$ter Guide and in the Starships 

accessory) even though it has suffered 

no damage. Once per session, the 

Gamemaster can select a moment during 

which the vessel must make a durability 

check in a randomly determined com¬ 

partment. 

Option Points: 4 

Cost: This perk could be assigned 

whenever serious repairs or redesign is 

done to the ship's computer systems. 

The ship might be outfitted with 

advanced systems for a reduced cost if 

the systems are known to have problems, 

m 
Thankfully, appearance has no effect on 

the performance of a vessel in space. 

Nevertheless, this spaceship inspires 

reactions of contempt and disgust by 

anyone familiar with standards of space¬ 

ship construction. 

The ship's homeliness is likely to 

inspire consistent disparagement by 

supporting cast members. 

Gption Points: 2 

Cosh Ugly ships are cheap. Some 

players might not care what their vessel 

looks like and choose to acquire an Ugly 

v essel for a low cost. An otherwise nor¬ 

ma! ship could acquire the Ugly flaw 

through repeated damage and patch- 

work repairs. 

Unlucky 

Cursed by destiny, some vessels seem 

to constantly suffer system failures, 

misses, and damage. These vessels 

don't typically survive for long, and 

neither do their crews. 

All skill checks by the ship's crew and 

durability checks by the ship suffer a +1 

penalty. Any skill check made by enemy 

crews to affect the unlucky ship receive a 

-1 bonus. 

Option Points: 10 

Cosh This flaw should only be 

assigned as part of a story development, 

and even then the Gamemaster should 

consider keeping the assignment of the 

flaw a secret or compensating the heroes 

somehow. 

Vulnerable 

This vessel is prone to suffer system fail¬ 

ure. Whenever a compartment suffers 

any stun or wound damage, immedi¬ 

ately make a durability check for the 

compartment and its systems (as i f it had 

suffered damage equal to half its dura¬ 

bility rating.) 

Option Points: 4 

Cost Most Vulnerable ships are pro¬ 

duced through hasty construction. 

Building a Vulnerable ship takes only 

half the normal production time. 

Ships lucky enough to survive a 

collision or crash landing 

David Eckelberry has been designing his 

own spaceship for years, composed of old 

RPG books and empty soda cans. Andy 

Collins just wishes someone would refer 

to him as “sir" without adding “you're 

causing a scene" 
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Quicksilver 
Scout-class vessel 

Compartments: 6 

Maneuver Rating? -1 

Cruise Speed: 2 AU /hour 

PL 7 

Duo 24 

Acc: 3 Mpp 

Berthing: 6 crew 

Cost: $5,%5/N)0 

Armament: Mass cannon 

Defenses: Jammer 

Armor: Light neuEronite (0 dur): d6 (LI), d6 (HI), d6-l (En) 

Computer: Ordinary computer core. Ordinary dedicated science, navigation, 

and sensor computers 

Engines: Induction engine 

Power: Taehyonic colliders rated for 14 power factors 

Drive: none 

Hatches: Standard (0 dur) 

Perks: Atmospheric maneuverability, Popular model 

FI a ws: Temperamen tai 

Roll 

<3 

Compartment 

Command 

Systems (Dui/Pow) 

Command deck £0/0) 

EM detector (0/0) 

LR detector (0/0) 

Spectroanalyzer (1/1) 

Mass detector (1/0) 

Mtdtiband radar (0/0) 

Radio transceiver (0/1) 

Jammer (0/1) 

Airlock (0/0) 

Reentry capsule (0/0) 

Ordinary computer core (1/0) 

Dur 

6/6/3 

3-4 Engineering Induction engine (6/6) 

Autosupport unit (0/2) 

12/12/6 

5-7 Weapons Mass cannon (2/3) 4/4/2 

8-10 Auxiliary Tachyonic collider (7/*) 14/14/7 

11-14 Crew Crew quarters (1/0) 

Lab section (2/0) 

6/6/3 

15-20 Cargo Dedicated hangar (3/0) 

Skycar (0/0) 

6/6/3 

/eapon Oats 

System Arc Range (Mm) Type Damage Actions 

Mass cannon 0 5/10/15 LI (e) d6+2s/d6+lw/d6+3w 3 

Quicksilver 

The Quicksilver is one of the popular 

Mercury-class scout vessels manufac¬ 

tured by Nguyen Shipyards, While 

her owners have made a few modifi¬ 

cations to the basic craft, she's still 

similar enough to her sisters that any 

ship mechanic worth his salt can per¬ 

form repairs on her with his eyes 

dosed. 

Typically, the Quicksilver piggy¬ 

backs on a much tatger craft when 

traveling between systems. Once 

dropped off, she is well designed for 

both interplanetary and atmospheric 

operations; her streamlined shape 

allows for excellent maneuverability 

in non vacuum situations. 

Normally designed to hold a vari¬ 

ety of smaller craft in her cargo hold, 

the Quicksilver's former owners added 

a dedicated hangar. This allows a sky- 

car—usable for short planetside 

hops—to fit comfortably therein. 

The sky car, named the Wmgfvot, 
seats two passengers comfortably and 

can hold up to 1 dur of cargo in its 

hold. It conforms to the description 

found in Chapter 12: Vehicles in the 

Player's Handbook in all other ways. 

Because of their light weaponry 

(only a single mass cannon), most 

Mercury-class vessels rely on their 

maneuverability and acceleration to 

avoid conflicts. It is unusual for them 

to be used in systems w here space 

combat is common. 

Unfortunately, the Qririfcsi,f tier's seen 

mote action than is typical for such a 

craft. Repeated repairs and rebuilds 

have rendered the ship somewhat 

temperamental; from time to time, 

she just doesn't work as advertised. 

However, it's this flaw that gives the 

Quidcsihxr her personality As former 

QuicfcfiOT owner and captain Kyel 

Moray once boasted, ' she may have a 

bit of a mind of her own at times, but 

you don't love 'em just for their bod¬ 

ies, /know." 
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Room Key 

1. Weapons Access 

2. Bridge 

3. Captain's Quarters 

4. Officer 5 Quarters 

5. Airlock 

6. Crew Quarters 

7 Moss Kali 

B. Science Lab 
9. Main Engineering 

10. Power Plant 

11. Hangar 

One Square 

Equals One Meier 



Skykomish 
Escort-class vessel PL 7 Cost 515,835,000 

Compartments: IQ 

Maneuver Rating; 0 

Cruise Speed: 1.5 AU/hour 

Dun 50 

Acc: 2 Mpp 

Berthings 18 crew 

Armament: Plasma cannons (2), launch tube vv/10 PLA (plasma) missiles 

Defenses: Deflection inducer, jammer 

Armor: Medium neutronite <5 dur): d6+2 (U), dfi+2 (Hl)r d6+l (En) 

Computer; Good computer core, Good dedicated battle, navigation, sensor, 

and tactical computers 

Engines: Induction engine 

Power; Mass reactors rated for 30 power factors 

Drive: 5 light-years per star fall 

Hatches: Security (0 dur) 

Perks: Hardened vessel (included in armor ratings above) 

Roll Compartment Systems (Dur/Pow) Dur 

(<-D Command Command deck (0/0) 

Mass transceiver (1/1) 

Radio transceiver (0/1) 

Airlock (0/0) 

Reentry capsule (0/0) 

Good computer core (2/0) 

6/6/3 

Hi Auxiliary Mass reactor (4/*) 

Autosupport (0/6) 

8/8/4 

o-i Electronics Mass detector (1/0) 

Multiband radar (0/0) 

Radio transceiver (0/1) 

EM detector (0/0) 

IR detector (0/0) 

2/2/1 

2-3 Engineering 1 Induction engine (4/4) 

Mass reactor (4/4) 

16/16/3 

4^5 Engineering 2 Induction engine (4/4) 

Mass reactor (4/4) 

16/16/3 

6-7 Engineering 3 Stardrive (3/0) 

Stabilizer (3/0) 

12/12/6 

8-10 Weapons 1 Plasma cannon (3/3) 

Plasma cannon (3/3) 

Weapons Sink (0/0) 

12/12/6 

11-13 Weapons 2 Launch tube (3/1) 6/6/3 

14-16 Weapons 3 Deflection inducer (3/6) 

Jammer (0/1) 

6/6/3 

17-30 Crew Crew quarters (3/0) 6/6/3 

Weapon Data 

System Act’ Range (Mm ( Type Dam age Action* 

Plasma cannon (2) -2 4/8/16 Enfe) d6+2w/dB*2w/dfrt-lm 3 

Launch tube — — — — 1 
PLA missile (10) -2 15/30/45 LI (*) d6+2s/d6+2w/d4+lm 0 

’ Accuracy includes Good battle computer system 

Skykomish 
When contracted to design a top-of- 

the-line, mid-size combat vessel, Pear¬ 

son Technologies came up with the 

Cavalier-class starship, of which the 

Skykantish is a typical example. 

Though designed to function in bat¬ 

tle as part of a larger fleet, the 

SfcyJfcomriir is fully capable of holding 

her own until reinforcements arrive 

In fact, she once held off a pair of 

corvettes while protecting a wounded 

freighter until backup moved in and 

drove off the attackers. 

As with any mill tar)' ship, the 

Stykotnlsh's combat capabilities pro¬ 

vide its main attraction. Her twin 

linked plasma cannons may fire 

simultaneously at a target with only a 

single System Operation-uwapotK skill 

check. At longer ranges, the plasma 

missiles provide a devastating punch. 

The high-quality computer sys¬ 

tems, deflection inducer, and strong 

armor of the craft further add to her 

capability in space combat. In combat, 

her mass reactors provide plenty of 

juice for engines, weapons, and 

defenses, with a few power factors left 

over. 

Unfortunately, the high cost of 

these improvements meant that only 

a few of the Cavalier-class ships were 

ever produced. In addition, the deci¬ 

sion to place a number of critical sen¬ 

sor systems in one poorly-protected 

electronics compartment didn't sit 

well with some captains. Still, the sis¬ 

ter ships of the Skjfkomish have found 

their way into use in a number of sys¬ 

tems, w here they're regarded as one 

of the tougher ships around. 

The Skykomish is particularly suited 

for use in the Star*Drjve campaign 

setting- It's reasonable to assume that 

the Cavalier-class escorts saw some 

action in the Second Galactic War, and 

that a few of them (including the 

Skyktmtisk) are still wandering about 

the Vbrge, whether in military hands 

or under the control of independent 

operators. 

I 
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Stammner 
Conrette-ckss vessel PL 8 

Compartments 12 

Maneuver Rating: 0 
Cruise Speed: 1.5 AU/hour 

Dun 60 

AocTMpp 

Berthing: 30 crew 

Cost $25,9X5,000 

Armamen t; Maser cannon, flux cannon, kinetic lance 

Defenses Ablative shield, jammer 
Annon Medium ciystattte (6dur); d6 (Li), dfrtl (HI), 2d4 (En) 

Computer: Amazing computer core. Amazing dedicated battle, defense, navigation, 

sensor, and tactical computers 

Backup Computer: Ordinary computer core. Ordinary dedicated battle, defense, and 

navigation computers 
Engines: Cravitic redirectors 

Power: Matter converters and dynamic mass reactor rated for 31 power factors 

Drive: 5 light-years per spacefold 

Hatches Security {0 dur) 

Perks Efficient command deck. Military shortfall Flaws: Infamous 

Roll Compartment Systems (Dut/Pow) Dur 

(<-^3) Command 1 Command deck (O/0) 8/8/4 

Faldsendcr(l/]) 

Jammer (0/11 

Airlock (O/O) 
Reentry capsule (0/0) 
Amazing computer core (3/0) 

(-3) Commands Command deck (I/O) 6/6/3 

Airlock (I/O) 

Radio transceiver (0/1) 

Hto-2) Auxiliary 

Ordinary computer core (1 /0) 

Matter converter (4/*) 8/8/4 

0-1 Engineering 1 

Autosupport (0/3) 

Matter converter (2/‘) 10/10/5 

2-3 Engineering 2 

Gravi tic redirector (3/2) 

Matter converter (2/*) 10/10/5 

4-5 Engineering 3 

Gravitic redirector (3/2) 
Sparefeld drive (3/*) 8/8/4 

6-7 Electronics 

Dynamic mass reactor (l/*) 

Multiphase radar (1/0) 8/8/4 

8-9 Weapons 1 

EM detector (0/0) 
[R detector (0/0) 

Mass detector (1/0) 

Ablative shield (2/*) 

Maser cannon (4/3) 12/12/6 

10-11 Weapons 2 

Raised turret (2/0) 

Flux cannon (3/5) 14/14/7 

12-14 Weapons 3 

Raised turret (2/0) 
Ablative shield (2/4) 

Kinetic lanoe (2/1) 10/10/5 

15-17 Crew 1 

Turret (1 /0? 

Ablative shield (2/*) 

Crew' quarters (2/0) S /S/4 

18-20 Crew 2 

Sick bay (2/0) 
Crew quarter? (3/0) 8 /8/4 

Wfl&pnn Cats 

System Acc* Range I Mm) 

Holofield bay (I/O) 

Type Damage Actions 

Flux cannon -1 5/15/30 En (e) dbnr4w/2d6+2w/3d6+2w 3 

MlI.hlt cannon -5 6/12/30 En (e) d6+2w/d4+l m/dEn-Zm 4 

Kinetic lance -3 5/10/20 HI(e> d4+lw/2d4w/d4+3m 3 

* Accuracy includes Amazing battle computer and raised turrets, 

Staminner 

In the future, humanity masters 

spacefolding: the technology of bend¬ 

ing space in order to travel great dis¬ 

tances in only seconds. The Slaminnzr 
exemplifies a ship that takes advan¬ 

tage of this technology 

The Stammner is a fasbstrike vessel, 

capable of leaping 5 light-years at a 

moment's notice, disabling enemy 

vessels or space stations, then escap¬ 

ing again before reinforcements can 

be summoned. 

Ln the past, the Sfamm/ier was used 

for its swift and brutal responses to 

enemies of its government. Since its 

liberation, the ship has changed 

hands a few times; however, its 

infamy has stuck with it. As a result, 

heroes piloting the Stam^Fter suffer a 

+2 step penally' to any Interaction skill 

checks or Personality feats. 

With its power plants supplying an 

astronomical 31 power factors, the 

Stammner is ready for anything. Typi¬ 

cally the dynamic mass reactor is only 

used when spacefolding, providing 

that little push the ship needs to cross 

such vast distances of space. Without 

its help, the ship can manage space- 

folds of only 2 light-years or less. 

When in combat, the matter convert¬ 

ers provide up to 11 power factors to 

the ablative shield. 

The $tnrnnnhcr*$ flux cannon and 

maser cannon each enjoy the benefits 

of a raised turret; They may fire in five 

of the six arcs of fire (the maser can¬ 

non can't fire below the ship and the 

flux cannon can't fire above it) with, a 

-1 step bonus to hit (included in the 

weapon data). 

The Sfamfroier's crystallis armor 

completely regenerates all damage 

within a lew minutes after combat 

ends. This allows the ship to perform 

multiple strikes without extensive 

armor repairs between battles. 

The second command compart¬ 

ment serves as a backup to the pri¬ 

mary command compartment. In the 

case of emergency, the entire ship can 

be operated from this second com¬ 

partment, Unfortunately this com¬ 

mand deck doesn't enjoy the 

roominess and efficiency of the pri¬ 

mary command deck. 
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MEET WlWW'WCr 
people.' the 

M> <=MX"L£AW>1 

TO VJoUK WITH 
OTHE^l’THE K> 

" ehwvem 

Mn£W0tSoNh\. 
•y£\US"TttE 

K> ^ND„. 

The UNspe?K?hie o?f 

'Thanks a lot! Now I read a raw best friend, and I'll 
probably bs spending the rest of my childhood in therapy!" 
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By RFchard TomasEc 

R.AOICBL RESTRUCTURING, INCOME SECONDS, 
msers TmN$E£R$, high-low w£X£ s, 
bERRECJATlQN, rt I MJ$$ THE C&O ORVG 
WHEN IT tyfi$ RLL JUST LOST W PtLLRGES' 

W^iPf The Birth of Bowling 
By Joe Piltebury 
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OKAY. YOU GUYS ARE 5TTTWG IN THE 
PARCHED FROG INN ENJOY IMG YOUR 
ROUNDS OF GOOD KROMIAN ALE, AND 
CROWING DOWN M ROASTED 

VENISON'1 

PACKED1/ THE 
TOWNI5CELBCATING 

THE DAY OF 
PLANTING," 

tiS. YOU 5AYNG THJS PLACE IS PACKED WTIH 

FARMERS AND PLOWBOY^ 

RELAX GUYS" TM SURE AN ADVWTURC 
HOOK WILL PRESENT ITSELF.' THEY 

USUALLY DO IN T AVIRN5.. 

THEY ALL LOOK TO 

BElEROUVIL 

NPC5. If THAT'S 

WHAT YDLTRE ASKING/ 

THIS BLOWS.1' 
I thought you had 
SOME KICK-Add 

APrtMTVRE 
WORKED 

UP FOG US. 

YES SIGEEE-THEV USUALLY 
DO" LETS JUST SIT BACK AMD 

SEE WHAT DEVELOPS/' 

Gttit LOUCW" ANYTHING HAPPENING YET?? 
when IS THIS ADVENTURE GOING TO START LMFOL0ING?? 

HULLOOOO?? EARTH TO BOB AND DAVE" THIS GUY IS 5HQWWG AN 
EXTREME INTEREST N US PONT YOU THWK WE SHOULD TALK WITH HIM?? 

AGAIN?? THAT, GUY IS 
BECOMING AKST'Mmi 

HIM TO BW1Z.OFF" 

what do we wamt to 

TALK WITH MR. _ 
GREEN J'EANA fog?? 
HES 1ERO LEVEL AS IN 

£ER0UOtn 

YEAHH WE HAVE TO 
SAVE A SEAT IN 
CASE SOMEONE 

SHOWS UP" 

l CAST A WEAK BLADDER 

CANTRIP WHIM AGAIN." 

THAT SHOULD GET HIM OUT 

Of OUR HAJG FOG A WHILE// 

wii U-S A 'K Ll.Y) _ ( 
&9 ' SI 

YEAH. I WANT TO HURT HIM.' I SLAP HIM TOO 

ANNOYING 

THE BURLY FARMER PULLS UP AN EMPTY CHAIR FROM THE TABLE NEXT TO YOU 

AND JOINS YOU. HE TELLS YOU HIS NAME IS FRXTl AMD HE HAS A WONDERFUL STORY TO .. 

WHO AM1' WHO INVTTED 

THIS GUY TO JOW US? I GRAB 

HIM BY THE COLLAR AND 

TELL HIM TO VAMOOSE" 

I WU 55 SLAP 

HIM WITH ONE OF MY 

LEATHER gloves ” 

GUYS?? HE'S JUST 

KING FRIENDLY'.' 

WHAT THE HELL 15 WROMG WITH YOU GUYS?? 

FRIT 2, HAPPENS T08E A VERY CHARISMATIC 

AND ENG AGING PHC5CW/ /HES SIMPLY TRYING TO 

BE FKENDLY AW> TELL YOU A STOGY" 

WELL TOUGH" WE DONT LIKE HIM// 

HE'S PU5HY AND ANNOYING" 

Hnights of the Sinner liable BY JOLLY E. BLACKBURN 
STOGY SUGGESTED BY WAYNE LIGON 

OKAY SO YOU slap POOR FRITi AROUND A FEW TIMES AMD HE STUMBLES AWAY FROM 

YOUR TABU. A GROUP OF HIS FRIENDS SEE WHAT HAPPENED AMD PULL OUT KNI VtS 

AND CUDGELS AND BEGIN TALKING ABOUT 'SPLITTING SOME HEADS' AS THE* 

GLARE at YOU" HOWEVER. FKITl INTERVENES AND TELLS THEM TO 'LET IT GO.'' 

OH, SO THE SOD 

BUSTERS 

WANT TO MW IT 

UP A BTTP EH? 

NOBODY THREATENS EL 

ravager and uves 
TO TELL ABOUT IT.'< 

TM GLARING RIGHT BACK 

AT THEM// HMMBRRFFF" 

BUYFRITIADEWK1 

looks like trouble, guys'.' wep 

BETTER STAY ON OCJS TOES'.' 

I KNEW THIS FRITZ.-DUDE WAS BAD 

MEWS'/ HES AN INSTIGATOR" 

WELL. THERE'S ONLY 

ONE THING TO DO" 



I'M GCMiA SHAKE A FEW TREES TO SEE IF ANY 
ADVENTURE, iUPi FALL OUT 0f THEM. 

HEY 01 & 
GUY/:1 WHAT 

YOU GOT IN 
mind?? 

SHAKE A FEW TREES? 
WHAT PD YOU WEAN? 

AWH MAN// THAT'S ALL THE FIGHT HE HAD IN 
HIM?? HE WAS HARDLY WQffTH THE EFFORT// 

WOK.1/ 

SUDDENLY YOU ARE SURROUNDED BY A MOB OF GRIEF STRICKEN 
FARMERS WITH ACCUSIN& FACES// THEY POINT AT TEFLON BILLY 
m YELL YOU MURDERIB FRITlf I CALL THE CITY GUARD1 

*AWA*HAT?7 YQtfRE PTWNG 
THIS ON MS?? YOU BASTARD" 

HEY. I’M CHAOTIC 
GOOD ALL EIGHT?'' 

SO DEAL WITH FT// I . UH EP I CAST A SHIFT BLAME SPELL CM 
MYSELF//1 SHIFT THE BLAME TO KNUCKLES" 

SOMETIMES IWONPEB WHY I EVEN BOTHER 
whiting adventures/.1 they always 

SEEM TO RE**RITE THEMSELVES// 

Lt&GO? 
LE&GOf 

A u\\ < 
li ^4^ 0 ) 0. 
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The Shattered Circle 
An AD&D* Came Adventure 

By Bruce R Cordell 

The ancient 

circle of standing 

stones has existed 

untouched for cen¬ 

turies—until now. 

A strange force has 

destroyed part of 

the aide, breaking 

its andent wards. 

Can your heroes 

solve the mystery of its destruction and 

determine what the wards held at bay 

before it's too late? Find out with this 

exciting adventure for low-level player 

characters. 

58.95/512.95 CAN 

TSR 11325 

ISBN 0-7869-1325-8 

D&D Fast-Play Game: 
Wrath of the 
Minotaur 
A D&D Starter Kit 

and Adventure 

By Jeff Grubb 

The perfect way to 

introduce new 

players to the D&D 

game, roleplaying, 

and the fine art of Dungeon Mastering. 

Includes the celebrated D&D Fast-Play 

Game, an extended step-by-step tutorial 

for new DMs by one of the top designers 

in the industry, and an exciting adven¬ 

ture tha t takes starting heroes into a 

terrible dungeon to face the wrath of its 

guardian—a dreaded minotaur! Use 

this as a stand-alone introduction or 

combine it with the forthcoming 

Eye of the Wytfcm adventure for a more 

epic story. 

54.95/^6.95 CAN 

TSR 11331 
ISBN 0-7069-1331-2 

Demihumans of the Realms 
A Forgotten Realms* Accessory 

By Roger E. Moore 

In the tradition of 

Warriors & Priests 
of the Realms and 

Wizards &■ Rogues 

of the Realms, this 

volume presents 

more than three 

dozen kits for the 

demih Liman 

races; elves, half¬ 

elves, dwarves, gnomes, and halflings. 

It features everything you need to create 

demihuman characters with a distinct 

Realmstan flavor Each kit includes local 

culture and customs,historical influ¬ 

ences and fashion, unique class abilities 

and proficiencies, social class, and role- 

playing notes to help you brea the Life 

into every character. 

SI8.95/S27.95CAN 
TSR 11316 

ISBN 0-7S69-131&-9 

Starships 
An Alternity* Game Accessory 

By David Eckdberry 

Starships provides both players and 

Gamerr asters with a wealth of 

information on spaceship construction. 

It includes a list of new equipment for 

campaigns ranging 

from the Fusion Age 

(PL 6) to the Energy 

Age (PL 8), as well as 

more than sixteen 

different deck plans 

for ships ranging 

from one-man fight¬ 

ers to military corvettes, Storatolps also 

explores the properties of drivespace 

and alternate methods of FTL travel for 

campa igns, such as jump gates and 

hyperspace. 

“si8,95/$27,95CAN 

TSR 11319 

ISBN 0-7869-1319-3 

Rising Tide 
The Threat from the Sea, Book I 

A Forgotten Realms Paperback Novel 

By Mel Odom 

In the first book of a 

sweeping new 

Forgotten Realms 

series, an evil war¬ 

lord from the depths 

of the Trackless Sea 

rallies the undersea 

races of Toril in a sur¬ 

prise attack on the 

Sword Coast. This 

novel shares a setting with the Seatf 
Fatten Stars adventure boxed set, 

$5,99/57.95 CAN 

TSR 21312 

ISBN 0-7869-1312-6 

Tha Cleric Quintet 
Collector's Edition 
A Forgotten Realms 

Hardcover Novel 

By ILA. Salvatore 

Hera for the Brat time 

in a single volume are 

the books by the New 

Ycrit Times bestselling 

author RA- Salvatore 

tha t chronicle the 

adventures of the 

scholar-priest Cadderly of the Edifkant 

Library. A collector's edition for fans of 

the Forgotten Realms setting and R.A, 

Salvatore. 

$24.99/533,95 CAN 

TSR 21313 

ISBN 0-7869-1313-4 
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The Soul Forge 
A DraGONLaNCE* Paperback Novel 

By Margaret Weis 

A paperback reprint of 

the novel about the 

early years of Raistlin, 

one of the most popular 

characters of the 

Dragonlance setting. 

The New York Times 

bestselling author 

Margaret Weis writes about her favorite 

character in this revealing and important 

tale. 
$6.99/56.95 CAN 

T5R 21314 

ISBN 0-7669-1314-2 

The Silver Stair 
Bridges offline Series 

A Dragqnlance Paperback Novel 

ByJeanRabe 

Amid the wreckage of 

the Chaos War. a new 

magic arises on the 

world of Krynn. To 

study it.Goldmoan, 

Hero of the Lance, 

founds the Citadel of 

Light in this novel by 

bestselling author Jean 

Ha be. Does this magic offer hope, or 

does it spell a new doom for the inhabi¬ 

tants of Krynn if it falls into the wrong 

hands? 

$5.99/57.95 CAN 

TSR 21315 

ISBN 0-7869-1315-0 

FEBRUARY 

m 
\ \ ft 

Van Richten’s Monster 
Hunter's Compendium, 
Volume One 
An AD&D 

Ravenlotj* 

Accessory' 

Collected for the first 

time. Dr, Rudolph van 

Rich tens guides to the 

most terrifying crea¬ 

tures of the night— 

vampires, werebeasts, 

and golems! Add an 

element of horror to any fantasy adven¬ 

ture wi th the secrets and details revealed 

a* 

TSR NEWS 
Silver Anniversary 
Vinners Announced 
Last year, TSR polled the fans of the 

D&Darid AD&D games to find out 

which adventures were the most 

popular of all time. The response was 

tremendous, with almost 5,000 differ¬ 

ent voters casting their ballots. The four 

winning adventures are; 

Agamsf the Giants 

The Keep on the Borderlands 

White Plume Mountain 

Rstvenbft 

Expect to see these adventures com¬ 

ing out from TSR next year, either in 

the ' Return to'" forma t or in their origi¬ 

nal form. In addition, the response to 

some of the other classic ad ventures 

was strong, so we will most likely con¬ 

tinue to release some of the other most 

popular classic adventure in the years 

to come. Thanks for all your interest, 

and be sure to help us celebrate the 

25th Anni versary of TSR and the 

Dungeons Sc Dragons* game next year 

Giants in the Earth Vinners 
The results arc in for our 'Giants in the 

Earth" contest. The movie '"Brave- 

heart" was a popular theme, as were 

heroes from Greek mythology, but 

when the smoke cleared, one entry' 

emerged victorious. The winner Eric 

Morton of Annandale, Florida. Eric's 

entry presented the famous Dorian 

Gray from Oscar Wilde's novel The 

Pidure of Dorian Gmy. A current 

subscriber, Eric's prize of a two-year 

subscription will supply him with 

Daugqn* Magazine welt into the next 

century] Our runners-up 

John Pblojac—Max, The King of the 

Wild Things., from MauriceSendaks 

Where the Wild Tilings Are, 

Robert Chaney—Nasreddin Hodja, 

an infamous Middle Eastern mythical 

figure. 

Leon Chang—Orpheus, the famous 

Greek Bard, 

Congratulations lo these four, and to 

all who sent in their entries. 

Traps Vinner Published 
Issue #247 of Djugqn Magazine 

included a Design-a-Trap contest for 

the Greyhawk setting. The winning 

entry, designed by Johnathan M. 

Richards, was published as part of the 

Crypt cfUfzandred the Mod adventure 

[available in stores now). Check out 

future issues of Dragon Magazine for 

more contests featuring TSR's 

campaign setting^, and win prizes! 

New Bragoblabcs Storyline 
This year marks the fifteenth anniver- 

sary of the Draggnlance Saga, and 

TSR is celebrating with the launch of a 

brand-new epic storyline called the 

War of Souls, Authors Margaret Weis 

and Tracy Hickman are already deep 

into the first novel of this forthcoming 

trilogy, their first collaboration since 

1995 k blockbuster Dragons of Summer 

Flume. Meanwhile, the editors and 

designers of DkaCOnLaNCE game 

products have integrated the storyline 

into upcoming releases. 

The seeds of this storyline appear 

first in The Sylvan Veil by William W. 

Connors and Miranda Homer. This 

adventure sourcebook reveals the 

mysteries of the Silvanesti Shield and 

lets the Narrator and players leam the 

events that have occurred behind the 

shield over the last twen ty years, 71k1 

Syfaaji is available next month. 

This and future adventures belong 

to Battle Lines, a series of books and 

adventures that tie in to the War of 

Souls novels without retelling their 

plots. Dragqnlance Brand Manager 

Site Cook says, "Our goal is to create a 

wider tapestry' of stories surrounding 

the landmark events of the War of 

Souls rather than tell the same series of 

events in several different ways," 

The Dhagonlat^ce team plans to 

hold a summit this w inter to hatch new' 

plans for next year. Until then, the 

Dragdniance Vow of Silence binds the 
team to "remain publicly silent" on the 
details of the War of Souls. 
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Coming 
Attractions 

Com by $ posi 

Rogue Heroes 
By Mark Hart 

A treasu re chest of Skills & Powers for 

Rogue heroes, including new abilities 

for Thieves and Bards. 

Hidden Agendas 
By Andy Miller 

The cities of the Flanaess are alive 

with plots and subterfuge, and at the 

center of it a il are the secret societies 

of the Grtvhawk' setting. 

The Lost Giants of Krynn 
By Richard Dakan 

Earth giants, cave lords, desolation 

giants, and half-giants for your 

AD&DofSaga campaign. 

World of the Weren 
By Wolfgang Baur 

Leam the Blood Philosophy of these 

hirsute warriors, with new weapons, 

creatures, and careers for the 

AlTKHNtiY game &7AR*DKIVEsetting. 

Plus fiction by Diane Duane, '' Bazaar 

of the Bizarre/' "Knights of the 

Dinner Table," "Sage Advice' V 

wDkaconMihihV "Profiles," 

and more. 

54.95 Lr.5./$6.50 CAN 

TSR Product No. 8225-02 

herein. Updated and presented for use 

with any AD&D campaign, including 

the Ravenloft setting. 

$24.95/S36.95CAN 

TSR11447 

ISBN 0-7869-1447-5 

D6iD Fast-Play Game: 
Eye of the Wy vent 
A P&P Starter Kit and Adventure #2 

By Jeff Grubb 

Tips & tricks 

for running a 

wilderness 

adventure! 

Perfect for 

introducing 

new players to 

the D&D game, 

roleplaying, and Dungeon Mastering. 

Includes the D&D Fast-Play Game, an 

extended step-by-step tutorial for new' 

DMs, and an exciting adventure that 

takes starting hemes tntq the uncharted 

wilderness to face the fury' of a wyvem! 

Use this alone or combine it with Wm/Ji 

ofthcMinotaur for a more epic story. 

$4.95/56.95 CAN 

TSR 11373 

ISBN 0-7869-1373-8 

Dungeons of Despair 
An AD&D Adventure Anthology 

Edited by C hristopher Perkins 

Need a challenge for your player charac¬ 

ters? Try these exci ting scenarios drawn 

from the pages of DUMSEON1 Adventures* 

Includes adven¬ 

tures from the ear¬ 

liest issues, 

updated and 

ready to play. Are 

your heroes brave 

enough to enter 

the deepest dark¬ 

est dungeons and 

the wildest wilderness settings any¬ 

where? For player characters of 2nd to 

4th level. 

$12.95/518.95 CAN 

TSR 31444 
ISBN 0-7869-1444-0 

The Sylvan Veil 
An AD&D and SAGA Supplement 

William W. Connors and 

Miranda Homer 

This epic adventure 

is rich with source 

material and drama 

revolving around the 

land of the elves. It 

includes history, lore, 

legendary heroes, and 

a quest beyond the 

magical Silvanesti Shield. Inspired by 

a story concept by Margaret Weis and 

Tracy Hickman, 

$18.95/527.95 CAN 

TSR 11329 

ISBN 0-7869-1132-9 

precious metals that guarantee their 

livelihood- Heroes negotiating for 

supplies soon find themselves 

embroiled in the machinations of com¬ 

peting stellar nations, facing off against 

treacherous black marketeers, and 

dodging the threat of pirates and 

cykoteks. The adventure culminates 

with a discovery that could change 

the balance of power in the Oberon 

system forever, 

£13.95/520.95 CAN 

TSR1132& 

ISBN 0-7869-1328-2 

Star of Cursrah 
Lost Empires Series 

A Forgotten Re aims 

fbperback Novel 

By Clayton Emery’ 

Adventurers stumble 

across a buried city 

guarded by a powerful undead foree. 

Secrets, thrills, and daring heroics 

punctuate this story that shares the 

setti ng of the game product Empires of 

the Shining Sea. 

$5.99/$7.95 CAN 

TSR 21322 

ISBN 0-7869-1322-3 

Planet of 
Darkness 
A StAtt4DRIVE 

Adventure 

By Christopher 

Fferkins 

Under a veil of 

darkness lies half 

of the planet 

Lison, cloaked in 

its own shadow'. Below- the surface, 

inhabitants continue to mine the 
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The Puppet King 
Chaos War Scries 

A DragonLAIVCE Riper- 

back Novel 

By Douglas Niles 

As war and destruction 

spread across AnsaSon, 

the elven ruler Gilthas 

must make a fateful choice, one that 

could spell victory or disaster for his 

people. His story is chronicled by one of 

the Dragonlance setting's most well- 

known and respected authors. 

£5.99/57,95 CAN 

TSR 21324 

ISBN 0-7869-1324-X 

MARCH 
The Scarlet Brotherhood 
An AD&D Came Ghewkwk 

Accessory 

By Sean Reynolds 

The shadowy 

villains of the World 

of Greyhawk take 

center stage in 

this must-have 

sourcebook. Once 

they worked in hid¬ 

ing., manipulating 

the fate of the land 

from the shadows through assassination 

and esptonagje. Now the Scarlet Brother¬ 

hood emerges to spread fear and terror. 

This product also features the return of 

the Monk and Assassin character classes. 

317,95/326,95 CAN 

TSR 11374 

ISBN 0-7869-1374-6 

RPGA TSR Jam 1999 
An AD&D Adventure Anthology 

Edited by John Ratcliff 

This product compiles 

the best of the 

Adventurer's Guild'' 

retail demo adven¬ 

tures from IM 

Each adventure 

provides a taste of 

a different game 

system and setting, 

from the popular AD&D game to 

the new Alterntty science fiction game. 

It features the Forgotten Realms, 

Dragovlance, Greyhawk, Planescape', 

and Ravenloft campaigns. 

$12,95/518-95 CAN 

TSR 11445 

ISBN 0-7869-1445-9 

Storm at Eld ala 
The Harbinger-Trilogy, Book 2 

A Star "Drive Novel, 

By Diane Duane 

The Nei o YorJt Times 

best-selling author 

Diane Duane con¬ 

tinues the story 

begun in 5/flmst’ at 

Comvak*. As Gabriel 

Connor and his 

companion Enda 

scratch out a living 

among the dangerous sla rs of The Verge, 

they stumble upon an astonishing reve¬ 

lation from the depths of time. 

55.99/S7.95CAN 

TSR 21334 

ISBN 0-7869-1334-7 

Fantastic Four™ Roster Book 
A Marv el Super Heroes ' Accessory 

by Richard Dakan and Jack Emmert 

Tine heroes of the World's Greatest 

Comics Magazine come to life! The 

roster book features descriptions for 

more than 100 friends and foes of the 

Fantastic Four, from the Mole Man lo 

Galactus.This guide for fans of Marvel 

Comics and the Fantastic FOUR offers 

up-to-date facts on Marvel's hottest 

heroes, villains, and story lines. 

Uses the Saga game system, 

£18.95/527,95 CAN 

TSR 11320 

ISBN 0-7S69-1132-0 

The Rose and the Skull 
Bridges of Time Series 

A Dragon lance Paperback Novel 

By Jeff Crook 

Weakened, their 

numbers shattered by 

the destructive Chaos 

War, the Knights of 

Solamnia look to the 

Knights of Takhisis. 

The alliance forged 

during the East days 

of the Chaos War is renewed, but when 

the grandmaster of the Knights of 

Coming 
Attractions 

Cover by Tony DiTeriim 

Deep Trouble In Telthin 
By John A. Hartshome 

A feud between a water elementahst 

and a marid caliph spills over into the 

Prime Material Plane. An AD&D 

adventure for levels 10-12. 

No Stone Unturned 
By Peter C Spahn 

Who's conducting an archaeological 

exca vation beneath the city of Jevid, 

and what are they searching for? An 

AD&D adventure for levels 3-5. 

Mistress on the Mere 
ByPnul Culotte 

Fearless vampire hunters are needed 

in the fourth adventure of the Mere 

of Dead Men series. An AD&D 

Forgotten Realass adventure 

for levels 5-7. 

Under a Pale Moon 
By Jason Carl 

The Moon Steps are a place of 

wonder and magic—and danger. A 

DragonLrWCE: Fifth Age5 dramatic 

supplement and AD&D adventure 

for levels 2-1. 

ANDMORE... 

$4.95 U.S./S650 CAN 

TSR Product No. 8207-09 
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What’s This Harvel Card? 
Vou, lucky Header, have been selected to recei ve a Makvel Super Herchs 

Adventure Game promo card! The action-packed new Marvel roleplaying game 

features a deck of % Fate Cards, but there are four extremely rare cards that you 

can't find in the Marsel hew. The promotional Fate Cards— Deadpool, Ghost Rider, 

the Impossible Man, and Lockheed the Dragon—can be inserted Into your Man-el 

decks, using their all-new events for extra slanvbang action! Now that you've got 

one of the promo cards, look for the game in you r local comic or game store, and all 

your Marsel-fanatic friends will be Hulk-green wi th envy! 

run of Dragon* Macule, from issue #1 

to #250. Each issue is presented exactly 

as originally printed—ads, covers, and 

all. In PDF format, everything is easy to 

use and completely searchable. Includes 

every issue of Thr Strategic Rnrisw, 

Dragon Magazine's predecessor. 

Price: TBD 

TSR 11448 

ISBN 0-7869-114*3 

Solamnta dies, the very existence of the 

Solamnic Knights is challenged. 

£5,99/57.95 CAN 

TSR21336 

ISBN 0-7869-1336-3 

Outbound; An Explorer's 
Guide 
A Stak*Drive Accessory 

By Ed Stark 

Outbound contains full 

descriptions of new 

systems and planets to 

add to any SiAiP'Dmvt 

campaign. Each Sys¬ 

tem description 

includes adventure 

material that should 

draw curious heroes to the new, alien 

worlds, and the Explorer's Guide sec¬ 

tion expands on the existing rules for 

cataloging and exploring new territory. 

$18.95/527.95 CAN 

TSR11339 

ISBN 0-7369-1339-8 

Evermeet; Island of the Elves 
A Forgotten Realms Paperback Novel 

By Elaine Cunningham 

A paperback reprint 

of the saga of 

Faerun's elves, from 

their beginnings in 

the dawn of time to 

their hour of grea test 

need. When Ever- 

meet, the elven home¬ 

land, comes under 

devastating attack,Queen Amlaniil's 

sacrifice holds tiie last hope of safety. 

S6.99/58.95 CAN 

TSR 21354 

ISBN 0-7B69-I354-1 

Spectre of the 
Black Rose 
A RaVenloft Paper¬ 

back Novel 

By james Lewder 

In this chilling sequel 

to the best-selling 

Knigiitof the Black 

Rose, Lord Soth, an 

important character in both the DkaC- 

ONLanCe and Ravenloft settings, fights 

to keep his reign of terror 

from crumbling. 

S5.99/S7.95 CAN 

TSR 21333 

ISBN 0-7869-1333-9 

Dragon Magazine Archive 
An AD&D Electronic Media Utility 

Programming by 

Saltmine Creative, Inc. 

This CD-ROM contains the complete 

The Accursed Tower 
An AD&D Forgotten Realms 

Adventure 

By R A Salvatore 

Go north to kewind 

Dale, home of the 

famous drew Ranger 

DriZ2t DoTIrden, 

for an action-packed 

adventure for low- 

level heroes. Most 

thought the Accursed 

Tower was destroyed. All knew it had 

been lost long ago. Now a small group 

of heroes must venture into its long- 

hidden ruins to discover what treasures 

and dangers await them in the frozen 

north. 

S9.95/S14.95 CAN 

TSR 11337 

ISBN 0-7869-1337-1 
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depths of the Trackless Sea, threatening everything m its 
denizens are mobilizing for an all-out assault on Faeron, 
tale of Rfemg Tide, the first novel in TSR's new Threat Frc 

-ZITJJZ/S& -J&lszz&rs, 
heroes daring enough to face this undersea menace. Design your own Forgotten Realms" hero 
for our Rogues Gallery, Give the hero's game statistics, physical description, equipment, back¬ 
ground, and purpose. Your hero may live on land, aboard a ship, or under the sea. Any class or 
race is acceptable. Entries will be judged on originality, game consistency, and format. 

A terrible evU has risen from the 
rhuagin and other undersea 
with Waterdeep. This is the 
xOogy, by Mel Odom, 

w. Were looking for some 

each *?otr£| sfrouW fro front etf to 650 mo rtfs. All entries must be received 
by March 19, 1999. The four winning entries will appear in an upcoming "Rogues Gallery" 
article in Dragon7 Magazine, with each hero illustrated by one of our talented artists. Each win¬ 
ner of the contest will also receive a copy of the novel Rising Tide, signed by author Mel Odom! 

“Thrcni From (he S<Nil>Hero Design Contest Rules 

1. Enins To rjili'p. send your canpleted eftttV toftn Including your namer .nJdrris.. plkmc HtUIiItx. the CWdWl to which ynur submission apf Iks. and your proposed Threat Frtlh the Sea Kero 
r-F-Hhv" I to T5R, ]nc. rTS*n, DmsckI Threat From the Sea Cucttnl, ItO. Bo* W. Benton. WA9W67-0TO7. Nit purohas* f«iukred- You mayaufamit ret many entries * you Wish, bul 
***• new linin’ per Mitlfflfeakn There B JUi idmUW to MJtinnLtEirt^ Bile fcwne MlllY mure than PfWf Entries may Ik.H ctmit w«ri* in tonflth If you are under ]*, yffll must hai r ymur 
parents Trermt^imi to enter Entries muri 5k ror«vrd foHmr ffodnlghl (Pacific Timri, M»p* l*». 1W. Winners wtfl be sefeCbd bv a twin DFTSK* judge* based on the Emily's formal. «foir 
rmltiy, and appropriateness All dacisw* ant fi*wL The probability oi winning Is hawd ndwivdy on Am ejuriliy d the Entries rweh'fd. 

2. OriRtnatllv of Erin- All ]£nim» ntUH be in English. Entrant warrants Lli.il the Entrv written above IS Urennjpnal and rtdliSiW WOT* of Entrant and lha I Entrant has not assigned. tRiPfr 
Mred lidfvreJ. nr roiii tlw rl^hl to 0.W the J:n!n’ to any other party EnlfaiM Og|e« to Indemnify T5R again*! flood frith claims of copyright infringement toed ufi TSR'* VM of the Fjilry. 
but inch indemnification shall twi apply it it ran K* shown ihdl Lfdr.un hfld IV *€C<hk la the aUe^ed-ly inlrtn®td W*t 

1 Uk anil Ownership el finin’ Info: In ARudcnUkin tor TSR'S WVKW of Entrant's applkalkm and, tf applicable. prize* awarded hereunder, Entrant UamsietS flU right*. irer]udinH all mpy- 
ntdil ownership right* in entnj to TSR and OdthOWledllpt that Are Entry is- hereby lire »k property of HSR- It t* fuiUrer understood thM Entrant hereby transfer* any and all interest of 
liejns Ihal shf/he acquire* in bitn.; including but nrt iinured to trademark Tifthb ,Urd cep VfH glib Jfld pjplertim render 17 U.S.C. & 106 to TSR. TSR shad have no obligation for considera¬ 
tion i.tlher I ha n a* defined herein 

^ Prtirta rhe fWLT Winner, of the Threat From the Sen CutUrct thal| receive- lire first novel in llkr Threat From the Sea trilogy iRnsJhrf Mr, by Md Odomi signed by author. The apprenctmah? 
value of ihu pri/i* L*J5.« U5. The v, inning Wto ElMfies will alrei appear, with appropriate at( bylSSutBbv in on upraminp issue of OfBOtW 

5. Eligibility ^Hvt whfie prohibited bv law. In efttet lit teodraanv pri?Jt. Entrain aRrom to sfcRn TSR s afhilril<d eiipbitity/relL'nJw ti< liability! pttft; MMfftTW I “Affidavit'! within o days 
uf receipt of notlfterttm nr furled priiir. ft the winner ii a miim. then the guaidum muvt ro-^fpi ihe AflldavJt hy KKpana af petev, linbtel dgKt» to the- wk nf flsrit name and/Ot liie- 
ne» tot ptrrpo^s id .idveituing. Iratle. or promotion witlwtll forthcr romperaailKrn, unlevs peuliibiled by ______ „ ,m „ _ _ _ _ ____________ M * „ „ w 

ISti .sMuimes no responsibility lot, late. HwH^ibk. Mk'umpti4e, or mJkdiiLvred Entries. iV'tkv.Mnpltarsre - ‘I 
| wilh the tiore paramtlMS caolilned lienrin or return r«f any pnreypriie notdkalwn a* lH*te!re«aMe will 

ill nt 1.1 I^ioalltu aiton and an at1em.i1e. winner will be wk'ih'd Finpluyfe* ul TSR... Wizards oJ tire Coul, 
I |iK,, oiu| iheir wpivtive ntfili.itos. and dhtrlbutor* are nm eligible. 

[ ti, Restrklton*: Void where pmhlbltwi of halfiLled bv law. All pnoe ivinmm .hall hi’ hotiiied Ire p*uw .re 
I letfef. N\-| •juhititottorsof ph/aart altowol evoopfal ttK'>opti(ii uf T5K, shmikl thefftHLaroJ prii^twoiTir 
I unavaUdde, AH federal, iiaber provincial, and lucri i^Mn apply: The winner bwfctv nap«»*te for alt 
I appliCaL'k! ftdpral. Vlnto, provincial,, asid kwal tavos. For d list of winners, wnd a slain]»dr sell-add rtSSn.1 
I emefope to EbjfifW Ai^w Threat From the hnll Contes! lYYimcrs. TSH, Inc. TO. Bin, 707, ftenltMt WA 
I *lgiKT RL^Uriibi fur winner, lists must be received: by Itetl .ll, IfW Allow four (4> WCvk> Are ddimMy uf 
1 winners list, 
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Profiles 

Forgotten Realms author 

Me] Odom doesn't just write 

about the setting— 

he plays there, too. 

i Srift »•" ' f 
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by Stephen Kenson 

Author Mel Odom has big plans 

brewing, plans that will rise up from 

the depths and alter the future of the 

Forgotten Realms setting. 

When he isn't busy changing the face 

of Faerun, Odom spends time with his 

family. Working at home gives him the 

opportunity to be with his kids. In 

addition to coaching their baseball and 

basketball teams, Mel also plays the 

AD&D" game with two of his five chil- 

dren {ages 15,15,12,9, and 1), 

" We play modules right out of 

Dungeon* Adventures," he says. "My 

nine year-old loves going through ail the 

books and modules and asking 'Dad, 

will you run. this?' or saying 'You should 

put this in your nest book' The Side- 

Treks are great because they're some¬ 

thing 1 can just run in an evening. It's a 

lot of fun." Ha ving fun with AD&D is 

what it's all about, as far as Odom is con¬ 

cerned, With fun in mind, he writes with 

an emphasis on action and adventure. 

Mel sold his first book in Janua ry of 

1938, and there's been no stopping him 

since. Ten years and dozens of books 

later, this prolific author of fantasy and 

science-fiction adventure novels and 

stories brought his talents toTSR 

with two books based on the 

F.R.E,E Lancers campaign setting for the 

Toe Secret/SJ.7 ga me (EEEELimara 

andER.EEEn/1). He followed them with 

TJrc lost libranj ofCtfnnnnthyr, his first 

Forgotten Realms novel. 

Odom often hears from AD&D play¬ 

ers abou t how Inis work a ffects their own 

games. "A lot of email I've gotten is from 

people who are using characters and 

things from my novel in their AD&D 

games/' he says, "One DM gave The Lost 

Library ofCortmnthyr to a player to use a® 

a guide for how a Chaotic Good Ranger 

should act. I never even really thought 

about the character's alignment when 

I was writing it; it just worked out 

that way." 

Mel has a talent for bringing to his 

novels such elements of the game world, 

'I've never really done game stats for 

characters in my books before I write 

them, but I do go over the character 

classes, the kits, and the spells to learn 

just what the characters can do and how 

they act. 1 research the characters and try 

to make them unique. You can't just 

have a 'generic fighter'; you have to 

bring a personality, a history, and a 

point of view to the person," 

Still, Odom considers being true to 

the game world important. "You have 

to pay more attention to detail in a game 

world/' he says, "You have to home in 

and find out what is important about 

that world, but it can't read like a 

brochure. It has to be a real world with 

real people. The game details have to 

blend in and be there, but the story is 

what's important. What I bring to the 

world is a lot of action. I bring a sense 

of urgency and characters who are real. 

That's what people like most about 

the stories." 

With the success of Last Library, Odom 

is writing the upcoming Threat from 

the Sea trilogy. It s a series with major 

implications for the FORGOTTEN REALMS 

setting. He can't reveal too much about 

it, but he did offer the following hints: 

"Basically, an evil that has been buried 

for thousands of years has risen from the 

sea and turned against the surface 

world. A lot happens in these books, 

and the map of Toril will not be the 

same afterward. A lot of people arc 

going to be shocked and amazed.1' 

The novel trilogy begins with Rising 

Tide, set for release this month, exactly 

eleven years since Mel's first booksalc. 

It is followed by Under Fallen Stars in 

September and concludes with The Sea 

Devils Eye and the Realms oftiie Deep 

anthology next year. Game sourcebook 

tie-ins are planned to coincide wi th the 

novels, allowing players in FORGOTTEN 

Realms games to follow the events of 

the trilogy. 

"The Realms are very big and very 

fun to play in. Almost anything can 

happen there. Thafis one of the things I 

love about them," Odom says. He also 

loves hearing from readers of his books 

and can be reached by email at 

deni m by te&aol .com. 

When he's not writing, Mel spends 

time reading and doing research. Of 

course, he always makes time to do 

tilings with his family, 'T love spending 

time with my kids/' he says, cleverly 

planning to blend work and play by 

bringing a few more of them into his 

Forgotten Realms campaign soon. 

-1* 



Dungeon Designer £ is tk& eagerly awaited first add-on product for 

Campaign C -artographer £ and tke Core Rules £-0 Campaign Mapper. 

For CC2 and Campaign Mapper users 

DD2 has over 400 stunning symbols to make dungeon 

maps and floor plans beautiful There are symbols 

for devious traps, doors, windows, strange statues, 

temple features and many others. You can create 

simple, distinctive generic maps or create professional 

quality Ml colour artwork for RPG publications. 

For CC2 users 
A single button click takes you to a new set of menus 

and icons that give you walls, easy corridors, triunctions, 

crossroads as well as shortcuts to the different symbol 

catalogs. Break doors into walls with ease. DD2 has an 

optional "tiled" approach to building dungeons and 

dungeon sections that lets you prepare and print a 

dungeon design in minutes. 

Dungeon Designer 2 is US$36.95 in the US and Canada, £24.95 in the rest of the world, 

Upgrade lor DOS users of Dungeon Designer US327J5 in the US and Canada, E1S.95 elsewhere. 

TO ORDER 
If your retailer does not slock Dungeon Designer 2 

Internet go to ProFantasy 's website at httpttfwww.profanlasy.eom 
In the US and Canada phene 1-000-641-1437 (Shipping $7,00, Rush Shipping 512.50) 

Elsewhere phone UK 0171 738 8077 or fa? UK D171 738 8282 (£5 00 P&P UK, £10,00 elsewhere) 

Questions? 

pnjfanlasy.corn « call our pre-sales enquiry lino OH 1-BOO-2B1-2I11 &AM-BRM Hawaii Standard Tima 

002 requires'Campaign Cartographer 2 or AD££> Core Rules 2.0 Campaign Mapper. 

System requirements are any PC that runs Window* 95/WT4rafl and am 0001(600 display 

Tke d estgn revo lution goes undergroun dl 
AD&D and Care RlJIbS 2.0 are trademarks owned by TSR. Windows is a trademark owned by liw Mrcnosoft Corporation. 

Other Ir.idemorks am owned by ProFanlasy Software Ud. 



History is filled with Temptation 

The mightiest wizard 

of Faerun wasn’t 

always so su re of the 

path he would take. 

"Ed Greenwood, the 

All-Father of the 

Realms, spins a tale 

th at enraptu res and 

enchants!" 

—JefFGrubb 

Journey back to the 

ancient days of 

the Forgotten 

Realms setting, 

and witness 

The Temptation 

ofElmimtrr, 

It*5 a tale you1!! 

find hard to resist. 

TbeTemptaEmi qfEbnimter * Ed Greenwood 
TSR£ SffliB * JSSNsf 0-79o>II B$t-I 

Avatljbk December ro3 
www.tsr.com ■ For mere hfomiWor, call (£OCj324-&&0 

& (S&stanaiea airadumark «*n#o ty TSR hit O TgR, Inc All nquia F*se-rvoti '5ft. Inc. te c si^BKhary ®i Wuards Khe Coast. <rte. 


